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FRIENDS OF THE WILLIAM E. CARTER SCHOOL 
BOX 255067, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS, 02125-5067 

RUTH C. CLARKE 
President 

MARIANNE KOPACZYNSt'l 
Principal, Clerk 

ROGER DANIEL MAZUR 
Principal Emeritus, Treasurer 

THE WILLIAM E. CARTER SCHOOL, 396 NORTHAMPTON STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSEITS 02118"' 635-9832: AREA 617 

A BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOL 

· I December 2008 

The Rudy Bruner A ward for Urban Excellence 
Bruner Foundation, Inc. 
130 Prospect Street 
Cambridge, MA 02139 

Dear 2009 Award Committee: 

Friends of the William E. Carter School is pleased to submit its Carter School Sensory 
Garden Outdoor Classroom for consideration for the 2009 Rudy Bruner Award for Urban 

Excellence. 

We have attempted to submit a broad array of perspective papers from individuals whose 
contributions helped to make this both a successful and very special project, including a 
perspective paper from our general contractor (Emanouil Brothers, Inc.- Jonathan 
Diette). The contribution of the Emanouil crew cannot be over emphasized. This is the 
team which built the project and, to the man, each gave his best and more. Friends of the 
William E. Carter School believes that a qualified general contractor willing to work with 
the client visionaries is also essential in order for a project to achieve urban excellence. 
We had that in Emanouil Brothers, Inc. 

Thank you for your consideration of our Carter School Sensory Garden Outdoor 
Classroom. We shall look forward to hearing of your decision. 

Sincerely, 

~c..~ 
Ruth C. Clarke 
President 
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PROJECT DATA 
Please answer the questions In space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms, If needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed to written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which It responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided on 
the original form. 

Project Name Carter School Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom Location Boston. MA 

Owner City of Boston 

Project UseCsl garden & outdoor classroom for profoundly developmentally delayed multi-handicapped students 

Project Size 16.425 s.f. Caporox.l Total Development Cost $1.1m 

Annual Operating Budget (if appropriate> $30.000 

Date Initiated 1998 Percent ComPlete by Dec 1. 2008 100% 

protect Completion Date Cif appropriate> 

Attach. if vou wish a list of relevant protect dates 

Application submitted by: 

Name Ruth C. Clarke Title President 

Oroanization The Friends of the William E. Carter School 

Address Box 255067 

Telephone (6171 436-3182 

E-mail rcc113@hotmail.com 

Key Participants (Attach an additional sheet If needed) 

Organization 

public Agencies 

City of Boston 

City of Boston Public Schools Facilities 

City of Boston Public School Department 

City/State/Zip Boston. MA 02125-5067 

Fax (6171 436-9602 

Weekend Contact Number (for notification) 617-436·3182 

Key Participant Telephone/e-mail 

Thomas M. Menino. Mayor 617·635/4500/mayor@cityofboston.qov 

Khadijah Brown 617-635-9129/kjbrown@boston.k12.ma.us 

Michael Contompasis 617-635-3817/IGR@cityofboston.qov 

City of Boston DND Grassroots Program Andria Post Ergun 617-635-D203taergun@dnd.crtyofboston.gov 

City of Boston Dept. Parks & Recreation Antonio Pollack 617-635-4989/parks@cityofboston.qov 

City of Boston Disabled Persons Commission Stephen Spinetto 617-635-3682/sspinman@mac.com 

Architect/Designer 

David Berarducci Landscape Architecture David Berarducci 617-350-5190/dpb@db·la.com 

Martha Tyson. Landscape Architect Martha Tyson 920-260-0610/mmtyson@gmall.com 

Developer 

Friends of the William E. Carter School Ruth C. Clarke (617l436-3182/rcc113@hotmail.com 

professional Consultant 

Coler & Colantonio. Engineers & Scientists Stephen Silva 781-792-2216/ssilva@col-col.com 

Community Group 

Friends of the Carter Garden Ruth C. Clarke (617l436-3182/rcc113@hotmail.com 

Other- Contractor 

Emanouil Brothers. Inc. Jonathan Diette 978-256·6125/jdiette@emanouil.com 

Other- Carter School 

The William E. Carter School Marianne Ko oa czyns ki 6t7-635-98321mkopaC2ynskl@boston.k12.ma.us 

Please indicate how you learned about the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence. (Check all that apply). 

_Direct Mailing 
_Professional 

Organization 

_ Magazine Advertisement 
__ Online Notice 
__ Bruner/Loeb Forum 

Previous RBA entrant 
__ Previous Selection Committee member 
_X_please specify) article in Boston Globe several years ago 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for any 
purposes whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the application 
and all attached rna Ia is and to gr nt thes rights and permissions. 
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ABSTRACT 
Please answer the questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms, if 
needed. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed to wrjtten directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and 
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of 
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form. 

Project Name The Carter School Sensorv Garden Outdoor Classroom 
Address: 396 NorthamPton Street Citv/State/Zip: Boston. MA 02118 

1. Give a brief overview of the project, including major project goals. 

The purpose of this project was to create an outdoor learning space for the profoundly 
developmentally delayed multi-handicapped students of the Boston public school system housed at 
the William E. Carter School as none of Boston's public open spaces adequately accommodate the 
multiple cognitive and physical challenges faced by this student population; an open space where 
learning activities can be conducted outdoors where the added sensory stimulus of nature helps 
motive students to greater physical and cognitive accomplishments. 

As the William E. Carter School is located adjacent to Boston's South West Corridor Park, a 
secondary purpose was to complement and enhance the beauty of the South West Corridor Park, 
just as the South West Corridor Park complements and enhances the beauty of the Carter School 
Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom. 

At the time that designing and fundraising activities began, it was anticipated that this project would 
be funded totally by private contributions and some federal monies controlled by the City of Boston. 
However, just as the project was to go out to bid, the City of Boston stepped forward to assume 
approximately 22% of its cost and assure that the Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom could be fully 
built as designed; and, by so doing, made this project truly a private public partnership. 

2. Why does this project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence? (You may consider such factors as effect on the 
urban environment; innovative or unique approaches to any aspect of the project development; new and creative approaches 
to urban issues; design quality.) 

The excellence of its design and the quality of its construction vastly surpasses any existent Boston 
public school yard and any Boston city park; the project appropriately addresses its purpose of 
accommodating the learning activities of the profoundly developmentally delayed multi-handicapped 
student population of the Carter School; the Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom i(SGOC) introduces 
the Carter student population to the community which can easily view student learning activities in 
the Garden; the SGOC, bounded on two sides by the South West Corridor Park (SWCP), 
complements and enhances the SWCP, providing a visual extension of the public open space and 
matching, if not surpassing the quality of the SWCP; the SGOC preserves open green space within 
the community and does not contribute to population density, a major concern of the existing 
community's residential population; project enjoyed an impressive amount of community support 
from individuals and businesses within the community, as well as support from private 
philanthropies, corporations, and public agencies, with 78% of the project being funded with private 
(and federal) monies; no viewing angle of the SGOC can be discovered which is not visually 
delightful; project will serve (and is already serving) as a model for other public school capital 
projects, and other outdoor spaces for the physically and cognitively impaired; the SGOC enjoys the 
commitment of its development team to continue to sustain it; the unique development team which 
focused on excellence and serving the student population, creatively encouraged the project 
contractor and the majority of project vendors to become project benefactors and share in the 
project's purpose; said unique development team boldly and successfully challenged another 
private/public proposal, supported by a variety of city agencies concerning use of the property in a 
manner less beneficial to the community and to the Carter School student population, in spite of said 
proposal being potentially economically beneficial to the City. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Please answer the questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms, if 
needed. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed to written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and 
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of 
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form. 

Project Name The Carter School Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom (SGOCl 
Address: 396 Northampton Street City/State/Zio: Boston. MA 02118 

1. Describe the underlying values of the project. What, If any, significant trade-offs were required to implement the project. 

The purpose of this project was to create an outdoor learning space for the profoundly 
developmentally delayed multi-handicapped students of the Boston public school system housed at 
the William E. Carter School as none of Boston's public open spaces adequately accommodate the 
multiple cognitive and physical challenges faced by this student population; an open space where 
learning activities can be conducted outdoors where the added sensory stimulus of nature helps 
motive students to greater physical and cognitive accomplishments. 

Trade-offs: There were the anticipated normal compromises related to construction cost which 
necessitated modifying certain features and specified materials to be more modest than originally 
designed. 

The SGOC was significantly delayed by a proposal from Northeastern University to assume 
ownership of the Carter School land and provide ground-level facilities for the Carter School in the 
proposed-to-be-built NEU undergraduate dormitory. Said proposal was favored by several City of 
Boston agencies and ultimately was rejected by the Carter School staff and parents. 

The SGOC development team, which anticipated that the project would be funded solely by private 
(with some federal) monies, wished to choose its own contractor as is allowed under Massachusetts 
General Laws but was opposed, in so doing, by some members of the BPS facilities department. 
Matter was resolved when the City of Boston stepped forward with sufficient additional funding to 
guarantee that the SGOC could be constructed as a complete entity, as designed, under a publicly
bid contract. The contractor who won the bid turned out to be extremely satisfactory and eventually 
became a project benefactor. 

Construction of the SGOC was delayed with the discovery, during construction, that the school's 
sanitary sewage was being routed to a storm sewer (originally a combined sewer), as said sewer line 
runs through the portion of school property being developed into the SGOC. The necessitated 
designing and constructing a rerouted sanitary sewer line and obtaining the necessary permissions 
and easements to run it, in part, through South West Corridor Park (SWCP) land. While the cost for 
this was assumed in total by the BPS system, it delayed all SGOC construction until an adequate 
design was developed, and necessitated extensive facilitation/coordination efforts from the SGOC 
project manager to complete in a reasonably timely fashion. 

2. How has the project impacted the local community? Please include relevant information on urban context. 

The Carter School Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom serves two communities: 1) the profoundly 
developmentally delayed multi-handicapped student population of the Carter School which is drawn 
from predominantly lower-income, minority households from every neighborhood in the City of 
Boston; 2) The individuals working, visiting and residing in the community surrounding the physical 
plant of the Carter School, located in the Lower Roxbury/'South End neighborhood of Boston. 

The impact of the SGOC on its primary community is significant. The entire Carter School population 
can enjoy the SGOC simultaneously. Staff have observed many positive learning and motivational 
outcomes among the students and have developed specific outdoor learning objectives for each 
student. Staff have observed the students' genuine excitement and joy in the SGOC and a greater 
alertness after an excursion to the Garden. One student, who rarely reaches out to touch anything, 
reaches out to feel the water cascading over the urn fountain; another, with severely compromised 
mobility skills, will walk to the swings; another, whose legs will not hold him, will propel himself with 
his hands into the splash pad, shrieking with delight over the sensation of the cold water on his 
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body; another skips along the pathways and regularly escapes into the Garden whenever she can; 
another wanders into the flowers; another rides his bicycle along the pathways; others smile at 
seeing the iridescent bubbles from the bubble machine and reach out to catch them. Carter parents 
are overwhelmed to think that such a beautiful and unique space has been designed specifically for 
their children who are so often overlooked. 

The impact of the SGOC on its secondary community is restricted to the visual impact of the SGOC 
which significantly enhances the public South West Corridor Parker. Community residents seemed 
pleased and many have become friends and supporters of the Carter School and its SGOC. 
Community residents are pleased that the SGOC adds attracted open space to the community rather 
than greater population density, and adds to the declining open space adjacent to the SWCP. 

3. Describe the elements of the development process, including community participation where appropriate. 

The SGOC project followed the standard steps of development including conceptual design, 
construction design, and construction with members of the Carter School community involved in all 
phases and directing the development team. Members of the physical community attended and 
participated in a number of presentations. 

While the design process assured the design excellence and the appropriate accommodations for the 
Carter School student population, it was the fundraising process which guaranteed its construction. 
All forms of fundraising were used from the modest contributions of school staff, school families, 
community residents and community businesses to significant contributions from private 
philanthropies and corporations; and the eventual significant contribution from the City of Boston. 
Active fund raising continued throughout the construction process enabling additional amenities and 
the incorporation of a small rear section (originally not included in the design) into the SGOC. 

Unique to the development process was the on-site presence of the Carter School project manager/ 
fund raiser during construction, not to supervise but to work with the contractor to expedite 
resolution of problems incurred; to address all questions of design intent; to coordinate, as 
necessary, the efforts of the landscape architect, engineer and others; to address questions from the 
public; and to find any necessary additional funds. The presence of the on-site project manager 
expedited the timely resolution of problems encountered from unanticipated unknowns; enhanced 
the goodwill both of the community and the contractor; and was responsible for additional financial 
contributions from contractors, subcontractors, and vendors. 

4. Describe the financing of the project Please include all funding sources and square foot costs where applicable. 

SEE financials enclosed with this application including a list of contributors. 

Square Feet (approximated): 16,245 SF 
Total Project Cost: $1,126,359.96 
SF Cost: $68.48 per sf 

5. Is the project unique and/or does it address significant urban issues? Is the model adaptable to other urban settings? 

SGOC is unique in certain aspects but also addresses several significant urban issues including 
guaranteeing permanent open space and adequately providing for a small portion of the public 
school population. [All public school systems have profoundly developmentally delayed multi
handicapped students.] The SGOC provides a model of universally accessible open space and a 
model of using horticultural therapy for the learning and achievement of physically and cognitively 
impaired individuals. 

Unique, but replicable, was the client-based project development team where the project client 
served as project developer as opposed to a hired, outside, professional development team or a 
public agency development team. It is believed that this unique development team reduced 
developer costs and assured the design and construction excellence of the SGOC. 
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392 The William E. Carter School 
393 Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom Project 
394 Final Financial Accountln Summa 
395 March 31, 2008 
396 Income Sources 
397 
398 
399 C.•h In-Kind Total 
400 BPSIC of Boston Ull,l.ll.OO 2Q,2Cl.DO 

401 FCS .Sash: 692,0:.S.44 52,959.82 7.W,Q85.06 

402 FCS-Addltlonal Amenities 105,&53.75 21,607.115 127.28t.70 

403 FCS -Additional Goneral Amenities uo.oo 2,000.00 2,480.00 

404 Total 1,048,402.19 76,567.57 t,t22,&6U'II 

405 Total FCS 7Gti,1SD.19 711,567..57 874,726.76 

406 
407 
408 Funcf•ng sources- SGOC- FCS 681,550.45 

409 Garden ou,., 
410 Weber2002 1,000.00 

411 Weber2003 1,000.00 
412 FoundatlonM 5,000.00 
413 Anon 1 100,000.00 

414 Anon 1 75,000.00 

415 Anon2 25.000.00 
416 COier&Co!ant 3,250.00 
417 ""'"'" 2,000.00 
418 "' 7,500,00 

419 Ro 1,000,00 

420 Boslon P&R 3,000.00 

421 BPSFac.lities 7,000.00 
422 Boston-GR Pre 19,800.00 
423 Boston- sc 10,000.00 
424 l.owo's 120,000.00 
425 Boston- GR Co 99,569.00 
426 Henderson 100,000.00 
427 

._, 
50,000,00 

428 Carter School 51,431.45 
429 Cash T"'l ""'"" 430 674,050.45 681,550,45 7,500.00 
431 FCS 17,974.99 
432 
433 Adclrtionalln--Klncl· SGOC FCS 40,372.95 Aclclittonalln--Kind • SGOC Dedication 5,086.67 

434 DBLA 8.834.00 Whole Food pho 200.00 cold dllnks & Ice 

435 RCC-SS 5,275.00 Area OPonce 400.00 Ute detail 

436 RCC-prunlng_ 1,485.00 Plantae Oesl n 100.00 ,_m 
437 RCC-olher 2,400.00 watering. sera 1 atnlln , Ianting Acl"lrondacll; Vendi n 75.00 "" 438 GLC 420.00 Roland H sStllool 500.00 dante bane! 

439 Amah tan 4.500.00 ianlst 25.00 discount 
440 Clolke Meth 200.00 Commission for Persons with Olsabllitles 700.00 tent & tllairs 

441 Watts 566.00 Boslon Porb & Recreotlon 45.00 trash boxes 

442 Vortex 2,240.00 Abrams Management 50.00 ar\ln s aces 

443 Lunoform 95.00 Nortlleastem Un!vers 2,000.00 arkln spaces 
444 SmHh Howllens 998,98 Do of PubliC Facilities 000.00 GWee In 
445 z,m 2,880.00 Ll:ule'• Home Mode lee Cream 150.00 Ice cream 
446 0 onlw-11 31.48 Ooneln Deer 291.67 cookh11 

447 Stlloa&Ford 985.40 ProPtlnt 50.00 discount 
448 Altoleth 500.00 
449 American 315.00 5,086.67 
450 McKonzlo Fenco 1,250.00 
451 Surfoc.oAmoric.o 5.197,94 
452 SurAmer2 2,209.15 
453 
~ 40,372.95 
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457 FLJild!n Scam:as-AI:IdAmenbyFCS 102,385.70 

458 Shapiro 35,000.00 
459 """ ous-3 50,000.00 

460 Peabody Found 5,000,00 

461 Concord L.umbe 500.00 
462 FCS 11,885.70 

463 Carter School 3,2G8.05 

464 
465 105,653.75 
466 
467 In-Kind - AdO:tticnal AmeniUes FCS 21,607.95 

468 Emanouil 7,450.00 swing area 
469 Emanouit 500.00 extra planting 

470 Emanoull 500.00 design rear 
471 GLC 1.100.00 4 trees • $250 Ius $100shrubs 

472 .,,., 1.288.20 

473 ME O'Brien 25800 

474 Oooraklan 5,000.00 
475 US Bells 263.00 

476 Main Street 66.69 
477 E_!!g~er 1,500.00 
478 Surface America 1 002.06 
479 DBLA 2,500,00 design rear 
480 RCC 180.00 digging & tanttn d Illes 
481 I 
482 21.607.95 
483 In-Kind. Addlllonal Genarnl bv FCS 

-
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486 I 
487 The William E. Carter School 
488 Sen so Garden Outdoor Classroom Pro ect 
489 Final Financial AccountJ ng Summa!) 
490 March 31, 2008 
491 
492 Construction son costs F ... 

Total Total Arehltect Othor Total Soft 
493 Committed Construct Allowances Construct Art:hltect Elicpensea surveying Engineer Profsslon Other Costs Develop Overhead Sustain Total Fees Unasslgn 

494 Basic SGOC 

495 Income 993,228.06 690,270.18 0.00 690.270.18 83,104.21 5,115.15 3,250.00 10,865.59 14.000.00 10,000.00 126,334.95 63,743.63 69,365.30 29.234.31 162,343.24 14.279.69 

496 Ex 008(1 951,457.32 (690,270.18} 0.00 (690,270.18) 88,496.00 6,703.64 3,250.00 (10,102.01) 19,000.00 0.00 (127,551.65) 63,743.63 (64.282.28) (675,00) (128,700,91) 
' 

497 Transfer 5,391.79 1,588.49 (763.58) 5,000.00 (10,000.00) 1.216.70 1.216.70) 

498 Fund Balan~;e 4t,no.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 5,083.01 213.559.31 33,642.33 8,1213.41 

499 I 
500 Additional Amen111es 

501 Transfer 6,451.15 6,451.15 1.728.64 (915.69) ten.26 (8,128.~ 

502 lncomo 130,527.78 105,247.03 0.00 105.247.03 4,150.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,150.00 8,452.30 8,452.30 4,226.15 21,130.75 

503 Expense (165,879.30 109,083.74 0.00 (109,083.74) (4,150.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,150.00) (10,180.94 {8,945.57) (33,519.06 (52,645.56) 

504 Fund Balance 6,41921 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3,674.05 0.00 3,aoc.n 0.00 
505 
506 Additional Other 

507 Transfer 3,475.35 3,475,35 (3,639.33) 163.88 (3,475.35) 

508 lncomo 2,480.00 2.000.00 0.00 2,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 192.00 192.00 96.00 480.00 

509 "' "'" 6,023.33) 5,475.35) 0.00 6,475.35) 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 182.00 98.00) 59.98 547.98) 

510 Fund Balance 0.00 O.OIJ 0.00 IJ.OIJ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 IJ.OIJ IJ.OIJ 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oc 
511 
512 Totals 

513 Transfer 9,926.51J 9,926.51J 5.391.79 1.588.49 (763.68 6.000.00 10,00IJ.OIJ 1,216.7(1 1.728.64 (4,555.02) 1,1J28.31J 1,798.09) 

514 ln,omo 1 ,126,235.64 797,517.21 0.00 797,517.21 87,254.21 5.115.15 3,250.00 10,885.59 14.000.00 10.000.00 130,484.95 72,387.93 78.009.60 33,556.46 183,953.99 

515 "' "" 1,123,359.96) 181J4,8292n 0.00 (804,829.2 92,646.01J 6,71J3.64) ,251J.OO) 11J,102.01 19,000.00 (1.00 131,701.6 (74,116.5 (73,323.85) 34,454.04 (181,894.46) 

516 %TPC -100.26% ·71,88% O.OIJ% ·71.88% ·11.51% ·IJ.60% -0.29% .IJ.90% ·1.69% 0.00% -11.72% -6.60% -6.54% -3.08% ·16.22% 

517 Fund Balance 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OIJ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

518 I I 
519 Breakdown/Comparison of Funding Soun;es 

520 FCS to BPS Breakdown.COJ!!p~son of ConstrvctlonCostal Publlc Bid with ___E_rovalUng wa o rate]VL 

521 FCS %FCS BPSICB %BPSICB Rallo Conalruc1lon Cost at Privata Bid (WithOut provalllng wago rate} 

522 Basic SGOC 744,985.1J6 75% 248.243.00 25% 3101 I 
523 Additional Amonltloa 127.261.7(1 100% o.oo "' 1100 Pro e~ed Range of ConsiNCilon Cost at Privata Bid 

524 Additional Othe 2,480.00 "''" o.oo o• 1\oO Public 110-83% of Coat at Public Bid" Median 

525 Totals 8n,992.84 76% 248,243.00 "" 3.5\o 1 $ 804,829.27 _j_$ 643,863.42 1o $ 671J,691.06 s 6s1.2n.24 

526 
527 Projet;ted Range D!rroroncoln Cost of ConstNCilon nt Private Bld 

528 Constru~lon Contlngo1!9'_ %TPC %Contrng lesa $ 134,138.21 1o $ 160,965.85 $ 147,552.03 

529 Unanttcl aled Ex nses 33,848.91 3.0% Paid BPS 13,243.00 39.1% 

530 Paid FCS ,61J5.91 60.9% Pro eeted Range of PUblic Contrlbullon to Direct Pro ect Ex nses 

531 Dlfterenco between contribution and nddltlonal cost of preva111ng wage) 

532 Breakdown of ConUnge.!!_cy _Expenses $ 87,277.15 " $ 114,104.79 $ 100,690.97 

533 BPS EB Chan e Orderlt2 • Waler rnaln ~rre ~""'' 8,890.00 I I 
534 BPS EB Change OrderiJ4 ·Add overflow to Cuftec 4,065.00 Proportion of Public Contribution to Additional Cost of ProvaU!n Wa o 

535 BPS EBChan oorclllriiS·I~stenmeterpij ,288.01J $ 0.54 " Is 0.65 $ D. 59 

536 FCS FoeUitaUon Sa nita Sewer Pro eet 5,275. 

537 FCS OBLA Desl n ReviewS s-· 4,402.15 Pro ortlon of Public Contribution to Direct Pro ect Ex M .. 

538 FCS Orolns ,312.00) • IJ.35 to $ 0.46 $ 0.41 

539 FCS Meter Pit ,089.38 

540 FCS Tree Worll. duo to extra exc.avatlon for SS & wooley adelgld (675.00) "Prevailing wago Increase construet.ion costa by 20-25% 

541 FCS Coler& Cotontanlo· o)d(a on lneerln ro cuftoc overflow 4,445.69 

542 FCS AddHionolaurfoelng ro to mlscalcuatlon of Jquore loolago (12.336,75) 

543 I 
544 Long. Term Sustalnabmty Fund: 33.779.04 

545 
546 
547 
548 
549 
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Friends of The Carter School Garden 
(as of 30 June 2008) 

Benefactors 
Anmahian~Winton Associates, Inc. Architects 

Three Anonymous Boston Foundations 

The Beacon Hill Garden Club 
David Berarducci Landscape Architecture 

The City of Boston Grassroots Fund 

The City of Boston Small Changes Fund 

The City of Boston 
Parks and Recreation Department 

The City of Boston 

* Michelle Ambrogio/Teacher 

Lourdes Benoit/Social Worker 

* Abby Berry/Teacher 
Cortina Brown/Paraprofessional 

Lynn Cerasoli/ETF 
Tim Cohen/Arts Therapist 

Thomas Collins/Teacher 

Sue CornwaiVOrganizational Coach 

Marie Delivert/Paraprofessional 

Boston Public Schools Facilities Department • 
The Edward Ingersoll Browne Fund 

Joanne Doherty/Occupational Therapist 

Barbara DoucetiPhysical Therapist 
Natalia Fernandes!Music Therapy Assistant 

Sharon Harrison/Nurse The William E. Carter School 

Ruth C. Clarke 
The Clipper Ship Foundation, Inc. 
Coler & Colantonio, Engineers and Scientists 

George A. Doorakian 
Edgewater Irrigation, Inc. 

Emanouil Brothers, Inc. 
Ford Meter Box Company, Inc. 

Gallup Landscape Company, Inc. 

The Garden Club ofThe Back Bay 

The Genesis Fund 
Gibson domaindomain, Real Estate 

Goric Marketing Group USA, Inc. 

The George B. Henderson Foundation 
Fund for The City of Boston 

Icarus Restaurant 
The Learning Project Elementary School 

The Lenny Zakim Fund 
Lowe's Companies, Inc. 

Foundation M 
MacKenzie Corporation 

Evelyn Mazur and Roger Mazur 
The Peabody Foundation, Inc. 

The Adalard A. and Valeda Lea Roy 
Foundation 

The Carl and Ruth Shapiro Family Foundation 

The Edith Gluck Shoolman Children's 
Foundation 
Helen Louise Smisko and Dwayne Merna 

The Stiles Company, Inc. 

Surface America, Inc. 
Martha M. Tyson, Landscape Architect 

Vortex Aquatic Structures International Inc. 

The Frederick E. Weber Charities Corporation 

The Linda F. Zucker Memorial Youth Fund 

Zurn Plumbing Products Group 

Faculty and Staff 

Doreen Hopkins/Lunch Monitor 
Edwina Howard/Arts Therapist 
Chelsea Jones/Paraprofessional 

Mary Kelly, Nurse 
Marianne Kopaczynski/Principal 

Sandra ManguaVSocial Worker 
Betty Jean Marks/Paraprofessional 

• Abby Marsaffeacher 

Roger Mazur/Principal Emeritus 

* Debra McManus/Behavioral Consultant 

Malinda McNeiVParaprofessional 

Patricia Minniti!Teacher 

Denise O'Donovan/Teacher 

Vilma OrtizJParaprofessional 
Joanna Ostrander/Arts Therapist 

Joan Percy/Arts Therapist 
Kathleen Power/Paraprofessional 
Paula Puzinas~HonzikNision Therapist 

Lena Rasa/Paraprofessional 
* Josefina RodriquezfParaprofessional 

Dana Romanczykffeacher 
Judith Rothbard Tate/Parent Liaison 
Kathleen Ryan/Family Support Coordinator 

Greg Sloan/Custodian 
Kevin Tersilis/Paraprofessional 
Tho Le/Paraprofessional 
Sarah Wakabayashi/Speech Therapist 

Charlotte Wilensky/ Arts Therapist 

* Sherlin Wong/Secretary 

Heideman Zayas/Custodian 

Allison Zucca/Arts Therapist 

Parents 
Nicole Abraham 
Tesfa & Adhanet Andebrhan 

Diane Alston 

Abdula Salata 
Mintee & Stephen Beepath 

Beverly Benson (PCA) 

Ruby & Gladstone Blake 

Precalia Burwell 

Wanda Collazo 

Ramona Diaz 

Jean Haynes 
Valentina & Raul Hernandez 
Leti Legesse & Dawed Gherense 

Andra Leggett 
Carol Jackson & John Logan 

Occille Lumerque 
Christine & Frank Megna 

Nelida Negron 
Angela Robertson 
Veronica Rivera 

Najib Saib 
Blanca Valentin-Ruiz 

Maria Tejada 
Ilia Torres & Ariel Acevedo 

Christina & Brian Vu 

Gold Star Parents 
{parents of former students who continue 
to assist and support the Carter School) 

Clara Badessa/mother of Sandra 
student in original 1971 class 

Jovita Diazfmother of Sonia 
student in 1980's 
Dorothy Dolan/mother of Richard 
student in original 1971 class 
Mamie Farrow/grandmother of Stephan 
2007 graduate 

Theresa & William Gately/parents of Jamie 
2005 graduate 
Carmen Hernandezlmother of Jovani 
2005 graduate 

Brenda Holman/mother of Zena 
student in 1990's 

Diane Murray/mother ofVonetta 
student in the 1980's/1990's 
Due Lieu & Son Nguyen/parents of Baa 
student in 1990's 
Sally B. O'Malley/mother of John 
student in 1980's 
Josefina Pena/mother of Brenda 
2007 graduate 

* Elizabeth Strickland/mother of Richard 
student in 1970's 
Marisol Sustache/mother of Jackie 
student in 1990's 

Ruth Vega/mother of Vlad 
student in 1990's 
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Gloria Villegas Cardoza/Baston Nature Center* Deborah Ellsworth 
Massachusetts Audubon Society Jay Elston 

Carpenters Local33 Ellen Fallon 
Margaret Kay Carson Faux Designs 

Friends William E. Carter Post Emily Gallup Fayen 
Carol Aaron/Blair Television Cartier, Inc. Harriet G. Finkelstein 
Chris Abbate/lnterep • The Catalogue for Philanthropy Alma Finneran 

• Abington Savings Bank Ananya Chakraborky/Cafe 1010 James Dillon Fitzgerald/ERM • The Abrams Management Company, Inc . Chili's Bar & Grill Gina L. Foglia/Foglia Design Associates 
Allotech Sue Chrystal Daniei"Spike" FoleyiBoston Sound on Site 
American Specialty Glass Joan Cicione Kristin & Geoff Foley 
Alice Aldridge Citizens Bank R. Marc FornierJWastecap Massachusetts 
Robert Allen • City of Boston/ Diane J. Franceschini 
Holly Soule Anderson Commission for Persons with Disabilities 

Phyllis Freeman & Anthony Robbins 
Anonymous Ruth C. Clarke 

Cecille & Jerry Friedler 
Anonymous/Contribution Can John F. Clarke 

Sandra Furey Gaither/ 
Sheila, John & Germaine Arpe Club Cafe Restaurant 

United South End Selllemenls 
Felix D. Arroyo/ Sharon E. Cohen The Dana Gallup Family 

Boston City Councillor at-Large The Colonnade Hotel Nina Garfinkle 
Back Bay Restaurant Group, Inc. Ron Coler David Gearhart/SELROSLT 
Sharon L. Baker, Ph.D. Columbus Avenue AME Zion Church David Georgoulis 
Mary Ellen Barbiasz The Commonwealth Cooperative Bank Sterling Giles & Rudy Kileol 
Barbizon School of Modeling Concord lumber Corporation Barbara Gilvar/Gilvar & Associates • Mae Helen Barnes Corporate Bites Catering Robert Gitterns/Northeastern University 
Marie C. Barrett Adele Cramer Arlene & Jeffrey Goldstein 
Rebecca Batchelder/Lucy Parsons Center H. Kenneth Crasco Martine Gongault • Beaucage Salon Crate & Barrel Magnolia Monroe Gordon 
Steven Beaucher & Julie Richmond Melody Craven Thomas J. Gosnell • David Berarducci Cuoio Christopher & Cynthia Gorton 
Seth C. Berkowitz Arlene B. Curley-Stigum Slade Gorton & Company, Inc. 

• Deborah Bernstein Helen Dajer/Boston School Committee Andrew Grainger 
Jane Bindley Dancing Deer Baking Co. Mildred Green 
Leroy C. Blomquist/ Mary B. Darmslaetter David Griffiths Boston Parks & Recreation Department Rosalind Dawson Nancy Grilk/Boston Parks & Recreation • Paula J. Bock/Plantae Design Studio 

Susan Decaluwe David Guerriero Frederick C. Bosco 
Wanda Decaluwe Mary Grover/ Boston Art Dealers Association 
Kenneth Dennis/Daniel Dennis & Company Boston Community Medical Group • Boston Community Medical Group • Thomas & Mary DeSimone • H. Robert Haberman 

Boston Teachers Union 
Digital Survey Engineering Group David F. Hafey 

James L. Brantley, Ill/Zoo of New England 
Pamela DiBona/ Robert H. Hale 

* Bricklayers & Allied Craftsmen Local No. 3, Environmental League of Massachusetts William Haney/Watts Regulator Company Eastern Massachusetts Jeremy Dick/Boston Natural Areas Network • Kathleen Hanson Bonnie Brinker Jonathan & Kelly Diette Ellen HarfenisUParade of Shoes • Broadway Lock/Patty Maestranzi 
Dominic Dimare Robert Harrington Derry Brooks 
Rudy Doenges/Charlestown Sprouts Mary Saunders Hartstein Edward c. and Anne Sutherland Bruntrager 
Judith Donath Anne Havinga & Thomas Posever • Stacy Bueschei/Furniture Art 
Catharine Donovan Jenna Hawloe & Andrew Croswell . Patricia Burke 
Chris Douglassllcarus Restaurant Marjorie Hayes J. Michaels-Buri 
James W. DuffyfTownhouse Press Healthworks Fitness Centers for Women Sister Dorothy Burns/ 
Pia Durkin, Ph.D./United Student Services Debbie Hildebrandt & Lucy Young Cathedral Grammar School 
Boston Public Schools 

Valerie Bums/Boston Natural Areas Network • Arnalda Clarke Hilgert • Kristen Eichleay 
• Butler's Hole Fund The Rev. Dr. Michael E. Ellis/ Arden Hill 

Joan M. Cammett Columbus Avenue AME Zion Church Ronald Himes 
• David J. Carleton, CPA Todd D. Ellis Bob & Karen Hohler/Hohler Associates 





*Individual Contributor 

Thomas Martin Holzel 
Charlotte & Alan B. Hopfenberg 

* Steven Hopfenberg 
Conny Hothsteiner 

Brian & Amy Hurley 

H. Patricia Hynes 
Icarus Restaurant/25 Anniversary Gala 

Allan lhrer/Minton Garden 

* Interaction Software, Inc. 

J & TMobil 
Lisa A. Jacobs & Nancy W. Gaden 

* Michael James 
* Lucy & Carter Jefferson 

Alice Jelin & Associates 

Betsy Johnson/ 
Boston Natural Areas Network 

Marjorie Joyce/Boston School Department 

John Keiser 
Derek Kelder/Oiivio Premium Products 

The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy/ 
United States Senator 

Joseph P. Kennedy II/ 
Citizens Energy Corporation 

Mary M. Kennedy 

The Honorable John Kerry/ 
United States Senator 

Karen M. King 

* Joyce & Melvin H. King 
James Kinny & Richard Giglio 

Kingston Gallery 
Patricia Kirk/Phyto USA, Inc. 

Judith Klau 
Jerome 0. Klein, M.D./Baston Medical Center 

Christine Klemme 

Anna Kornilakis 
* Daniel & Kirsten Kossmann 

KPMG 
Kenneth E. Kruckemeyer & Barbara Knecht 

Kim Kurdna/Boston Natural Areas Network 
Gina & Andrew Kurban/ 

Kazis, Kurban & Associates 
lvonne Lalyre/SELROSL T 

Sonya L. Larrieux 
Sandra & Rick Lavallee 

Liz Layton 
Mr. & Mrs. Michael LeBlanc 

Karen LeCompte 
Tai Lee & Mia Wenjen 

Christian B. Leland 

* Libretto, Inc. 

The Life Initiative 

Lunaform 

Jack Lyle 

Maggiano's Little Italy 
Main Street Seed and Supply, Co. 

Francie Malo 
Janet Coogan Mangini 

David Manzo 
James Martin 

* Lillian L. Martin 
Mary and Sarah Martin 
Philip A. Mason/Gillette Company 

Massachusetts Federation of Teachers 

Master Halco 

Virginia Kristin Matthieu 

Ed Mavers/ 
Symphony Road Community Garden 

Angela McNeal/Betty's Transitional Program 

James McSherryiWorkplace Hotline 

• Elizabeth K. McCarthy 
Thomas P. Melone/US Department of HUD 

Metropolitan Health Club 
Kirk Meyer/ 

Boston Schoolyard Funding Collaborative 
James MichalopoulosfMichalopoulos Gallery 

Millennium Partners Boston 
Kathleen M. Miskiewicz 
Modern Continental Companies 

Mohican Wind Harps/Daniel Stitzlein 

* Marthe Monestime 

Laura Montgomery/ 
Central Congregational Church 

Allen Morris/ 
Metropolitan District Commission 
Morton's of Chicago 

Mount Auburn Hospital 

Jennifer Averill MuffiH, R.N. 

Shirley Muirhead/ 
Boston Redevelopment Authority 

Greg Murphy/Greenleaf Composting 

Sharon Nash 
Jackie Nejaime 

Doug Neuman 
Newmarket Business Association 

Rita Nieves 
Matthew M. Norman 

M.E. O'Brien & Sons, Inc. 
Christy Odell 
Olde Forge Realty 

Organize-It 

Ray Orlan 
Richard Ortner 
Anthony Pangaro 

Pamela & Paul Paternoster 

Ellen & Thomas Payzant 

Simon Pearce Glass 

* Gustavo Pena & Kerry Weiss 

* Francine Pennino 

Bob Pessekl 
Boston Parks & Recreation Department 

• Melissa & Nat Philbrick 
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Ann Pichey 
* Audrey Pierce 

Theresa Pijanowski 

Stephen Ponchak 
Portuguese Continental Union 
A Division of Luso American 
Life Insurance Society 

Andria Post Ergun/City of Boston 
Department of Neighborhood Development 

• Michael Pnce/MPG Gallery 

Jonathan Pride 
Josephine & Henry Psybyskl 

Andrew Quintiliani 
Marchell & James Raynor/ 
Boston School Committee 

Dr. Joseph Campbell Reed 
Todd Rice/Lamarck Laboratories 

Carolyn Riley 
Marne Riziki 
The Rev. Dr. Wesley A. Roberts/ 

People's Baptist Church 
Renee Robichaud/6 Arlington Dormitory 

Francis M. Roache/ 
Suffolk County Registrar of Deeds 

Alan B. Robbins/Great American Jewelry Co. 

Christopher J. and Maria R. Roche 

The Reverend William H. Roche 

Jose Rodriquez 
Mercedes Rodriquez 

Laura Parker Roerden 

Adrienne E. Rogers, M.DJ 
BU School of Medicine 

• Paul Roiff/Health Properties 

* Elinor & Stanley Rosenthal 

Rosie's Place 
Elliot Paul Rothman 
Martha L. Rothman 

Michael Ruane Ph.D./ 
Boston University College of Engineering 

Patricia & Michael Ruane 
David & Arlene Rubin/Marie, Inc. 
Benjamin Rubenstein 

Catherine Runci 
The Honorable Byron Rushing/ 

State Representative 
Ann Russo Technical Design Service 

Monica Sabino 
Church of St. Augustine and St. Martin 
St. John the Baptist Greek Orthodox Church 

St. Paul Episcopal Church 

Walter E. Salvi/NSTAR 

Caroline Sand 
Bud Sawatzky & Joanne Crowley/ 
Two Rivers Consultants 

Susan Schiro/Career Connections 

Joan Schirmer 

Nancy SchOn 





*Individual Contributor 

Scott Schurr/Green Rows of Waltham 

John W. Sears 
Janet Seckei-CerrottV 
Match·Up Interfaith Volunteers 

Elias Semaan 
Shaw's MarkeUPrudential 

Local17 Sheetmetal Workers 
Paul Sherman 
June Shoemaker 

* Susan Sibbernsen 

* Diane Sibley 

Sign Center Boston/Emil Krastanov 
Carolyn Silk & James Washington 

Stephen Silva 
Licia Sky 

Mr. & Mrs. Matthew Sliwa 

Jill D. Smith & R. Rand Ross 

Ann Smisko 
* Barbara Smisko 

Helen Louise Smisko & Dwayne Merna 

* Nicholas & Sheila Smithie 

• Amy Snell 

Ken Snyder 
The Law Offices of James G. Sokolove 

Barbara S. & William F. Sommerfeld 

South End Auto Sales 
Specialized Housing, Inc. 

* Stephen M. Spinetto/City of Boston 
Commission for Persons With Disabilities, 

Sandra P. Stiles 

* Ellen Steinbaum 

Richard Stutman 
Phillip Speiser 

* Star MarkeUFenway 

Sam Stevenson 

* Juliet Stone/ 
Boston Schoolyard Funding Collaborative 

• Stop & Shop/South Bay 

Dr. Rod Strobar & John Allick 
Eleanor Strong/SELROSLT 

Mark Kenneth Strong 
Robert E. Sullivan, Esq./ 
Sullivan Weinstein & McQuay 

Bradford Swing 
Joseph Szymanski 

T -2 Ministries 
Merle & Michael Tarnow 

* Talbots, Inc. 
The Christopher Taylor Family 

John Taylor 
Martella Wilson Taylor/YWCA 

Norberta Tecson 

* Karen Tedeman 

* Michael Theriault Acoustics 

* Nick Thureson 

* Nina Torres 
Edna & Leon Trilling 

Union United Methodist Church 
Chuck Turner, 

Boston City Councillor District 7 
U.S. Bells/Richard Fisher 

US Environmental Protection Agency 
Region 1 

USWA Local87511 
Boston School Bus Drivers 

Linda J. Van Marter, M.D. 

Milton Vazquez 

Vern Associates, Inc. 
Thomas Vines 

Wainwright Bank 
Elynor L. Walcott & Family/Wally's Cafe 

Waldo Brothers Company 

Douglas Walker 
Cindy, Gary, Addison & Ethan Walling 

Charles J. Washburn/ 
VSA Arts of Massachusetts 

Roslyn Watson 
The Wellesley Optical Company 

Whittier Street Neighborhood Health Center 
Whole Foods MarkeUSymphony 

The Reverend Donald and Mrs. Jane Wick 

Jeff Williams 

Sally Williams 
Katharyn A. Willmore 

* Jane Winchester 

Julie Wingerter 
Winston Flowers 

Jane M. Wiseman 

Joan W. Woffard 

Peter A. Wolff 
Maria & Jeffrey Wolk 

Linda Woodbury 

Sam Yoonl Boston City Councillor at-Large 

Alicia Zipp/Edward Everett Schoolyard 
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2009 Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence 

Perspective papers 
concerning 

The Carter School Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom 

Community Representatives- The Carter Schoo! Community (using Other Perspective Form) 

The William E. Carter School 

The William E. Carter School 

The William E. Carter School 

The William E. Carter School 

The William E. Carter School 

The William E. Carter School 

The William E. Carter School 

The William E. Carter School 

The William E. Carter School 

Community Representatives- The physical Community 

Stephen F. Ponchak 

Thomas Martin Holzel 

Phillip Speiser, Ph.D 

Public Agencies 

City of Boston 

City of Boston Public Schools 

City of Boston Public Schools Facilities 

City of Boston, Boston School Committee 

Marianne Kopaczynski 
Principal and 
Clerk (FCS) 

Roger D. Mazur 
Principal Emeritus and 
Treasurer (FCS) 

Abby Marsa 
Lead Teacher 

Dana Romanczyk 
Teacher 

Patricia Minniti 
Teacher 

Judith Rothbard Tate 

617-6 35 -9832/m kopaczynskl@ boston. k12. ma. us 

617-266-6979/rogdanmaz@comcast. net 

617-635-9832/amarsa@boston.k12.ma.us 

617 -635-9832/dromanczyk@boston.k12. ma.us 

617 -635-9832/pmanitti@boston. k12.ma. us 

Former Parent/Home Liaison 978-838-0437/jrothbard@charter.net 

Kathleen Ryan 
Parent/Home Liaison 
letter re project 

Paula Honzlk 
Vision Therapist 

Ruby Blake 
Parent 

617-594-7950/kryan_1@comcast.net 

617 -680-8144/phonzlk@boston. kas.ma. us 

781-767-3580/rubia530@yahoo.com 

neighbor 617-680-7647 /sponchak@lycos.com 

President 
Velocity Associates 617-293-1958/tholzel@gmail,com 
and neighbor 

Director of Arts Therapy 617-989-3185/phillip.speiser@wshc.org 
Whittier Street Health Center 

Thomas M. Menino 
Mayor, City of Boston 617-635/4500/mayor@cityofboston,gov 
letter of recommendation 

Carol R. Johnson 
Superintendent 617 -635-9050/superlntendent@boston.kl2.ma.us 

Khadljah Brown 
Assistant Director 617-635-9129/kjbrown@boston.k12.ma.us 

Helen Dajer 
Member 617-635-90 14/hdajer@boston.k12.ma. us 





public Agencies Ccontinued) 

City of Boston Neighborhood Development Jay A. Lee 
Assistant Director 617-635-3880/jlee@dnd.cityofboston.gov 

Design Construction & Open Space 

City of Boston Department Parks & Recreation Antonio Pollack 
Commissioner 

City of Boston Disabled Persons Commission 

Developer 

Friends of the William E. Carter School 

Professional Consultant 

Coler & Colantonio, Engineers & Scientists 

Architect/Designer 

David Berarducci Landscape Architecture 

Martha M. Tyson 

other - Contractor 

Emanouil Brothers, Inc. 

Emanouil Brothers, Inc. 

other 

Gallup Landscape Company, Inc. 

The Learning Project Elementary School 

Boston Schoolyard Funders Collaborative 

Catalogue for Philanthropy 

Stephen Spinetto 
Commissioner 

Ruth C. Clarke 
Project Fundraiser 
Project Manager 
and President (FCS) 

Stephen Silva 
Project Manager and 
David Guerriero 
Project Engineer 

David Berarducci 
Landscape Architect 

Martha M. Tyson 
Landscape Architect 
conceptual design 

Jonathan Diette 
Project Manager 

P. Charles Emanouil 
President and 
benefactor 
letter re project 

Dana T. Gallup 
President 
Consultant and 
Benefactor 

Michael McCord 
Headmaster and 
Benefactor 

Kirk Meyer 
Former Exec. Director 

George M. McCully 
President 

617 -635-4989/parks@cityofboston.gov 

617-635-3682/sspinman@mac.com 

617 -436-3182/rcc113@hotmail.com 

781-792-2216/ssilva@col-col.com 

781-792-2216/dg uerrlero@col-col.com 

617-350-51 90/dpb@db-la.com 

920-260-0610/mmtyson@gmail.com 

978-256-6125/jdiette@emanouil.com 

978-256-6125/cemanouil@emanouil.com 

617-54 7-3127 fgallupland@gallupland .com 

617-266-8427 /mmccord@leamingproject.org 

508-358-4593/kdmeyer@comcast. net 

617-923-8400/gmccully@cfp-ma.org 
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The William E. Carter School 

The William E. Carter School 

The William E. Carter School 

The William E. Carter School 

The William E. Carter School 

The William E. Carter School 

The William E. Carter School 

The William E. Carter School 

Marianne Kopaczynski 
Principal and 
Clerk (FCS) 

Roger D. Mazur 
Principal Emeritus and 
Treasurer (FCS) 

Abby Marsa 
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area 
provided on the original form. 

Name Marianne Kopaczynski Title Principal 

Organization Carter Schoo l Telephone ( 61 7 ) 6 3 5- 9 8 3 2 

A~reu 396 Northampton Street City/State/ZIP Bo~ton , MA 02118 

Fax (6 17 ) 635-7 935 E-mail mkopaczynski @boston . kl2 . ma . us 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

s;g••'"" ~ ~-
1. What role did you play in the development of this proJect? 

Please see attached sheet for answers to questions . 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible. 





( 
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I. 

2. 

2. 

What role did you play in the development of this project? 

As former lead teacher, and then as principal, contacted and engaged services of landscape architect, who had experience in 
creating outdoor, re-vitalizing and manageable spaces for chronically ill patients. Set up staff and parents' groups, who 
determined what features to create in Garden, which would mirror learning inside of the school. Collaborated with landscape 
architect on process creating concept design. Included local landscape architect in the concept design process. Local 
landscape architect later became responsible for designing building plans and seeing the construction through to completion. 
Began fund raising through grants, pro bono, and contracting with community grant writer, who had recent success with 
funding and building a neighborhood green space. Assisted grant writer in creating concept papers for proposals to 
foundations. Provided explanations about plan and student needs, and tours to funders. Helped develop a permanent, 
independent 50l(c)(3) non-profit corporation to benefit the school and facilitate fundraising and financial managemen~ serve 
as officer on board. Met with school department officials to discuss bid process. Kept school community informed 
throughout process. Met with construction landscape architect to review plans. Provided input regarding student needs and 
usage as construction questions emerged. Gathered group input when construction choices needed to be made 

Describe the impact that this project has had on your community. Please be as specific a possible. 

The Outdoor Classroom Sensory, Healing Garden has brought new learning opportunities, life, enjoyment and energy to the 
students, staff, parents and neighborhood. It has lifted the morale of parents, students and staff to have such a beautiful out 
door space designed and created specifically for the school community's benefit. The quality of design and construction 
translates into acknowledging value and worth of a population of students, who are very often overlooked and not included in 
outdoor green space planning for activities. The Garden Classroom has provided an example for other schools. Neighbors 
have described it as a magical place. The school has become more connected to its neighbors, with helpful hands being 
offered as well as services and donations. The Garden has opened the School to the community and the community is 
responding positively. Where once the School was wondered about as "what goes on behind those grated windows?", the 
School is now recognized as a wonderful and tender community of students, worthy of a helping hand and a positive addition 
to the neighborhood. The teachers take every opportunity, weather permitting to bring the students outside. The custodian 
shovels the snowy pathways to allow for wintertime use. Guests who visit are in awe of the planning, usefulness, beauty and 
quality of construction. An attitude of ''we can achieve what is dreamed of for our students", has been created in the parents 
and staff. 

What trade offi; and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did you participate in making them? 

Usage compromise: equipment from physical/occupational therapy room had to be removed so that construction of 
controller room for Garden utilities, and water pump could be accomplished, and was not available for a year; parking spots 
were reduced; out door patio was not available for a year. 
New construction compromise: not enough funding and in-house maintenance capability to support installation of touch 
activated jumping jet water feature; immediate "on" touch response for water features not commercially available. 
Funding compromise: wanted to construct project privately and gift to school in order to have lower total cost and choice of 
contractor for quality of workmanship and willingness to make adjustments for user benefit. School department/city required 
public bid and made up difference in cost after some very difficult interactions. Very reputable contractor fortuitously low 
bid project. 

3. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

Most successful: area is now beautiful where once it was unusable and desolate; accessible now for our students who are 
mostly in wheelchairs or walkers; openness of schoolyard, and so much more space to be outside to learn and enjoy; features 
are built in so that equipment is in place when students go outside; designed so that students can independently enjoy the out 
doors safely; flowers and trees are within sight, touch and smell; aspect of the cinder block school has been enhanced; the 
area is now attractive and invites exploration and inquisitiveness. 

Least successful: length of time it took to get construction started; the increased final cost, due to years of delay and rising 
prices and the need to re-do construction plans for public bid. 
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1. What role did you play in the development of this profectl 

I have been retired as principal of the William Carter School for almost 5 years. 
Approximately 10 years ago the schools' outside yard consisted of a large paved patio 
area and a larger uneven grassy lawn area Students who were ambulatory often used the 
grassy area for various play activities.. Students who were in wheelchairs or used walkers 
were basically confined to the patio section. One day one of our adolescent male students 
who was sitting in his wheelchair became agitated and appeared to be try to gesture and 
look toward another student who was playing out on the grass. I assumed that he wanted 
to join his friend on the field. When I began to push his chair out to meet up with his 
friend he calmed down. In trying to push his wheelchair over the rough grass I realized 
that this was going to one heck of a challenge. That experience is what initially prompted 
our schools' mission to make al1 of the property accessible. 

What began as a wish to build an accessible walkway developed into long journey that 
went far beyond that relatively simple task.. We eventually developed and constructed an 
entire outdoor sensory and healing outdoor classroom. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible. 

As we as a school team began to learn about outdoor healing spaces we quickly realized 
that our project was not going to be completed quickly nor inexpensively. We quickly 
recognized the need for additional fundraising. We initiated more community outreach 
and began to "advertise" our project to many local community group~ individuals and 
businesses. As a result from outt..outreach our school community began to expand both its 
membership and support base. Local and citywide agencies, churches, politicians, 
citizens, businesses and schools became aware of the Carter School, the unique student 
population and educational program we provided and of our quest to build a renown 
sensory and healing garden. Without their initial and continued support we would not 
have achieved our goal. We remain in contact with all our supporters. They continue to 
visit us and support our endeavors. They have expanded our lives and hopefully we have 
expanded theirs as well. 
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3. What trade-offs and compromises \'\'ere required during the de•:elopment of the project? Did you participate in making them? 

In my opinion, the biggest trade off occurred as the result of expanding the scope of our 
rather humble project of building a pathway thiuugh the grassy yard. In so doing the 
newly designed project took more years to complete than was anticipated. During those 
years many students did not benefit :from the use of the entire school property. On the 
other hand the students who use the fucility today benefit immeasurably by the inclusion 
of many educational components that were not in the original plans. 

Another compromise encountered was the necessity of using the competitive bidding 
process for construction contracts. Being that we were building a very unique garden we 
wanted to handpick the contractor. As a public school project this was not allowed 
despite our many attempts to sway the powers in charge. As it turned out the winner of 
the contract was exceptionally competent and worked diligently to assure all of our 
special components were properly constructed and installed. We are so grateful to this 
wonderful company. 

4. What do you consider to be the the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

------~-------~ 

As mentioned before I believe the least successful aspect was that the project took so 
long to not only initiate but to complete. But that's spilt milk! 

The successful aspects of this project are numerous. I believe one success is that the 
Carter School sensory and healing garden is a fucility that is totally unique to the Greater 
Boston area and beyond. Also that it is owned by the Boston Public Schools and it is 
exclusively dedicated for the puxpose of educating a small population of students with 
intensive special needs. It depicts a successful collaboration of so many people: teachers, 
parents, therapists, students, administrators, architects, designers, builders, grantors, 
contractors, and politicians. illtimately the. greatest success will be the reaction and 
experiences our students encounter as they explore and learn about the wonder of nature 
in their own back yard. 
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1. What role did you (or your organization) play in the development of this project? 

As a teacher here at the Carter School I had the unique pleasure of being part of the team who helped to 
develop and share concepts in the creation of our Handicapped Assessible Outdoor Sensory Garden Classroom. 
As part of the team we wanted the Garden to have an outdoor educational basis as well as an area for the 
students (who are severely challenged) to have the opportunity to discover and explore a beautiful and natural 
environment in their own backyard. As a team we wanted our students to also develop and/or strengthen both 
their Fine and Gross Motor skills. As part of the development we investigated pathway colors that would best 
enhance our student's independence for both wheeling their wheelchairs around the Garden and walking 
through the various pathways. As a team we visited a variety of organizations and made a decision on what 
rubberized surface .colors would best meet our student's cognitive, physical and visual learning needs. Hence, 
the color scheme has worked out beautifully for the students. 

There were a lot of discussions and decisions also made on the type and color of the water features we chose, 
switches that would best meet our student needs, plants that would encourage their senses, tactile and natural 
materials that the students could explore, as well as fruits and vegetables that would best" grow in the Garden. 
All of the above goals have been achieved in meeting student objectives. We were also fortunate to come up 
with additional funding to support the buying of five adult sized assessible swings and a wheelchair swing. 
Almost all of our students have never been on a swing before and it is heartwarming to see their expressions 
both the first time and for many more times to come. 

2.Describe the impact that this project has had on your community. Please be as specific as possible. 

The Carter School is located in the South End of Boston and sits directly behind the Massachusetts subway 
station (known as the T). Previous to this wonderful transformation people would often think that we were part 
of the T station and the fenced in area where the Garden now is was a grassy area with a concrete area outside 
the four classrooms which was of little use to the students. No one noticed the Carter School, just grass and 
concrete in Urban Boston, nothing special. 

Fast forward 11 years to today. The community notices us now and people are interested in exploring the 
Garden for themselves and are invited to do so. Whether inside the Garden area or walking on the path that 
aligns the Garden, people are always commenting on how beautiful it is and how nice it is to see the students 
enjoying the beauty that surrounds them. It has been its own beatification project in our community. There are 
many people we have met in the community since the inception and completion of the Garden who have 
become friends of our Carter School community. 





Previous to the Garden we would have our annual Art's Festival in that area. We now have a Garden Festival in 
which our families and friends are invited to join in a variety of festivities. We also hold various ethic events in 
celebration of our diverse student and family populations. 

The Carter School has close relationships with some of the other schools in the area, and they are invited to 
explore and experience the Garden at any time. I also have personally met with the Activities Director at the 
Susan Bailis Assisted Living Facility which is around the corner from our school. They have not been here as of 
yet but say they are looking forward to enjoying a cup of coffee in the peaceful and relaxing atmosphere of the 
Garden. 

OTHER PERSPECTIVE CCONT'Dl 

3. What trade-off and compromises were required during the development of this project. How did your public 
agency participate in making them? 

While the previous space did not allow for the students to actively participate in many activities, it was an area 
where they could safely go outside. One of the compromises was loosing an outdoor area for them during 
construction. Also a major problem to the project was Northeastern University's interest in taking over the 
Carter School and rebuilding it to house a dormitory that would possibly be 6 stories high with the Carter School 
housed on the bottom floor. This "discussion" came after all the plans for the Garden where set to be put into 
motion. Having to wait for NU for their specific plans of construction delayed the project for over a year but 
thanks to our dedicated families, staff, community, community leaders and the Mayor of Boston the dorm 
project finally came to an end. 

Long time bidding on construction for the project also set back the time line. Determining whether the funding 
should be bid out to private or public bid was time consuming and often lead to heated discussions. We were 
fortunate to get a public bid from a construction company who was dedicated to the project, the students, the 
school and the community. 

Another set back was connecting up all the water features in which problems were discovered and sewer lines 
needed to be re-laid. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

I'll start with the things I think have the potential of being the least successful in this wonderful Garden project. 
As with many new and innovated projects additional funding that maintains it's functioning, optimal level of 
performance and beauty is of great concern. The water features in which the student's operate by activating 
various features require a significant amount of water as does the considerable amount of water used to irrigate 
the fruits, vegetables, and beautiful green grass. Water is expensive; maintaining these features to their full 
potential is of great concern. 

The most successful aspect of the Sensory Garden is the enjoyment and interactions that the students get to 
experience. Maggie has learned how to navigate the paths and not run on the grass, Akeem loves doing his 
work at the wheelchair accessible wooden tables, Dougie loves moving his hands along the fluffy grasses, 
Kassandra loves smiling the various herbs and flowers, and Freddy loves the adapted adult swings. All the 
students enjoy exploring the sensory boxes filled with various tactile materials and of course picking the fresh 
vegetables from bins that the students can obtain from their wheelchairs. Weather permitting, the water 
features that the students turn on by using colored switches is FANTASTIC! 

The Garden has provided our student's valuable experiences which they would never have had, it has been a 
dream come true. 
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1. What role did you (or your organizatior+) lay in the development of this pro;ect? 

I was one of the teachers that worked with the original concept design architect 
along with other teachers, therapists, and parents to discuss the features we would 
like to see in the Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom. We gave input on 
accessibility for our students and activities/ideas that would help our students carry 
over and generalize skills learned in the classrooms. We also worked together to 
decide specific features to include in the garden such as the type and number of 
adapted swings, xylophone, and swivel ball. We chose colors for certa in water 
features and the colors used for the pathway throughout the garden . We took into 
account our students' unique special needs and chose specific colors that wou ld 
help our students travel and interact as independently as possible in the garden. 

2. Describe the Impact that this project has had on your community. Please be as specific as possible. 

This project has really brought our community together. The placement of the 
garden makes us more evident, giving us a place in our community . Our neighbors 
have seen us out in the garden and will stop and say hello. We have gotten closer 
to many of the businesses around as well as our residential neighbors. Th is project 
has provided the community with a beautiful and calming site with in a big city. It 
seems that there are more people walking by our school now, stopping to say hello. 
We are no longer confused with the MBTA Train station located behind our school. 
Our Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom has given us a place to hold more whole 
school events, bringing us together from within as well as inviting others in our 
community. 
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3. "what trade-off and compromises were required during the development of this project. How did your public agency 
participate in making them? 

There were a few trade-offs and compromises that occurred during the 
development of this project. We lost our outside space for a little over a year with 
the construction. Funding took a little longer than expected because of the decision 
of private versus public bidding. One of our neighbors, Northeastern University, 
was looking into our property to purchase and build dormitories for their students. 
We attended a variety of meetings with Northeastern University, neighbors, and 
each other to determine what would be best for the Carter School. During this year 
long affair, we had to put a lot of our focus on the Sensory Garden Outdoor 
Classroom on hold. We did suffer a few setbacks during the construction of this 
project. There were unforeseen events that set back construction. There was a 
sewer connection issue that needed to be fixed before construction could continue. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

We were exceptionally lucky in the contractors that worked on our project. They 
understood of the needs of our students. They were dedicated and extremely hard 
workers. The outcome of what they built has had a tremendous impact on our 
students. The Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom has given our students a safe 
environment developed specially for them to interact and learn. I see the progress 
in my student's skills and independence as well as an increase in their mood. They 
are happier and more motivated which essentially enhance teaching and learning. 

There are still some concerns regarding this project. Although we have raised 
enough funds to build and maintain our garden for a while, the funding will 
eventually run out. We need to make sure we are able to sustain the funding so we 
are able to continue to upkeep and maintain this amazing project. We will need to 
continue our fund raising efforts to help us pay the bills that are required to run the 
garden. 
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1. What role d1d you (or your organization) play in the development of this proJect? 

I began teachmg at the Carter School 1n the autumn of 2006, when construct1on on the Sensory Garden was JUSt about to 
beg10. Hav10g m1ssed the 10cept1on and des1gn of th1s monumental ach1evement, my personal part1C1pat1on 1n 1ts 
development was qu1te lim1ted . I was, however, Involved in the day-to-day happenings of the Garden's creat1on. Dunng th1s 
t1me, I was pnvy to the close prox1mity 1n wh1ch members of the Carter School worked w1th the des1gners and creators. I 
remember being quite 1mpressed by the dedication and commitment of those who were responsible for mak10g the Garden 
Dream a reality: Marianne Kopaczynski and Ruth Clarke. The1r constant efforts to ma10ta1n the true essence of an outdoor 
classroom was astounding and as I Witnessed the Garden's growth, I was constantly cog01zant of my great fortune to be a 
new member of the1r team. 

2. Describe the 1mpact that th1s project has had on your commun1ty. Please be as spec1f1c as possible. 

The ex1stence of the Sensory Garden has had such a profound effect on the Carter School and our commun1ty that 1t IS 
difficult to annunc1ate 1ts 1mpact. Not only does the Sensory Garden prov1de our students w1th access to 1ts wonderful 
structures and plant growth, but 1t also grants the local community w1th access to our students. Even though we travel 
frequently w1th our students to enhance both travel tra10ing and le1sure development, they are often restncted to e1ther the1r 
homes or our school. Now that we have the Sensory Garden, our students connect w1th the1r commun1ty on practiCally a 
daily basis. When they are outs1de and explonng, people see them; they do not JUSt see through them . They w1tness our 
students 1n terms of their abil1t1es. No longer are our students garn1sh1Dg stares at the1r wheelchairs and equ1pment. In the1r 
Garden, our students are act1ve people who warrant apprec1ative glances from those whom walk by. These glances are often 
inquisitive as well, resulting In numerous quenes 1nto our school, our students, and our m1ssion. Therefore, the Sensory 
Garden has established a bndge between our school and our commun1ty, result10g 1n the beg10ning of a wonderful 
relationship. 
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3. What trade-off and compromises were required during the development of this project. How did your public agency 
participate in making them? 

As stated in my response to question 1, I was not personally involved in the development of this project. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

Although I was not personally involved in the development of this project, I am a beneficiary of the Garden's existence. From 
this perspective, I maintain that the project's most successful aspect is the retention of its true essence; the completed 
Garden is truly what its creators envisioned. 
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u play in the development of this project? 

Su ll~c/.,_.) 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible. 

See .JHhctuJ 
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RUDY BRUNER A WARD- OTHER PERSPECTIVE 

L What role did you play in the development of this project? 

My role was to be supportive of the project from the time of its inception until 
completion. As the Parent/Home Liaison for the Carter School I was at many 
school meetings during the development process. As this was a lengthy process, 
7 or 8+ years (?) from inception to completion, I was able to offer my professional 
and personal opinions relative to various decisions made during the process. 
Primarily, I provided encouragement and fund raising assistance to the school 
families during their many fund raising activities, i.e. bake sales, raffles, annual 
white elephant sales and auctions. Since this is such a small school, everyone 
from staff to families to friends and extended family members contributed to this 
project becoming a reality. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on your community. Be as specific 
as possible. 

I retired from my position at the Carter School this past June (2007). My 
response is limited to what I saw and experienced prior to the actual dedication of 
the Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom ("The Garden"). 

This project brought many people throughout the Boston Community together to 
achieve its goal. It empowered school staff and families. They were able to see a 
vision/dream become a reality with their hard work and dedication. They 
overcame a number of obstacles to accomplish this. At one point, the City was 
considering selling the land to Northeastern University. Meetings with 
community leaders, Mayor Menino and school department officials were held and 
the school family (staff and parents) united with their elected representatives and 
others from the community to prevent this sale and save their vision for the 
garden. 

Many people within the disability community and neighborhood were involved in 
supporting the Carter School and The Garden both financially and emotionally. 
Representatives of many state and private agencies, from the Departments of 
Mental Retardation and Public Health to individual community members such as 
neighbors, including Wally's Jazz Cafe and Former State Representative Mel 
King were among the many supporters who attended meetings and · made 
contributions. Other good neighbors, including the Back Bay Garden Club and 
Lowes Home Improvement Stores were instrumental in making this project work. 
This made the school a more integral part of the City of Boston and the South 
End. 
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3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the 
Project? Did you participate in making them? 

I was not involved in the actual day-to-day decision-making and was not always 
aware of what these were although I know that there were various trade-offs and 
compromises made in the development of The Garden. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

The most successful aspect of this project is the unique learning environment it 
created for students, children and young adults, with severe cognitive and 
physical/medical challenges. It is the only place of its kind within Greater 
Boston, which provides safe access for these individuals to freely experience and 
explore the outdoors and nature. 

The Garden transformed a concrete slab and inaccessible lawn into an accessible, 
stimulating and exciting outdoor classroom for all seasons. It took a little piece of 
city land and created an oasis in a desert of concrete. The Garden is truly a gem, 
which can be enjoyed not only by the students, staff and families of the Carter; 
but also by the neighbors and others who walk by it each day on their way to the 
Mass Ave T Station and to work and play. 

The collaboration among many individuals that I discussed in detail m my 
response to Question 2 was also a most successful aspect of this project. 

I personally do not see any least or unsuccessful aspects to this project. 

J:=?) ~ 
.J 1-l·.fo~ 
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1. What role did you play in the development of this project? 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible. 
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March 7, 2008 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Kathleen Ryan 
9 Lombard Street 
Dorchester, MA 02124 

I am writing in support the William E. Carter School application for the 2009 Rudy 
Bruner Award for Urban Excellence. In September of2007 I began a new job at the 
Carter School as the Parent/Family Liaison. Previously I had worked for 10 years as a 
Family Support Coordinator for families of children who were medical fragile and/or 
medically complex. Also I am the parent of a 26-year-old son who is profoundly retarded, 
has a major seizure disorder and is very much like the students served by the Carter 
School. 

Since my son was very young I have been in search of an outdoor space in which he 
could have access to the structures and amenities offered to "typically developing" 
children in playgrounds. Over the years we have had better access to things like bucket 
swings and smoother pavements for wheelchairs but never had I ever seen anything so 
beautiful as the Carter School Outdoor Classroom and Sensory Garden. 

The careful and considered thought that went into the planning and execution of the space 
is unparalleled. The desire to give the children of the Carter School access to the natural 
environment, to sensory experiences from touch to sound and color, to safe and easy 
access, to beautiful design is evident throughout the entire garden. The message that this 
space sends to the children and their families is this: "You matter, you deserve such a 
beautiful place to explore your world, your community cares about you and understands 
your unique needs." I have never seen anything like it. On the day the garden was 
dedicated I brought my son to the ceremony and took him all through the area. He loved 
it. 

Since the garden has been officially opened I have seen our students out enjoying 
themselves in all kinds of weather. Our Halloween party was held out in the garden and 
each student had several major sensory experiences plunging their hands into the bins 
filled with melted ghosts, eyeballs, intestines and all sorts of other equally ghoulish 
concoctions. They get sprayed with the water features, they listen to the trickling of the 
water in the urn, they swing and those who can, run! They have made snow angels, sat in 
piles of autumn leaves, said hello to our neighbors walking by on their way to the train. 
On these early beautiful spring days they hear the birds singing. 

The garden is in the middle of a neighborhood in transition. Our neighbors see it as sign 
things are getting better. They wave and smile at our students and I am told many of them 
helped with the process of getting the garden built. It has been a joy to watch the power 
of this garden. It has touched so many in this community in such a positive way. The 





teachers and other staff members also enjoy being out in the garden enjoying a moment 
of respite in a beautiful environment, to eat lunch with co-workers with the sun on their 
faces and to renew their energy to get back to the business of teaching and caring for our 
students. The Carter School Outdoor Cia sroom and Sensory Garden makes u all feel 

special. 

Thank you, 

Kathy Ryan 
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE 
.. 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, ' 
answers to ·au questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not.used and answers are typed on a separate · 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area 

provided on;,lie original form. . . -re ttc.Jm V 6 f SfvJurb uJ
1
J.L V/r;-vd 

Name \)£ J! 1--l ~~k Title '] a•"ttlll~ 
,Jv ~ I {r;(j(f. 8 ( 

E-mail 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make ail able for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application an ched materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

1. What role did you play in the development of 

As a teacher of students ~ith visual impairments, I was asked to give input regarding 
the designs and colors, as they would relate to the world of individuals with visual 
impairments. There are both students with low vision and students who are totally blind 
at the Carter School and each group has their own unique characteristics and needs. The 
Carter School Outdoor Classroom and Sensory Garden have met the needs of both 
groups. The garden provides one with objects to see, touch and hear. It truly provides a 
unique outdoor experience in this urban environment. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible. 

The Carter School and the City of Boston can now be so proud of their accomplishment 
... namely the Carter School Outdoor Classroom and Sensory Garden. I have taught in the 
Boston Public Schools for the past 25 years. I have always been 
proud of our school system and its accomplishments. Too many times the media puts our 
school system in a bad light. I am proud to say that my own 3 children are of elementary 
school age and attend the Boston Public Schools. The Carter School Outdoor Classroom 
and Sensory Garden is an incredible place and 
will give one "gooseburnps" 
on their first visit. Our students with intensive special needs 
now have an inviting environment where they can experience the outside world and all 

the wonderful aspects of nature that accompany it. Students, school staff, parents and 
families, and community members are all so proud of this Carter School project. This 
project took years of planning, hard work and fundraising but, in the end, the Carter 
School Outdoor Classroom and Garden did happen! 
As an educator, parent and resident of the city of Boston, I am so thrilled that the Carter 
School is the home to this most wonderful outdoor learning environment! · 





OTHER PERSPECTIVE (CONT'D) 

~. \,Yhat trade-offs and compromises were required during ~e development of ~1e project? Did you participate in making ~1em? 

Many years were dedicated to make this sensory garden project occur at tJ:e Carter 
School. During the building, the outdoor area of the school was not accesstble. All the 
Time, effort and compromises were well worth it! I did participate in some fundraising 
projects, as did the entire staff and "family" at the Carter School. 

4. What do you consider to be tl1e the most and least successful aspects of tl1is project? 

I would say the most successful aspect is now having this wonderful outdoor classroom 
and sensory garden for our students at the Carter School. Our students do have intensive 
special needs and most are nonambulatory and are in wheelchairs. Many do not get the 
chance to experience the outdoors due to various family and home/neighborhood issues. 
The Carter School Outdoor Classroom and Garden gives our students the opportunity to 
go outside and experience "life" in a safe and enriching outdoor setting. This 
environment meets the needs of all our students in some manner or another. All the 
planning on design paid off! My wish is for each of our students to experience this type 
of environment in their home setting whether in their own backyard, neighborhood park, 
etc. Neighborhoods in the city of Boston can be safe, clean and inviting ... our city and its 
residents just need to keep working at this goal and not give up! 
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OTHERE PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer the questions In space provided . Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms, If 
needed. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed to written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and 
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which It responds, and the length If 
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form. 

The sheet Is to be filled out by someone who was Involved, or represents a public agency that was involved, in the 
development of this project. 

Name :B\lb~ ~ \0. \~ e Title Q~~~Ot 
Organizalon Telephone C }rJ) "'t ~ l -3 'S tQ 
Address Q <6 c;,e\,<.\,0'-' S~ l e~ \ City/State/ZIP ~ ~ t SW \ \{)f\ ~'a\ 'a 4 
Fax ( b\}l a (05 -o~ <\ Y E-mail t Ub\0. 5~~ ~~e.<) • (J) '!\ 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by 
others, for any purposes whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and 
authority to it the appllc ion and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

~ Si 

1. What role did you (or your organization} play in the development of this project? 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on your community. Please be as specific as possible. 
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2009 Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence 

Perspective papers 
concerning 

The Carter School Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom 

Community Representatives- The physical Communltv 

Stephen F. Ponchak 

Thomas Martin Holzel 

Phillip Speiser, Ph.D 

neighbor 

President 
Velocity Associates 
and neighbor 

617-680-764 7/sponcha k@lycos.com 

617-293-1958/tholzel@gmail.eom 

Director of Arts Therapy 617-989-3185/phillip.speiser@wshc.org 
Whittier Street Health Center 









COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if 
needed. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used 
and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the 
length of each an wer should be limited to the area provided on the original form. 

This sheet is to be filled out by someone who was involved, or represents an organization that was involved. in helping 
the project respond to neighborhood issues. 

Name: tephen F. Ponchak Title Designer. bartender 

Organinuion: Icarus Restaurant, Neighborhood Resident Telephone 617 680 7647 

,_,A,_dd,re""'s,.s__,5"'8""6~C""o,.,lu""'m""b~us'-'A_,_v~e""'nu,e,._,_,#2,__ ______ _____ City/ tate/ZIP Boston, MA 02118 

Fax ( l E-mail sponehak@lyeos.com 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce. or make available for reproduction 
or usc by others, for any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant 
has full power and authority to submit the application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and 
permissions. 

Signature J. lL}OL '1.- -('/V"-V~-j__ 
I. How did you. or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 

As a longtime resident of the South End community in the vicinity of the Carter chool, I have been familiar 
with the school 's student population and its objectives. My first opportunity to make a direct impact was 
during the 25.., Anniversary Celebration of Icarus Restaurant, which was held at the restaurant in July of2003. 
We at Icarus felt it appropriate to use this opportunity as a fundn1iser for an incipient project. As the 
bartender and designer, I was responsible for the look of the celebration, as well as the bar set-ups. We 
invited numerous guests affiliated with the restaurant and selected the Carter School ensory Garden as the 
centerpiece of our celebration, thus raising some of the initial funding for the project. Over the course of the 
years, I have attended meetings and done some minor school improvements under the guidance of Ruth 
Clarke, the heart of the ensory Garden. Additionally, on several occasions, my partner and I have made 
personal financial contributions to the project. 

2. From the communil) 's point of view, what were the major is ucs concerning thi project? 

At some point approximately five years ago, Northeastern University was proposing a large-scale 
dorn1itorylhousing project ''hich, in one scenario. would incorporate the Carter chool, possibly as a new 
facility. Both faculty, staff, and parents expressed concern over the temporary relocation of the student 
population and the impact that a transicnl and high-volume student population would have on the students. 
Those of us living in an already student-dense community in which parking and other resources are stretched 
to capacity. were also concerned that another Northeastern project would have a negative impact on both the 
Carter 'chool and our own quality oflifc. With the commitment of the Carter School property to the ensory 
Garden Outdoor Classroom, we all had assurance that the property was protected from other development 

3. What lradc-offs and compromises "'ere required during the development of the project? I low did your 
organization participate in making them? 

Fortunately, all impact the Carter chool cnsory Garden Outdoor Classroom had was and remains positive, 
in all aspects. The location of the chool, in a virtual cul-de-sac, required no compromise to the communit) 
in terms of traffic now. util ity regulation, nor other disruption. 





COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE ccoNro) 

4. Has this project made the community a better place to live or work? If so. how? 

The Carter School Sensory Garden utilizes a valuable and prime area of the city-owned property of the 
Carter School, a fraction of which was utilized in the past Before the existence of the garden, the students 
and staff had approximately an eighth of the available area for their utilization. Now what was once 
essentially a rock-studded and useless part of prime real estate is now an eye-popping and stunningly creative 
space. The community is enhanced with this valuable addition. The visual openness of the area also helps 
those traversing the Southwest Corridor Park; the inclusion of public safety issues in the Garden's design and 
security features make it much less likely for criminal activity in this stretch of the Corridor. I, for one, feel 
safer in the area 

5. Would you change anything about this project or the development process you went through? 

My only wish is that other members of our extended South End community were as participatory in this 
project. We at Icarus, the first "fine dining" establishment in the South End, have long recognized the value 
of investing in the community. Now the imminent goal is to find funding to maintain this state-of -the-art 
facility. I strongly urge the Bruner Award committee to recognize the brilliance of the Carter School 
Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom and enable it, through your funding, to reach its full potential for many 
years to come. 
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COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area pro
vided on the original form. 

This sheet is to be fi lled out by someone who was involved, or represents an organization that was mvolved, in helping the project respond 
to neighborhood issues. 

Name 10 VA tk r z_-e-{ Title 

>- I - r 
Address .3 U v..r L..~ .J'I:• 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for production or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached terials and o rant these rights and permissions. 

Si alure 

1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this proJed? What role did you play? 

I. I became involved by passing the construction site daily while walking the dog. I 
enquired what was going on and struck-up a friendship with Ruth Clarke who was 
supervising the job. 

The next thing I noticed is that she had adroitly finagled me into photographing the 
fini shed park, creating wide panoramas from the school 's rooftop, and close-up shots of 
groups and individuals. These photos were used to illustrate a card announcing the 
opening, and as art decoration for the School 's wa lls. 

2. From the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project? 

2. The major issues in my mind were whether this was a boon-doggle or a real 
improvement that would benefit the kids and the neighborhood. Now that it is completed, 
it has done both. It is a wonderful addition to the area for one and all to admire, and for 
those poor~ds to enjoy and learn. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? How did your organization participate in 
making them? 

3. The only trade-off I can think of is the same for any construction site: it looks worse 
during construction than before the work began. But it was certainly worth the wait. 



• I 
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COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE tcoNro) 

4. lias this prr>ject mJdt' th1: communtLY a llerwr place t0 livr· or work? If so. htl\\? 

4. Wow- iL sure has. The park is a wonder and a delight Lo the eye. Birds have already 
found it a more congenial place to habitat. 

S Would you ch,111ge .111y thrng al>t)ut thr~ prc>Jf!r:t 0r the dP.veltJpment process yuu went U1rou~h~ 

5. I cannot think of ANY school park (or any other kind of park) that has been so 
imaginatively planned and executed. The quality of the workmanship is outstanding, the 
design is clever without being cute, and Lhe variety of stations is not only pedagogically 
useful, but artistically executed so as to fit organically into the park structure as a whole. 

Product ond o 6 POSitiOning 

0 
• 8o:TON 

• LONDON 

• TO!< TO 

Tom Holzel 
PRINCIPAL 

3 Durham Street 

Boston. MA 021 I 5 
617n93·1958 
THolzel@veloctcyusoctates.net 
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COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area pro
vided on the original form. 

This sheet is to be filled out by someone who was involved, or represents an organization that was involved, in helping the project resP~nd 
to neighborhood issues. 

Name {?~,\\1~ SQ 'f! \';,e..l", O't\J Title \),reckcH o't ~\':l 1\g,ta.Q~ 

Address \\'dS \'t'e.tMC\~ ~hee.S Citv/State/ZIP \bo'll~l\1 ~1\ C\al'd.Q 
Fax ( !Q\ll C\'l.9- oqU T E-mail 2'<-.,\\,o. ~Oel~~l'@ I&J'O~c..<!l~~ 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make availablefor reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

Si nature 

1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 

2. From the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project? 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? How did your organization participate in 
making them? 
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1. How did you, oi the organization you represent, become involved in the project? 
What role did you play? I have been involved with the carter school for over 10 
years as a professional providing arts therapy services to the students who attend 
the school. Each year the arts therapy department provides art, music, m9:vement 

I . ' . ·, ' ' ' ~ ' - .',. 

and drama classes to each student'tit Carter. These classes support the IEP's of 
each student and also support the overall goals and learning strategies that the 
teachers and aides provide. During the planning and building of.the sensory 
garden rwas ii specialist consultant to the princ_ipal regarding how:arts curriculum 
and activities can be integrated into the garden. 

2. From the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this 
project? Due to the serious medical and developmental issues that each student 
faces at the Carter School, safety for the students was always a first issue. How 
can we build a beautiful, aesthetic learning environment and maintain the strictest 
safety standards and safeguards for our students. This was continually addressed 
as each aicc: in the: garderi -,\"dS deveiop~d. Anmher importapt issue regarding 
community was how we will make the garden accessible to the larger community 
without compromising the safety issues for the students and also without causing 
undue wear and tear on the garden. We have developed various programs that will 
address this issue, including: volunteer opportunities to work in the garden both 
on maintenance and also in an educational capacity with the students; open lunch 
hours and community walks; and open tours of the garden. This accessibility to 
the garden will serve as a powerful inclusive tool, providing new opportunities for 
our students to interact with other students from other schools and other 
community members. ; ' 

3. What trade offs and compromises' were required during the development of the 
project? . . 

4. Has the project made the community a better place to live or work? If so, how? 
The project involved dozens of community members: professionals, parents 
volunteers coming together over this common goal -building a quality state of art 
sensory garden for children most in need. This has opened new avenues for 

_..._··;:. 2 coritiri.ued communication and coopeniho~. The' garde~ its~lf:rio'w ·stands as a 
· i· :· ;v -tesia\i1ent to 'tlle-oi1goiiig commitment 'thai ever'y6nc 'has to providing a unique 

learning environment- an oasis of aesthetic beauty for our stpdents: · ·· 
~. ~- ~·':.'i ' : ~ ~· - v_; •,:'7.:,.;:-: ; .' • ' 
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5. Would you change anything about the project or the development process you 
went through? I would not change anything about this process. It was carried out 
with the highest level of professionalism that blended product knowledge and 
expertise with care and nurturing. 

J 
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CITY OF BOSTON • MASSACHUSETTS 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
THOMAS M. MENINO 

February 22, 2008 

Rudy Bruner Award Selection Committee 
Bruner Foundation 
130 Prospect Street 
Cambridge, MA 02139 

To the Selection Committee: 

I am writing to enthusiastically recommend the Carter School Sensory Garden 
Outdoor Classroom project for the prestigious Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence. 
I know others in my administration will write in greater detail of the City's role in the 
project's development, but I wanted to add my own endorsement as wel l. 

Over the past decade, the City of Boston has built schoolyards for more than 60 
schools. Each one was designed to fit the needs of the particular school population and 
the surrounding neighborhood. ot one could have been created without the support and 
direction of many committed partners. Of all the schoolyards that we have developed, 
however, the Carter School Sensory Garden presented the most unique set of 
circumstances - as well as the most passionate and dedicated school leadership, staff, 
parents, and community leaders. 

The Carter School serves a very fragile population - children who all too often are 
underserved, but who desperately need and deserve safe yet stimulating opporturuties for 
growth. Our task was to create an educational outdoor space - in a dense urban setting 
that would provide sensory appeal and inspire children -with profuund disabilities. Add to 
this the challenge of finding the right mix of sensory experiences that would motivate 
children of varying ages, sizes, and abi lities. Clearly, a typical school or play yard would 
not do nor were there any models to which we could refer. Luckily, we were able to 
secure the most creative and visionary landscape architects and designers and to draw on 
the resources of so many talented and spirited supporters. 

Last fall, we opened the Sensory Garden. Af1er years of dreaming, planning, 
fundraising (both publ ic and private), galvanizing, organizing and construction, it was 
gratifying and humbling to see the Carter children delight in activities that stimulate their 
senses and build on their strengths. I hope that you will have the opportunity to see the 
Garden "in action" - it is truly a special experience. 

BOS1DN CITY HALL • ONE CITY HALL PLAZA • BOS1DN • MASSACHUSETIS 02201 • 617/ 635-4000 
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The Carter School Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom (and the process by which it 
was developed) is extremely worthy of recognition, and I hope that the Rudy Bruner 
Award Selection Committee will favorably consider its application. Thank you very 
much. 

Thomas M. Menino 
Mayor of Boston 









PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer the questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms, If 
needed. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed to written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and 
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of 
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form. 

The sheet is to be fi lled out by someone who was involved, or represents a public agency that was involved, in the 
development of this project. 

Name: Carol R. Johnson Title: Superintendent 

Public Agency: Boston Public Schools Telephone (617) 635-9050 

Address: 26 Court St .. 7th Floor City/ State/ ZIP: Boston. MA 02108 

Fax: (617 l 635-9059 E-mail: superintendent@boston .k12.ma.us 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by 
others, for any purposes whatsoever, the materials submitted . The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and 
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lay in the development of this project. Describe any requirements made of this project by 
bile participation, public benefits, impact statements). 

As the newly appointed Superintendent of the Boston Public Schools (BPS), I was not in Boston to play a personal 
role in the development of this project. I was pleased, however, to be invited just after my arrival to participate in 
the opening and dedication of the Carter Garden Outdoor Classroom where I could personally witness what Carter 
School leaders have achieved in creating an accessible and exceptionally beautiful outdoor space designed for 
profoundly intellectually disabled students with multiple handicaps. With the constrained budgets of public schools, 
we are constantly challenged to provide all the desirable educational benefits and programs. We rely heavily on the 
private sector and our community partners to supplement our offerings and on the staffs of our schools to raise 
funds for supplemental needs. 

The Carter School itself provided much of the leadership for this project by raising the majority of the funds and 
galvanizing support from a multitude of philanthropies, corporations, businesses, private individuals, vendors and 
contracted employees. These partners worked laboriously with t\;vo talented landscape architects on all elements of 
its design to assure that every element would not only accommodate the student population but provide the student 
population with new educational opportunities and experiences. The Carter School provided an on-site facilitator 
through the entire construction process. 

BPS provided $248,000 in funding for the project, which necessitated public bids. BPS assisted the Carter School 
with the bidding process and with construction supervision. We also worked closely with the Carter School to help 
design the space to minimize, to the extent possible, operating and maintenance costs. BPS is pleased that the 
Carter School has committed itself to ongoing fundraising to cover whatever operating costs of its Garden that BP 
cannot provide. 

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises were required to implement the 
project. How did your agency' participate in making them. 

This project was intended to benefit the City of Boston by providing an outdoor classroom for a tiny but unusually 
needy and deserving portion of its public school population- the most profoundly intellectually disabled students 
in our school system, which the typical handicapped-accessible space does not serve. Outdoor space is essential for 
al l. It is unacceptable that a segment of the population, regard less of how small, cannot experience it. With the 
Carter School Garden, the City of Boston now has an outdoor space for these children. 

I am certain that in the process of developing this space, there were trade-offs and compromises, but they are not 
readily visible. 
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PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE ccoNT'D) 
3. Describe the Project's impact on your community. Please be as specific as possible. 

The Carter School reports that its Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom has had not only a large and immediate 
impact on its student population, but also that the impact is as predicted and hoped for. Students are responding 
positively to the experience of being outdoors, walking further, reaching out more, touching objects, and 
functioning more independently. The Garden blends beautifully with the adjacent Southwest Corridor Park, each 
complementing the other. People in the neighborhood seem delighted with the enhanced visual attractiveness of the 
area and appear to be growing more interested in the school, its students, and its programs. It is not generally easy 
to include the Carter School student population in the community, but with the outdoor space, students are brought 
directly into the community to be included, and neighbors are responding positively. 

4. Did the project result in any new models of public/private partnerships? Are there aspects of this project that would be 
instructive to agencies like yours In other cities? 

Typically, private donations to public school capital projects are modest. This capital project has demonstrated the 
enlarged role that the private sector and the school community can play in such projects. I believe there is much to 
be learned from its example. This project can serve as a model of what can be achieved by an individual school, 
what can be achieved with support from the private sector, and what can be achieved with positive public/private 
partnerships. As the new superintendent, I hope to facilitate other such efforts and encourage other school systems 
to do the same. I am anxious to show off the Carter School Garden to my colleagues, both as an example of 
landscaping excellence and an example of outstanding outdoor facilities for profoundly special-needs children. 

5. What would you consider the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

Given that I came into this project just before completion, I am reluctant to comment on the least successful aspects 
of this project, because I do not know what they are. I can, however, share with you my perspective on the most 
successful aspects of the project. 

All too typically, public school capital projects focus less on quality and excellence than on what is least expensive. 
It appears this project's focus on excellence and quality encouraged the generous private support it received. 

Looking at the Carter School Garden, I am reminded of excellence and that if we wish to motivate students toward 
excellence, we need to showcase it better in our own efforts, as has the Carter School. With the constrained 
budgets of public school systems, this is more easily said than done. However, I am delighted to have this model of 
excellence in the BPS to remind us what public school facilities could be, to remind us what can be achieved by 
working together, and to remind us that vulnerable student populations should not and cannot be overlooked. The 
freedom and independence that Carter School students will enjoy in their school yard while being challenged by 
natural stimuli to explore further and further will significantly improve their quality of life and help them become 
more self-sufficient independent adults. 

2 
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Si nature 

1. How did you, or the public agency you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 

2. From a public agency's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project. 

'. 

3. What trade-off and compromises were required during the development of this project. How did your public agency 
participate in making them? 





1. How did you, or the public agency you represent, become involved. in this 
project? What role did you play? 
Boston Public Schools Facilities Management maintains, renovates and repairs 

school buildings and grounds. As Assistant Director for Design and Development I 
assess and plan projects. BPS did not have the initial capital funds to allocate for this 
project, though we· understood the value and importance to the students. Once the 

• funding was secured and the landscape architect began, our office became involved in 
the design review, and construction process. (The City of Bost.on did allocate a major 
portion of the funding.) I regularly met with the landscape architect and the FCS to . 
review·the landscape design. I reviewed the bid documents, specifications and 
drawings. My office reviewed the bids, and managed the construction process. 

2. From a public agency's ·point of view, what were the major issues concerning 
this project. 
The hardest concept or obstacle to overcome for the Friends of the Carter School 

(FCS) was the "public bid" concept. This is a classic struggle between private and 
public processes. The accusations of impropriety and embezzlement are avoided 
through the Massachusetts General Laws that specify terms of selecting the contractor 
for construction. Though lowest acceptable and responsible bid avoids the possibility 
of collusion between city and private, it also restricts the pool of contractors to those 
eligible to bid. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of 
this project. How did your public agency participate in making them? 
The design process focused on educational value and appropriateness to the 

student population while fulfilling the needs of BPS for ease of maintenance and 
sustainability. The other challenge for this project was that it is a unique custom 
design for the needs of this student population. Almost none of the items in this park 
are standard. Each area is unique and designed for a specific sensory experience. 
Such a unique design was difficult to specify for a public bid project. We had to 
figure out which components would be hand built and which would be purchased 
separately. The publicly advertised projects must be documented in great detail to 
reduce unexpected change orders. BPS Planning and Engineering and the City of 
Boston legal counsel were involved in the negotiating surrounding the public bid 
issue. The Friends of the Carter School were adamant about using a landscape 
contractor that was familiar with this type of"high end" design project. A contractor 
that specialized in private projects would be more suited to this type of project, and 
the FCS was persistent in requesting the ability to select the contractor on their own. 
In the end the contractor selected as the lowest responsible bidder turned out to be 
wonderful. He donated materials and hours to the project, which is rare for public 
projects. 





4. Has this project made the community/city/town a better place to live or work? 
If so, how? · 

·This project is a fantastic example of private/public partners creating a landscaped 
environment for a group of students that would normally not be allowed to experience the 
environment. These students are generally limited to the indoors due to the numerous · 
obstruction in the exterior environment. In this case the educational experience which is 
unique for these students continues to the exterior. This project serves students who do 
not have a voice to even request this, because none of them or us has ever experienced 
this type of environment before. 

5. Would you change anything about this project or the development process 
you went through?· 
The development process was essentially difficult due to the lack of funding AND 

the construction laws written to protect the public. I would not change the laws, but 
rather encourage funding sources to acknowledge that the laws exist to protect the 
funding. I don't think the private sponsors ever appreciated the difficulties the city 
went through to accomplish this project. In the end, it is a lovely project that inspired 
everyone it touched to donate time, services and money. 
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1. How did you, or the public agency you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 

2. From a public agency's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project. 

3. What trade-off and compromises were required during the development of this project. How did your public agency 
participate in making them? 





HelenDajer 
Member Boston School Committee 
January 24, 2008 

1. How did you, or the public agency you represent, become involved in this project? 
What role did you play? 

I became involved September 2006 when I visited the Carter School for the first time. I 
had heard wonderful things about the Carter School and its staff and wanted to learn 
more about them. I had become a Boston School Committee member and was on a 
mission to visit more schools. 

I met Ms. Kopaczynski, the principal, the morning I spent two hours going classroom to 
classroom, meeting the teachers and staff and students. During out tour she proudly 
showed me the plans for their Sensory Garden. This clearly was a priority for her: to raise 
the funds so that her students could safely enjoy the outdoors, in a learning environment, 
in their own backyard. 

My role was that of support and advocate. 

2. From a public agency's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this 
project? 

Funding for the construction and maintenance of the Garden. 

3. What trade off and compromises were required during the development of the 
project? How did your public agency participate in making them? 

I don't know exactly what the tradeoffs were. I know that the workers needed to be 
unionized and yet skilled at this specialized work and construction. There were 
conversations between the principal, Ms. Kopaczynski and the Boston Public School 
Superintendent and a representative of the Mayor of Boston's office that I participated it 
at one time. 

4. Has this project made the community/city/town a better place to live or work? If so, 
how? 

Yes. 

This Sensory Garden is adjacent to the School, which is next to a public subway stop, 
which are both next to a bike path that runs a long length of the city of Boston. It is 
visible to ail who ride by, a testimony to the challenge that the students of the Carter 
School live with every day. 





The fundraising events and opening ceremony for the Garden were inspirational, 
emotional and fun. There were children from a private school who had raised money 
for the students of the Carter School and were there to witness the opening ceremony. 
The families of the students have been involved from day one, helping to build 
community within the School and its neighbors. Teachers and staff came together 
with local businesses, folks who were interested in this project because the students at 
the Carter School deserve a safe and educational Garden to enjoy as part of their daily 
learning. 

The city of Boston is definitely a better place because of the work that went into this 
project and the Garden itself 

5. Would you change anything about this project or the development process you went 
through? 

Nothing that I could have controlled. I would have loved to have made the checks to 
support the construction of the Sensory Garden much bigger and greater in 
number ... and earlier in arriving ... 
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1. How did you, or the public agency you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 

2. From a public agency's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project. 

3. What trade-off and compromises were required during the development of this project. How did your public agency 
participate in making them? 
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Rudy Bruner Award- Draft Perspective 

William Carter School Sensory Garden 
by Jay A. Lee, AlA NOMA 
Assistant Director of Design Construction and Openspace 
Department of Neighborhood Development 

The William carter school sensory garden construction was well underway before I became 
involved in the project. Therefore my comments come form the perspective of a Boston 
resident who frequently uses the southwest corridor park to which the sensory Garden is 
adjacent. Many parks and gardens people will never use and therefore sometimes slip from 
our everyday experience. However the Carter school garden does what great landscapes do 
-they inspire and captivate those who may never use them or walk along this garden's 
sensuous paths, or water features. The design has brought to life the small school next to 
the subway station such that it is always present in my imagination. As the plantings arrived, 
and then the trees arrived and then the paths took shape and then the sensory elements 
were added, there was more and more excitement about seeing the garden in its completed 
state. And as I learned more about the population being served and the mission of the 
school, I felt extremely proud to be connected to the project in even a small way to such a 
fantastic space in the city of Boston. 
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1. How did you, or the public agency you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 

The Boston Parks and Recreation Department manages the Small Changes gr ant 
program whi ch was c reated from a partnership be t ween Bos t on Mayor Thomas M. 
Menino and the Democratic National Committee. The grant was aimed to assist 
the Friendrof the William E. Carter School wi th cos t s associated with the 
creation of an Outdoor Classroom and Garden for severly multi- handicapped 
individuals . 

2. From a public agency's point of view, what were the major Issues concerning this project. 

The main i ssue was the lack of a public open space geared specifically t o 
the most profoundly multi- handicapped children in the open space system in 
Boston. The Friends of William E. Carter School developed a permanent 
installation which provides students with access to grass- cove r ed grounds ; 
an outdoor extension of the classroom where s tudents will pursue learning 
objectives; social and recreational and educational experiences for the 
students and a model of the outdoors and na ture which pr ovide effective 
educational services for multi- handicapped s tudents . 

3. What trade-off and compromises were required during the development of this project. How did your public agency 
participate In making them? 

Boston Parks and Recreation Department , through its Small Changes program, 
was unable t o fully meet the reques t of The Fri ends of the William E. 
Carter School, ye t additional City of Boston funding sour ces were 
identified and awarded . 
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PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE ccoNro> 
4. Has this project made the community/city/town a better place to live or work? If so, how? 

At the opening and dedication of the William E. Carter School Sensory 
Garden Outdoor Classroom on October 12, 2007, it was evident that the 
community of Boston had been involved in the development of the open 
space. The landscape firm, the contractor, the donations of the tent 
and chairs, the flowers, the music, the program printing, as well as 
the refreshments provided by the Students of the Culinary Arts Program 
at Madison High School and more were representation of contributions 
made by programs, institutions and businesses surrounding the Carter 
School. 

Also evident of the uniqueness of this project in the greater Boston 
area were the presence of Mayor of Boston Thomas M. Menino and a 
representative of Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick as speakers 
at the opening event. 

5. Would you change anything about this project or the development process you went through? 

The participation of the Boston Parks and Recreation Department and 
the Small Changes program in this process has been a rewarding one 
and the Department will assist in any possible way to lend support 
to the Carter School Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom. 
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1. How did you, or the public agency you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 
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2. From a public agency's point of view, what were the major issues c;oncernlng this project. 

3. What trade-off and compromises were required during the development of this project. How did your public agency 
participate in making them? 
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1 As the Commissioner our role was to supply support for the project which was 
obviously a very positive project for the disabled students and the community. 
Generally I assisted when requested as a liaison with various other city 
departments when needed. 

2 This project was managed by the Friends of the Carter School a private 
organization. The Carter School is a Public School, the building and school 
property being public property and subject to a long list of planning and project 
management constraints and Jaws including the public bidding process. 

3 In reality the project came together without any particular trade offs or 
compromises, at least that in my involvement that I would be aware of. 

4 For the Children of the Carter School experiencing any outdoor environment is a 
challenge. The Sensory Garden provides the best possible environment for this 
multiply disabled school population. The project is without a doubt the best 
universally designed project I have ever been involved with. 

5 I would have liked to have the garden extend into the interior of the school. 
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Si nature C. C,; 

1. What role did you (or your organization) play in the development of this project? Describe the scope of the involvement. 

Friends of the William E. Carter School (FCS) was responsible for the development of the project, including 
raising the funds for the Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom (SGOC), contracting and overseeing the design 
work, and overseeing the construction itself. FCS continues to be responsible for the operation and care of the 
SGOC, and is involved with other needs, including capital needs of the Carter School, supplementing what is 
provided by the Boston Public School (BPS) system. 

FCS incorporated as a 501(c)(3) non-profit as a result of the SGOC project. FCS is directed by three officers
Ruth c. Clarke who served as project manager/facilitator and fundraiser for the SGOC; Marianne Kopaczynski, 
Principal of the William E. Carter School; and Roger Mazur, Principal Emeritus. The two later individuals are 
both intensive special needs educators and have been involved with the Carter School since its inception in 
about 1972; Ruth C. Clarke was earlier involved with the development of The Nonquit Street Green, a small 
park located at Upham's Corner, Dorchester. 

2. What trade-off and compromises were required during the development of this project. 

See Project Description which was completed by FCS. 

3. How was the project financed? What, if any, innovative means of financing were used? 

See Financials which includes a list of all contributors. 

78% of the SGOC project was financed with contributions raised by FCS from private philanthropies, 
corporations, contractor, subcontractors, vendors, businesses and individuals, and from federal CBDG monies 
administered through the Grassroots Program of Boston's Department of Neighborhood Development. 22% 
was funded by the City of Boston through its BPS system. 

Participation of Ruth Clarke, who served as project manager/facilitator and fundraiser, was recruited in 2000, 
after the conceptual design process, but before Carter School had any monies for the completion of the design 
process or the construction. Her participation was recruited on the basis of a potential small percentage of TPC 
but only if the project could be brought to fruition. 

Particularly interesting among the contributors was The Learning Project Elementary School whose students, on 
two separate occasions, voted to donate $1,000 from their annual Readathon to the SGOC (see Other 
Perspective paper of Michael McCord); and Icarus Restaurant which made the SGOC the beneficiary of its 251h 

anniversary celebration (see Other Perspective paper of Stephen Ponchak). 

Fund raising for additional amenities continued after that contract was awarded. As a result, FCS was able to 
add the Xylophone and Swivel and incorporate a small section of land at the rear of the SGOC into the project 
with swings and an attractive tool shed which looks like a little house. 

Particularly innovative and successful were the efforts of FCS to form partnerships with the contractor 
(Emanouil), subcontractors, and vendors which resulted in goodwill, high quality workmanship from all parties, 
and additional financial contributions to the SGOC. 





DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE CONT'D) 

When the contribution from the City of Boston necessitated publicly bidding the contract, FCS undertook 
responsibility for providing certain specified materials to assure that no substitutions could be made by the 
contractor. 

4. How did the economic impacts of this project on the community compare with or differ from other projects you have been 
involved in? 

FCS does not have sufficient development experience to address this question. 

5. What about the project would be instructive to other developers? 

In addition to being project developer, FCS was also the client. FCS maintains that to the extent possible, the 
client should serve as developer of its own project(s) to assure that the end product is of high quality and 
meets its expectations. While utilizing the expertise of the designer, engineers, contractor, and subcontractors, 
client should serve as developer and direct all aspects of the development process, including being on-site 
during construction to facilitate. 

While no compromises should ever be made to building and safety code requirements, public bidding should be 
avoided to the full extent that the nature of the funding allows, choosing designers and contractors for the 
quality of their work as opposed to the amount of their bid. 

Developers should form partnerships with their contractors and vendors, utilizing the expertise and goodwill of 
these people (which in certain matters far exceed the expertise of the designer). To the extent possible, the 
contractor should be involved in the design process and work closely with the designer. 

Projects, once built, do not sustain themselves. Integral to the development process are plans to assure 
continued funding for operation and maintenance. 

All contributors to a project (including developer, designer, contractor, as well as financial contributors) should 
be appropriately acknowledged on permanent project signage and adequate funds for attractive signage should 
be included in the project budget. The acknowledgement of the various individuals who contribute to the 
success of the project (either though their work or through financial contribution) increases overall good will 
and allows each to feel the pride of ownership in its success. Additionally these persons should also always be 
included in the various literature about the project. 

Proposed projects should be reasonable in cost and all proposed costs must be defended, but proposed projects 
need not be minimal or bare bones. Investors/contributors prefer to invest in permanent high-quality well
designed well-constructed projects that will continue to serve the intended beneficiary for many years. Further, 
designers and contractors do not regularly have the opportunity to design or build high-quality projects. High 
quality motivates them to give their best. 

6. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

The most successful aspect of this project was the partnerships formed between the developer, designer, 
engineers, contractor, subcontractors, vendors and the community which resulted in the excellence of the final 
project and form the basis for continued support with operation and maintenance. 

Equally successful is the increased visibility that the SGOC gives to the Carter School and its educational 
program which has resulted in greater understanding, compassion and tolerance for profoundly developmentally 
delayed multi-handicapped children, as well as the increased inclusion of Carter students in the community. 
This is tremendously beneficial to all. Neighbors actually stop to talk and sometimes volunteer to help with 
school activities; students are becoming more interactive with strangers, smiling and waving. The school staff 
takes pride not only in the SGOC itself but in the fact that the SGOC contributes something of excellence to the 
community. 

The least successful aspect of this project was the partnership with the BPS Department, which has never 
before experienced the extent or magnitude of private contribution to a capital project that was realized by this 
project, and did not participate as fully or as enthusiastically as desired. 
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Name Stephen J . Sil va/ David M. Guerriero Title Project Manager t Project Engineer 

Organization Coler & Col antonio, I nc . Telephone ( 781 ) 982-5400 

Address 101 Accord Park Drive City/State/ZIP Norwell, MA 02061 
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1. What role did you or your organization play in the development of this project? 
Coler & Col antonio, Inc. originally donated survey services to the Friends of the Carter School 

organization. Later in the project, we were hired to design the garden's drainage system, 

including collection systems for stormwater. irrigation, visual water displays, groundwater 

discharge components and connections into the City's drainage infrastructure. We also rerouted 

t he water lines to the building that would service the garden and reconfigured the school's 

sewer service lines. Throughout the entire process, we kept in constant contact with the FCS, 

the contractor, and the landscape architect in order to provide the school and garden with 

required utility services during, and after, construction, but would have no visible impacts to 

mar the meticulousl y designed and constructed site itself. Our firm developed the plans and 

documentat i on necessary for the City of Boston to obtain permits for these utility connections, 

and were active in the administrative processes for these permits. 

3. Describe the project's impact on its community. Please be as speCific as possible. 
Boston is known predominantly as a walking city, and given its proximity to Northeastern 

university, numerous subway stops, and busy business districts along Massachusetts Avenue and 

Col umbus Avenue, a great deal of foot traffic passes by this site every day . There is also a 

public park, tennis courts, a baseball diamond and small football field located on the adjacent 

street to the school . We believe the continued success of the Carter School Sensory Garden to be 

vital in maintaining the appearance and impression of the public space neighborhood we frequented 

during this project. Beyond the impact on the aesthetics of the surrounding area, this site stands 

ou t wi thin the Bos t on school system as a facility where developmentally challenged children can 

l earn and grow in a dynamic out-of-doors setting. The garden stimulates the students in ways a 

classroom environment cannot. The Sensory Garden is consistent with Boston's commitment to 

innovative and higher education, and may hopefully inspire the growth of similar facilities in 

the City. 





PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT PERSPECTIVE (coNr'oJ 

4. How might this project be instructive to others in }'OUr profession? 

This project was a model in planning and construction coordination between contractors, 

landscape architects, engineers, city approving authorities and the students and faculty. 

Well-organized meetings between these entities were essential, and between these meetings 

communication was constant in order to .ensure the desired final product; a pristine garden 

facility that would function smoothly and benefit as many of the end users as much as 

possible. 

In a less general sense, this project was a lesson in dealing with budgetary limits of the 

Boston Public School system, construction in and coordination with the neighboring and state

owned Southwest Corridor Parkway, stringent requirements and limitations imposed by the Boston 

Water and Sewer Commission and the difficulty in assessing subsurface conditions and 

existing utility information in a city as old and ever-changing as Boston. The unpredictable 

nature of what lies beneath the surface of the City made long-term and consistent scheduling 

a daunting task. This project proves, however, that careful coordination of design decisions 

on the fly paired with excellent communication can result in an impeccable finished product. 

4. VVhat do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

From an engineering standpoint, what successfully stands out most in this project is the sound 

utility design and installation at a very problematic and unpredictable site. we were met with 

numerous setbacks during the process. With each setback, we were able to respond and provide 

engineering solutions to keep the project moving forward. 

I believe the least successful aspect of this project had to have been the overall time line 

from start to finish. In the beginning, this project seemed as simplistic as any utility 

hookup, but as obstacles presented themselves, the time table for students to begin using their 

new garden was pushed further back by weeks at a time. Although we believe the Garden coUld not 

have been completed to such quality standards without dealing with these setbacks carefully, 

its always a goal for engineers to have their projects completed on time and within budget. 
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e design oncept of this project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc. 

The primary concept behind the design of the Garden was to provide an outdoor learning environment that would foster the means for profoundly physically 
and intellectuaJiy impaired, multi-handicapped youth to experience the ordinary, yet for them, profound, challenging activities of everyday life. This concept 
and the general principles of healing gardens were incorporated in the early conceptual design of the Garden by Landscape Architect Martha Tyson, author of 
The Healing I.antbcape: Therapeutic Outdoor Environments (McGraw Hill, 1998). 

Developing a program that incorporates the therapeutic goals of both the teachers and students with direct access from the classrooms was paramount. From 
the teachers' perspective the garden had to provide a pleasant work environment with places for breaks and respites while maintaining complete surveillance of 
the garden. There had to be a desired amount of space for specific activities with flexibility to change the environment. Specific for lhe students the garden 
was to provide a sense of security and privacy with defined spaces for respite, social interaction and educational stimulation. 

The Garden is designed to encompass the organizational principals for logically understandable spatial arrangements described by Martha Tyson. The "Village 
Green Concept" and the "Garden Path Concept" provide familiar arrangements and logical spatial progression in the Garden. The Village Green concept 
creates a park-like setting with a central green open space surrounded by activity spaces connected to a single path system. This pattern provides the ability of 
the teachers and students to have constant surveillance from inside and outside the garden. The Garden path arrangement utilizes pathways with visible 
landmarks to invite movement throughout the garden, allows for freely walking through with opportunities for seating and resting and places for gathering. 
Landmarks provide orientation points and encourage movement. Spaces along the path provide more quiet alcoves for socializing or provide a place for 
calming an overly agitated student. Defined open spaces allow for group activities and secondary paths provide alternative experiences as well as solitude and 
retreat. 

Materials incorporated into the garden included: 

• Western Red Cedar was used for all of the pergola structures and other interactive elements. This wood was chosen for it's durability as well as its 
pleasing scent; • Natural granite blocks that made-up the foundation walls of the former Victorian row houses that once stood on the site were salvaged 
and used for seating elements that encircled the "Urn Garden". They also served to retain the grades, providing a sense of enclosure for the space; • A 
rubberized surface material was used on aJI navigable paths to provide a smooth, cushioned and more aesthetically appealing surface. A 12" band in a 
lighter, contrasting color was used along the path edges to provide a strong visual cue articulating the path edges from the circulation area as well as 
give definition to the activity areas from the darker color of the path circulation area; • Low segmental concrete walls were used as seat waJis, around 
the interactive water features to provide separation from the rest of the garden and provide a place to sit and monitor the activity when the water features 
were activated. The seat wall was also to retain grades along one side of a lawn covered kidney shaped island that would serve as a disembarking 
platform to transfer the students from their wheel chairs onto the lawn surface, affording them the rare opportunity to experience the texture, scent and 
softness of the grassy surface. 

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design. 

Design objectives in the garden design incorporated the specific characteristics for the physical space, behavioral needs as well as the needs of the individual 
student. The Garden had to: 

• Provide safety and security with enclosed space that allowed for full surveillance; • Promote independence with free access and accessible pathways; 
• Heighten sensory awareness through location and selection of abundant, highly sensory plant material; • Ensure personal privacy with buffers and 
enclosed sitting spaces; • Encourage a sense of ownership with ability to adapt the environment and gardening spaces; • Integration of indoor and 
outdoor areas by ability to overlook garden from indoors and providing comfortable transition spaces at entries; • Take microclimate conditions into 
consideration by facing the garden to the south and providing areas for shade and wind protection; • Use materials that are smooth, comfortable and 
familiar to the touch; • Create areas for social interaction and areas to experience nature ; • Create areas for active use and areas outside active areas for 
observation of activity; • Create a simple understandable layout to the garden, incorporating landmarks both on and off site for orientation; • Provide 
varied experiences along the walking paths with plant materials for tactile and olfactory experiences and areas for movement and exercise; • Provide a 
variety of seating choices; • Provide places for work and communal recreation with accessible garden workbenches and table surfaces for unstructured 
activity; • The layout of the garden had to be easily understandable and navigable with a figure "8" path system that provided a continuous loop through 
the garden with the various garden spaces and activity stations are prominently located adjacent to. The continuous loop of the figure 8 path would 
bring a wandering student back to his more familiar starting place without fears of"getting lost" in the garden. 
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE (CONT'D) 

The Garden provides an opportunity for students otherwise denied the opportunity to experience nature in such a direct way with an environment that is 
specifically designed to provide this access and focus on alternative sensory experiences. Shady areas contrasted with sunny areas, spatially enclosed spaces 
through the use of pergolas with more open transition spaces and caJming secluded spices contrasted with more stimulating programmed activity spaces. 

The Garden serves as an outdoor learning environment as well as serving as a respite for the student's, school's administrators and teacheJS. The learning 
environment responds to multiple sensory functions of the otherwise physically and intellectuaJiy impaired students through sound, touch and scent Water is 
used for sound and tactile stimulation, the olfactory sense is stimulated through the use of fragrant Cedar wood in the garden structures and the array of 
fragrances provided by the various plant materials. Tactile stimulation is provided again with water, and varying textures of the ornamental grasses and other 
leaf surfaces of the numerous plant varieties. The use of soUnd with a free-standing wood .. xylophone" the students can hit the chimes with a mallet to produce 
sound. Sound was also considered through the use of tall ornamental grasses that produce a gentle rustling sound in the wind. 

Other tactile stimulation experiences were provided by the "Rainbow Garden", the enclosed pergola with its bright minbow colors used to differentiate the 
raised tactile bin platforms. Each bin is filled with a different material, the student is wheeled in front of each and allowed to touch each material, experiencing 
of differentiation between the varying textures and tactile sensations. Contained within the Rainbow Garden Structure are three overhead rings which when a 
sensor is depressed a gentle mist is emitted where the cooling sensation can be felt on the skin. 

A swing set with speciaJiy designed seats to accommodate the physicaJ impairments of the students was added mid-way through the project as generous donors 
stepped-up to provide the necessary funds. This experience of swinging provides the students with an extraordinary experience of freedom of movement 
through space a sensation otherwise denied by their physical impairments, while helping them develop their sense ofbaJance. 

3. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-off or compromises required to complete the 
project. 

Being a City of Boston public school with this privately funded garden, presented an often confusing gray line of when and how to conform to the City's 
acceptable yet restricting programmatic and design standards with the unique and more elaborate requirements of environments designed to respond to the 
speciaJ needs of impaired students. However in the end through great persistence dedication and persuasion powers of the school's administrators, teachers, 
parents and the fundraising efforts of the project's organizers, little if any programmatic compromises were made and the garden envisioned was ultimately the 
garden reaJized. 

Physical challenges were encountered once construction began where excavations reveaJed a tangle of abandoned utility conduits and pipes as well as the 
rubble of urban fill and the remains of former foundation waJls. While this added a bit more time to the construction schedule, only slight modifications to the 
path layout resulted. 

Mid-point during the design phase, progress was staJied when the purchase of the school and property was proposed by the adjacent university for the erection 
of a high-rise student dormitory. For nearly a year the threat of this disruption to the unique and speciaJized educational environment for the students until an 
alternative site for the school was found, haJted progression of the garden design and threatened the realization of the Garden. Ultimately persistent persuasion 
by the administrators to inform the political establishment of the City of the negative impact this venture would have on the mission of the school, eventua1ly 
denied the university the necessary permits, ending their attempt to purchase the property. 

4. Describe the ways in which the project relates to its urban context. 

The Carter School and Sensory Garden (the Garden) is located in the dense urban neighborhood of Boston's South End and at the interface of the expanding 
campus of Northeastern University. The garden is just west ofMassachuse~ Avenue and is bound by the MBTA Massachusetts Avenue Orange Line subway 
station to the north the Southwest Corridor Park pedestrian way, to the south and east 

The garden •s orientation is to the south and east towards the Southwest Corridor Park with the "L" shape of the school building enclosing the northwest comer. 
The back edge of the Garden is to the large concrete barrier wall of the MBTA subway station platform to the north. This orientation provided the Garden with 
an optimum southeast exposure. The Garden is at the terminus ofNorthampton Street providing an attractive view of the multi-seasona1 plantings and the 
sculptural appeaJ of the "Rainbow Garden" pergola contributing to the aesthetic of the neighborhood at large. 

The spatial configumtion of the garden is based on a system of urban environmental elements developed by urban planner and theorist Kevin Lynch where he 
described ones experience of urban environment through the succession and transgression of the large-scale urban environment to the more human scale of the 
greater landscape and the intimate scale of the garden itsel£ His theory is applied to the experience one has of the Garden through distinct elements in the 
landscape he identifies consisting of"the path, the edges, the districts, the nodes and the landmarks." Incorporating these elements into the sma11er sca1e of the 
Garden the user is able to comprehend the progression and arrangement of spaces that create a natura11y understandable, acceptable relationship. The distant 
view of the Prudential Center tower provides an important off-site distant landmark orientation feature. 
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Our vision was to design a park and gardens with activities especially designed to meet the learning needs 
of the Carter School students. These activities range from sensory awareness, planting, watering, and 
harvesting, to visual mobility training, and meaningful recreational group activities. The urban setting 
was initially integrated by color coding the T stops or classroom gardens with identifying colors of the 
nearby MBTA (Red, Orange, Green and Blue) so that students could use color as a familiar landmark for 
their own classroom. Overhead structures were ideal- in the final design the overhead structures were set 
away from the building to prevent vandalism and theft opportunities. 

The primary purpose of the design was to extend the classroom to the outdoor garden in a safe 
schoolyard. The park would need to be accessible to children with a broad range of abilities. Accessible 
play and multi-sensory learning opportunities were high priority. The park needed to be attractive and 
comfortable with a safe feeling for students and at the same time be built and secured to prevent 
vandalism. 

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design. 

The primary social I programmatic goals of the design included: 

1. To create an outdoor classroom that allowed students who were rarely given the opportunity to 
touch nature that chance in a supportive and safe environment. 

2. To create a normal park I play setting for families, teachers, neighbors and most importantly 
students. 

3. To provide various therapies; physical, recreational, occupational and emotional in an attractive, 
fun and safe play setting. 
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3. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-off or compromises required to complete the 
project. 

We started the project with a small purse and a big vision. Our goal as designers was to help facilitate and 
guide the directors of the school through a process that followed a defined path. It was vital to get a clear 
understanding of the specific needs of the students, the context of the neighborhood in order to fully 
integrate the garden/park into the urban fabric of the south end both materially and socially. 

In order to complete the conceptual design with an integrated educational and activity program we chose 
to employ a participatory design process involving staff, students and family members. We followed a 
path that was 80% process and 20% product. Typically the process is more evenly balanced with an 
emphasis on the final built product or landscape. Our goal was to produce a quality set of drawings that 
will be successful in helping raise donations in order to realize The Carter School Garden. The drawings 
included: An overall plan for the garden with description of the plan and related programming, section 
drawings showing proposed features, and an image board with photographs of similar garden features. 

The value of this process (creating the plan and program) was in the generation of support that eventually 
drives the product (the garden) through the investment of people (staff, families, neighbors, and dedicated 
community members). 

In this process we needed to find a project advocate who believed in the process and the product- and 
was willing to help us gain support in the business community (trades, professional, academic, building 
materials, nurseries, media, etc ... ). In this way the process sells the product and in turn involves the 
donors in the ongoing support and life of your program and garden. Ruth Clarke stepped in and we were 
able to keep on rolling. 

The next step involved preparing Construction Documents and Project Oversight. We decided that 
finding the right local landscape architect to prepare a proposal for providing these services, was the most 
effective plan, keeping in mind the local resource people who would eventually be involved. Boston 
landscape architect David Berarducci stepped in and the next phase was underway. 

4. Describe the ways in which the project relates to its urban context. 
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Describe the design concept ofthis project, including urban design considerations, 
choice of materials, etc. 

Our vision was to design a park and gardens with activities especially designed to meet 
the learning needs of the Carter School studeots. These activities range from sensory 
awareness, planting, watering, and harvesting, to visual mobility training, and meaningful 
recreational group activities. The urban setting was initially integrated by color coding 
the T stops or classroom gardeos with identifying colors of the nearby MBTA (Red, 
Orange, Greeo and Blue) so that students could use color as a familiar landmark for their 
own classroom. Overhead structures were ideal- in the final design the overhead 
structures were set away from the building to prevent vandalism and theft opportunities. 

The primary purpose of the design was to extend the classroom to the outdoor garden in a 
safe schoolyard. The park would need to be accessible to children with a broad range of 
abilities. Accessible play and multi-sensory learning opportunities were high priority. 
The park needed to be attractive and comfortable with a safe feeling for students and at 
the same time be built and secured to preveot vandalism. 

Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design. 

The primary social I programmatic goals of the design included: 
1. To create an outdoor classroom that allowed students who were rarely given the 

opportunity to touch nature that chance in a supportive and safe eovironment. 
2. To create a normal park I play setting for families, teachers, neighbors and most 

importantly students. 
3. To provide various therapies; physical, recreational, occupational and emotional 

in an attractive, fun and safe play setting. 
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Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-offs 
required to complete the project. 

We started the project with a small purse and a big vision. Our goal as designers was to 
help facilitate and gnide the directors of the school through a process that followed a 
defined path. It was vital to get a clear understanding of the specific needs of the 
students, the context of the neighborhood in order to fully integrate the garden/park into 
the urban fabric of the south end both materially and socially. 

In order to complete the conceptual design with an integrated educational and activity 
program we chose to employ a participatory design process involving staff, students 
and family members. We followed a path that was 80% process and 20% product. 
Typically the process is more evenly balanced with an emphasis on the final built product 
or landscape, Our goal was to produce a quality set of drawings that will be successful in 
helping raise donations in order to realize The Carter School Garden. The drawings included: 
An overall plan for the garden with description of the plan and related programming, section 
drawings showing proposed features, and an image board with photographs of similar garden 
features. 

The value of this process (creating the plan and program) was in the generation of 
support that eventually drives the product (the garden) through the investment of people 
(staff, families, neighbors, and dedicated community members). 

In this process we needed to find a project advocate who believed in the process and the 
product- and was willing to help us gain support in the business community (trades, 
professional, academic, building materials, nurseries, media, etc ... ). In this way the 
process sells the product and in turn involves the donors in the ongoing support and life 
of your program and garden. Ruth Clarke stepped in and we were able to keep on rolling. 

The next step involved preparing Construction Documents and Project Oversight. We decided 
that finding the right local landscape architect to prepare a proposal for providing these services, 
was the most effective plan, keeping in mind the local resource people who would eventually be 
involved. Boston landscape architect David Berarducci stepped in and the next phase was 
undeiWay. 
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1. What e id you (or your organization) play in the development of this project? 

I was the project manager on behalf of Emanoull Brothers. I was Involved and responsible for all aspects from the bidding 
process, Implementation and completion of the project. 

2. Describe the Impact that this project has had on your community. Please be as specinc as possible. 

I am Involved with 10-20 projects per year similar in character and/or size. I have been doing so for approximately fourteen 
years with Emanouil Brothers. From the beginning, this project had more meaning than previous endeavors. It was not only 
for me but my crews who were participating In the construction process. From the ambitious and superbly designed 
construction documents to the dally Issues needing resolution, the overall tone was different. I do not think the awareness of 
which this project was being constructed for set In until we started work on site. During our daily activities the students would 
watch the crews perform their tasks. One could not help but gather a deeper sense of Inspiration and pride for what they 
were working on. In addition the knowledge that the completed project would go to great use was an additional motivator. 

When I think of a community I tend to think of a neighborhood or town. In this case It was Emanoull Brothers as a whole that 
I consider a community. We still talk about the Carter School project and how special it was. There is a picture from the 
opening day ceremonies on the owner's desk along with pictures on the walls of the office. In a competitive Industry where 
trying to be profitable Is a top priority, there was no talk about the business side of things during this project. It was more of 
how the end product was going to be achieved and how the students would benefit. For this to happen there was definitely a 
deep Impact on the Emanoull Brothers community. 





OTHER PERSPECTIVE ccoNT'Dl 
3. What trade-off and compromises were required during the development of this project. How did your public agency 
participate In making them? 

In general there were limited compromises on this project and rightfully so. Most were so minor they are not worth 
mentioning. A compromise made on behalf of Emanoull Brothers, If this would even be considered a compromise, was the 
donation of some additional work In order to aid in making budget constraints. I cannot really call It a compromise because It 
was Emanouil Brothers pleasure to contribute to the cause. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

The least successful portion of the project was the utility aspect. As it turned out there was a sewer line connected Into a 
drain line. Obviously this Is an undesirable situation that had to be resolved immediately. The process of getting approvals 
and budgeting was long and drawn out due to local authorities and the typical red tape. Where there was no one to blame but 
normal Boston crowded abandoned and/or active utilities with little or no documentation. It would have been more efficient 
and beneficial for everyone to have not have run into this situation. 

The most successful aspect of the project Is the design. As someone who has a background in design I can appreciate the 
excellent job the landscape Architect and additional Influential parties did. From extreme details of the features, perfect scale 
of the spaces and the overall general flow of the site, the design is superb. I have been to the project many times after Its 
completion and each time I appreciate it more. The many hours spent by the designer and the people Involved In the creation 
of the design definitely shows. 





October 26, 2007 

Ms. Ruth Clarke 
William E. Carter School 
396 Northampton Street 
Boston, MA 02118-3502 

Dear Ruth: 

RE: Sensory Garden 

~~ANOlfJt 
f,\\OTHBJls 

Inc. 
17 Progress Avenue 

Chelmsford, MA 01824 
978-256-6125 

Fax: 978-256-6793 
Est Fax: 978-256-7419 

It was a distinct pleasure to have had the opportunity to work on this project. 

Seldom do we see such a project that so many people were involved in and for 
such a good cause. 

Even though we had some sporadic showers, the ribbon cutting was a great 
success. 

Sincerely, 

www.emanouil.com 
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area 
provided on the original form. 

Name 
Dana T. Gallup 

Title 
President 

Organization Gallup Landscape Company, Inc. Telephone ( 61 7) 547- 3127 

Address PO Box 401 033 City/State/ZIP Cambridge, MA 0 21 40 

(6J 7)576-0677 

·ssions. 

1. What role did you play in the development of thi 

As a contractor who has been involved in other open space/ green space projects, my initial role was to compile 

a viable cost estimate. Funding was finite - concepts and desires were infinite. Through numerous meetings 

with the Landscape Architect, Project Manager, School Administ rators, and equipment suppliers, we were able 

to arrive at a design that incorporated all the sensual stimulations and hands-on experiences that would 

challenge the students. With give and take on all sides, we were able to keep the project within budget as 

well as p lan for future additions with the hope of further funding. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible. 

N/ A 
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE (coNro) 

3. \Vhat trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did you participate in making them? 

The students were always the first consideration during the development of the project, and we never 
compromised on safety issues. The goal was to include all the elements of the original design. For cost 
considerations, we substituted precast block wall construction for fieldstone walls. We researched comparable yet 
less expensive alternative water features, some benches and tables were field constructed rather than choosing a 
more expensive unit from a catalogue. With an eye to the future and increased funding, we made the decision to 
perform all underground excavation and install all subsurface features to include conduits and footings. As funding 
was secured, the above-ground features could be installed without disruption to the newly constructed areas. 

I don't feel comfortable with the term "compromise". I don't think we had to compromise anything in the design of 
the park. I believe a beautiful, functional, and long-lasting park has been created. 

4. What do you consider to be the the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

First and foremost, I want to acknowledge the dedication and convictions of the assembled team: 
Roger Mazur, Principal Marianne Kopaczynski, Landscape Architect David Beraducci, and Project Manager Ruth 
Clarke. I know Roger and Marianne have had a· vision for over ten years, and, finally, their ideas have come to 
fruition. By far, the most successful aspect of the project is the glee as seen on the faces of the students. They 
can now receive experiences that can not be found within the classroom -their classroom has been expanded. 

I am hard pressed to arrive at any least successful aspect of the project. As with any park space, maintenance and 
upkeep is an issue, but is minor when weighed against the value of the park to the students. I consider this project 
a win-win situation for all concerned. 

The positive aspect so far out-weigh any perceived negatives! The Carter School Sensory Garden Outdoor 
Classroom will be a source of enjoyment for those who need it the most. 
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area 
provided on the original form. 

Name f\ \ ( (_,, ~ . ( litle 

dt-/1 '1 

Fax ( ) 8~~~111 fVltT £• 2!1(. E·mail i"-"vv\l< c. .... &)e, Lc?lh'l,. .. f\u?pc.>e.((.c?, 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Fou~dation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

Si nature 

1. What role did you play in the development of this project? 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible. 
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Nomination for a Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence 

Another Perspective 

1. What role did you play in the development of this project? 

Actually, a very small role, but I think a helpful one. Our children each year raise money 
through a Read-a-than. A small portion of that money is used to replenish books in our 
school and a much larger portion is used to plant trees or to promote urban gardening-in 
part because the later is a good thing to do and in part because it demonstrates to our 
children the concept of renewing resources that we use (e.g, trees for paper.) 

So, twice over the past five years, we have made $I 000 donations to the Carter 
Playground Project. And the real work was done by the people at the Carter School. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on your community. Please be 
specific as possible. 

Well, on the day of the dedication of the playground, seven children-one from each 
grade K-6-were invited to the ceremony and got to see the school, the students and the 
new playground. Who can not visit that school without being impacted in positive ways? 

Indeed, immediately after the visit, I gathered up our small group-ranging in ages from 
five to eleven-and asked them what they experienced. I was mindful that during the 
dedication ceremony they stood next to severely handicapped older students who 
occasionally made load noises and who might have been a bit frightening. Not one child 
indicated any fear or apprehension. They were each and all thrilled to be there to 
represent our school. They were empathically touched by the students, and they were 
enormously pleased to identify and talk about the ways in which the new outdoor space 
was suitable to the needs of the students whose needs they could readily observe. They 
"got it"-that is they understood that even the least able among us is deserving of the best 
we can offer. And they enjoyed knowing that they had contributed, albeit in a small way, 
to the creation of a place where those students might feel the breeze on their backs and 
the sun on their faces and know that the world, despite all, is a beautiful place. 

Our group of seven brought their experience back to their classmates and it was talked 
about in our seven different classrooms, as well as by me in our All School Meeting 
Assembly. So, at least "second hand" another 107 children learned about the special 
wonders of The Carter School and felt that they had been part of something specially 
wonderful too. 





3. What trade-offs and compromises were required .... ? 

When you give money to one cause you don't give it to another, so that was a decision 
we-including the children-participated in making together. The Carter School project 
was not a hard choice and we didn't feel terribly torn between it and other options. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

There is nothing that I can think of that was unsuccessful. There's a wonderful new 
garden/playground for the Carter School Students that wasn't there before! And from our 
standpoint, we were able to play a small role in the establishment of that garden. Our 
kids loved being part of the effort-and were I to get quotes from them they would reflect 
their enthusiasm, I am sure. They felt it was relevant-a playground for a school!; they 
thought it had special meaning-a playground for seriously handicapped students; and 
they thought they could make a difference. That's a winning combination, for sure. 

As for "urban excellence" I can hardly imagine a more worthy example than the Carter 
School Playground Project. What could be more important to urban excellence than 
parklands and a nature classroom in the city? What could be a better example of urban 
excellence than a project that galvanized a school community, that inspired scores of 
volunteers, like Ruth Clark, to devote years to its inception, and that marshaled the 
strength of a city to meet the needs of a special community? And what could be a better 
example of the synergy that is part of urban excellence than the success of the organizers 
of this project at reaching out and including a small private school in the realization of 
their dream? 

Michael McCord 
Headmaster 
The Learning Project Elementary School 
I 07 Marlborough Street 
Boston, MA 02116 









2009 Rudy Brunner Award - Other Perspective 

Kirk Meyer/former Executive Director 
Boston Schoolyard Funders Collaborative 
(508) 358-4593 
241 Cochituate Road 
Wayland, MA 01778 
kdmeyer@comcast. net 

Signature: p 
1) What role did you play in the development of this project? 

I was involved in a greening project at the Carter School in the early 1990s as Director of 
Education for the Boston GreenSpace AJ!iance. I got to know the dedicated 
administrators, faculty and parents who were devoted to providing a positive environment 
for students with severe and multiple handicaps. From 1995 through the beginning of 
2008 I was the Executive Director of the Boston Schoolyard Funders Collaborative, a 
group of private sector philanthropies partnering with the City of Boston on the Boston 
Schoolyard Initiative (BSI). The mission of BSI is to transform degraded schoolyards 
into high quality open spaces for school and community. The Carter School applied for 
funding from BSI but was turned down - although I voted for the project as a model for 
creating accessible schoolyards, other members of the Selection Committee argued that, 
since the Carter School had a small student population, funding would be better spent on 
another school with many more students. Despite this setback, the Carter School began to 
seek support from other quarters. My only role was to suggest a couple of funders that 
might consider their application and to occasionally chat with organizer Ruth Clarke. 

2) Describe the impact that this project has had upon your community. 

It is often said that a community is best judged by how the most vulnerable within it are 
treated and cared for. The Carter School has been a standard-bearer for this approach to a 
humane and compassionate community. The students need very focused and individual 
attention and cannot typically participate in community events but the Carter's 
schoolyard is itself a reminder to the surrounding neighborhood that all community 
members are deserving of care and respect. Passersby cannot help but be impressed and 
inspired by the incredible design work put into this installation. (Note: there may well be 
community partnerships that involve the Friends of the Carter School but I do not live in 
the South End and am out of that informational loop.) 

3) What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the 
project? 
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The upside of the Boston Schoolyard Initiative has been a cooperative effort by both 
public and private interests. The downside is that, in terms of funding, there is an "only 
game in town" aspect that I'm sure had a negative effect on the Carter School 
Community when their grant proposal wasn't chosen through this established channel. I 
know that they have worked long and hard, over many, many years, to raise the necessary 
funds to achieve their dream. The uncertainty and doubt that accompanies this kind of 
grueling "blood from a stone" fundraising position can take its toll. But the Friends have 
been perseverant and undeterred in their mission. Likewise, their dedication to installing 
certain design elements, that were discouraged by the City of Boston but had immense 
therapeutic value to the students, has earned the admiration of many who thought it was 
futile to press these issues. 

4) What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

The Carter School has installed an outdoor space for special needs students that is clearly 
a model for colleagues in Boston, across the country, and indeed around the world. Their 
well-thought-out plans will serve as a template for others in the field and will inspire 
design professionals and educators alike. Although I not a part of the process, my guess is 
that this project created a tightly-knit group that will work tirelessly to sustain this 
magnificent schoolyard. I'm sure they would have preferred to have built the space 
within a shorter timeframe but, as someone very familiar with both the fundraising 
challenges and the bureaucracies involved, it is a wonder they finished it as quickly as 
they did! Boston is a better place because of the Carter School's determined efforts. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Kirk Meyer 
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer the questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms, If 
needed. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed to written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and 
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which It responds, and the length of 
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form. 

The sheet Is to be filled out by someone who was involved, or represents a public agency that was involved, In the 
development of this project. 

Name George McCully ntle President 

Organizaion Catalogue for Philanthropy Telephone (617-923- 8400} 

Address 124 Watertown Street City/State/ZIP Watertown. MA 02472 

Fax C E-mail qmccully@dp-ma.org 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by 
others, for any purposes whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and 
authority to submit the application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

Signature 

1. What role did you (or your organization) play in the development of this project? 

We listed the Project in our annual Catalogue for Philanthropy, In 2005. The purpose of the Catalogue Is donor education; It 
is mailed every November to 120,000 affluent households across MA; it contains articles about philanthropy and brief 
descriptions of about 100 charities, which are adduced as evidence that the articles are true, and as examples of excellence 10 

philanthropy-"private initiat ives for public good, focusing on quality of life". The chanties are selected m a highly competltrve 
application process. Here is what we wrote about them, based on their application to us: 

"The Carter School (est. 1976) serves "profoundly developmentally delayed multi-handicapped" children- the lowest 2% of 
diagnosed developmentally delayed students, in the bottom 1/10,000th of live births. Providing education for so severely 
multi-handicapped children is expensive, labor-intensive, and definitely not competitively cost-effectiv~utside of 
philanthropy. In philanthropy, all that matters is that someone cares enough to do it. These children are prisoners of fate 
and biology. Should they be given the opportunity to develop to their fullest potential-whatever that may be? You bet, and 
in fact the law requires it. The Carter School staff is passionately committed to it. They realize that public spaces cannot be 
expected to accommodate this very small population, but is it unrealistic to expect that at least one space in a city like 
Boston-the same space where these children spend up to seven years of their lives-be modified to support their very 
special needs? 

Here is a lovely idea for a capital campaign: to design and build for these children an educational garden that will awaken 
and develop their senses, right in their school-where they can feel soft grass, hear tinkling sounds, pick and smell flowers, 
see bright colors, taste herbs, and move around safely on their own, peacefully and away from the rest of school traffic. 
This may be the least rational philanthropic investment you will ever make-go for ill" 

I believe that in addition to our own distribution of this message, the School staff also distributed it widely in their 
fundralslng efforts. So I suppose our role was primarily as a collaborating publicist in fundraising. 

2. Describe the Impact that this project has had on your community. Please be as specific as possible. 

Our write-up describes its potential "Impact". This is not a charity whose "impact" is quantifiable-often in philanthropy,"Ail 
things that count are not countable." Here we are talking about a meeting a moral obligation in a beautiful way, even if no 
one in the community even knows about it except the parents and staff. 

3. What trade-off and compromises were required during the development of this project. How did your public 
agency participate in making them? 

I know of none. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

See above. 
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'Deviliect-·schooi 
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staff _hqpe t9 see 
·garden.. bloom 

If ·the staff at the William E. Carter School dit.l no more 
' than merely abide by their contract with the Bnst<in Pub· 

lie. Schools, they would still qualify as heroes. . 
No teacher· works here by default. No students make 

!heir way. to this hidden little patch of the South End 
becatisc their.first or· second ·choices were t<lkcn. 

Jn·truth the' 20 kidS enrolled a( the Carter School hav<' 
rio oiher choice: So profound are their physical and mc.n· 
tal- ChallCng:Cs, they transcend ·even. the most extreme -
boundaries of Special Ed. 
· For almost 25 years, ltoger Mazur , 

. and MarianneKopaczynski, along with ., 
. a· dedicated blend of staff and wlun

teers, have struggled to open the most . ' 
basic pathways of learning and· 
wonder.to Student<> impric;oned by the·. 
machinations of biology and fi1te. 

As employees of the public school 
·.system, nothing compels Mazur or Ko• 

. paczynski ·to imagine . a verdant 
Peter . dreamstape for theh· kids just beyond 

the win~ows of their classro?ms: 
.GELZINIS . No:bureaucrat at 26 Court St. IS de· 
: mandiilg ·they· transform wh~tt is now 

little more than a backyard of a few trees and snme grass . 
.into ·something called a ~·healing garden." · · · .. · · · 

. ···No." Roger ·Mazur said with a pragmatic s~ile, "this 
isri't something a. school pudget COI\1~ coyer. Beheve me, I · t 
have no problems with the money l m giVen .from down
towii. I. get what l need. . ~ . . 
. . ~·W]Jat ~arian~e and I are .loo ng to d~. \VIth th1s , 

·garden, baSically, ts· make a dream me true. 
}lis executive direCtor agreed. "Our kids don't gef to go 

io·a pl_aygrounq. They·can:r Rollerblade, or ska~ebqard, or 
just tumble around and let the grass touch thetr faces. 

··•AJI they get," Marianne said, "is what we lead them to." 
· At the moment, that cdnsists of a concrete patio and a 1. 

cluster ·of benches. For most of the studei1ts who are 
·wlieelchail'bound; the uneven expanse of grass might as ! 
well" be ·water. Their chairs carmot safely_move beyond j; 
·the edge of the conc~ete. · I ; 
· The future lhese two teachers imagine ·comes with a I : 
·blueprint as well as· a deraUed set of architectural draw- · I· 
• ings. Grant ·money allowed Mazur and . KopaczynskHo. 1 
.coritac~ Martha-Tyson; a landsCape architect who soeci31- ' 

,·fl ~ ~~"1\~n <!l\ ~"&.\\\)e.G, \,1\6 
~ct.l'G..~l\~~ \o~ (\\'l~t\•i\eo ~d 
C:,e_-t't"-~ \f\c.w-~,c~(\ e~ CJ...£.ios.s 
-t'"-~ ():l\l()~ I~. 

· Tyson said sh~ designed her·garden b:lst!d op a wish list 
from the carter School's staff. They spoke of pathways 
and. a· fountain· of flowers bursting with different colors, 
an island. of open grass and several quiet,. so!itary pl~ces . 
ringed by trees, where for a few moments chlldre~1 m•ghl 
lose themselVes .in n·ature's embrace and e:<pcncncl! ·a 
small· but precious sense .of liberation. · · 

. The-deeper he has become a part of ~he Carter_S~lwol, 
·the more. Roger Mazur says he fmds h1mself strammg tu 
Jorge ·new path:ways, ne~ ways to connect~ new ways ~a 
sparklhe light of wonder m the eyes of a child stranded 111 

a different place. . . . 
"There is so little you can do: to affect change when one 

. is·so .. profoundly disabled, as most of our·kidsare. xou're 
constantly looking for ways to push against the restncuvc 
borders of theirworld.'' • . . · . 
· Actually, the· dream of <:nfolding their _exlraordmary 
school with a healing garden is, for Mananne Kopac· 
zynski, •a way to revive -ourselves. It's a way for me tn 
remind myself why· I chose to be here, why I chose I<> 

·work with these l:>eautiful ¢hildren. It's· a W<'Y hl st:1y 
. excited and full of hope.". ' 

-When asked when she'd like to sec such a garden 
become u reaHty~ Marianne says, "Tomorrow." The ki':ld
.ness and generosity oft heir· fellow citizens will determme_ · 
·how Soon, or how long it.will take for tht.! dassronms ul 
the carter School to be expand~d. . . 

· .Right now, all t!leschool depm1m.c•nl :md th•' lulks uv~r 
at pUblic facilities can do is wish the Carter .St:houl w~ll 111 
its quest. The school is alone in its search fnr :1 hl·~r~,c
h:'!r(s). What we are talking ahnut hCre is a l:lhur ul pure 
love. · . 
· .Arid love. is a hig part of what may well be the smallt:st 
public school'in the city. Attendance is nut a problem at 

. the Carter. As for the m~rale of the staff ... well, !f it 
didn't border nn.pure:dcvotion,liow·coul~l they ~osSihly_ 
dream of a garden. that ht!<,~ls ne. .. tled right in I he mu.ldl!! 111 
the ·city? ' ... , . . . · · · 

Tot~· hark rn l,PtPr (;1•/zinil nt hr,r;;mnhPmlrl.coni . 
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·Garden 'adds 
Lower Roxbury's 
Carter School 
teaches the city's 
special students 

L:IZA WEISSTUCH 
STAFF WRITER 

"In gardening, as in other mat
ters, the true test of one's work.is the· 
measure of one's possibilities: A 
small, irim garden, like a sonnet, 
may contain the very soul ofbeauty . .. 
A.small garden may be truly admi
rab!e"as a perfect song or painting." 

.::._John Dando Setting, anarchi, 
teet in the late nineteenth century· 

Entering the Carter School is 
like walking into a museum gal- · 

· . lery. Painted portraits of smirking 
and smiling children decorate mus-. 
tard colored walls: Roger Mazur, 
school's director, is one ofthe play
ers working to make the outside 
grounds just as distinctive. The 
Sensory Garden Pathway Project is 
an ambitious effort, but jfs fu.st 
another cog in the broad design to 
grant equality to all .the students .. 

At this Boston Public School; 

littleJriown.to· many i~ our ~busY.· ·ready familiar With the ·stUdents;_ 
metropolis", a dedicated tea in of ·_.carne ih.ori the first day and started· . 
teachers and specialists provide ·a · righdn on educatiomiFprogram- ' 
coinpreheri:sive range of educational, . ;,ing, • · ·. · .- ' 
medical arid therape_utic services to· . · Fo'i Mazur, the first dar.~a· pa-: 
students wi tli severe disabilities: .. , : · tently hecticfime for teachers ani! 
Theyhadas~nooth openinglashyeek .. administrators,' 1yas·Ji~_e_ ·:si~pPi':'g .. 
with littlestaffturnover, which is key .. ·•right back into your shoes and . 
when ~cirking with .this populati~n;·•.: ·." · .. ···- ··F.':--. :- ·. · .. _., · ·•, 
Teachers and therapists wiJQ··are•al:,:.;_:· · •·· Condnue{q~p_dgi:ri"t· 

;.-.:: . . --i - -· .. 
,I 
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.... . ' ... < .. ' ·.~~· ·- :.·-, .. .,.,.., .......... ·->-"..:.· ·-!".:0-.-;y,· , •• , · ·arter ·· ''· · ··· ' '.Eacn·cJii>~h>om·.wHtliave.·i~:JW.A1~ 

·· · · . . ·. · • · i · · -. pOi:c!'iftii-"a'cti~itiJh~h tieiiliWrt6 
· · .· h!' 'dfi~~~tea::wi th,~;W~fl~~(6~lqr;i 

Continued(rom (:>age.! . ·· , o(\tne ... MBJ:A- .Tcli.~~?.Mai'iailne''t 
~ · ~§Jiac~>'~ikii?;;ti~F~4~~th,e~~~t~ 

· · ~eep walking•" ' .~ · . _ SI,~c,el9.79;<:xpl~I.nedtJ:Ia~thei::9.)iii} 
With little need to: train new. . '!t>.t?~etj~ ~'M¥.Jo.fildgsc·w~a::g~t:·, 

teach-ers; aamihistration is focus- c.Onfusi~> 'to Iit!ititli~l'Wfin&ilieir' . 
. ing its ~nergies on the Sensory Cat- ·· waY,Jlii!m~l/~T\f¥]~~~;6fp6~9h~~;:<;~ 
_den Pathway Project. They ani i:re~· ,alleq"'Raiqoqw~¥111;'{ will sttei9h ·. 
· ating a landscaped garden that. is out across levcl\J~i;i:d'•\vhich·. l\il7. 
accessible to all of the student{ at -dentS tan;wheelj§fwalk along.~. ' . 

. th~school. Students generallydoh't • :on ari ainblc(down the l'ath,· • 
have a safe opportunit}"to be o!J.t- studentS will com•;'a,c!oss the'Fo':'n": 
doors, Mazur. explained; consider~· .. (a in Pla'ce, which ),ets ·offa c;oqliiig-~· 
ing the degree of:their disabilities, ~stt(}refr~h tho_sewithinitsfang:e:,: 

·compounded by the city ~nviroil~;. · Further:d.own, children.'ca.fl· p·ra.c;.,; 
,ment in which they'live,. T?er de- . ti~eiwh.§~!i~g thei! c_hair~ in ,fh ...... s;ll 
veloped the garden to .provide; stu-. · .B,ut:\~iflr anCI-.H.ummmgbird·C?.a:r< 

. ~ents with the opportunity to be :. den. Thefruitl'ateh'andYeget:ible ·. 
outside, do outside. activities and, . G~rd~'\ will provide'.ta:S.!Y:rewards··l 
~ost importantly, be i~dependent f~r:~ttidents e~e~~i.siiJ:g :the~T".fine: 

·in that space. . mi?l9r~kills';·A raised Iii*~ ai:.ea sery--. .; 
·"The kids can walk; play and .riot i~g a~iilct;!bl~ wjii allqw.'physi¢~1f 

:have someone holding their h_and :· th~rapists an outSide space to wo~k .. ·. 
: everyminute be~:iuse'the environ- . with studentS. There's also ilh·'~Away' I 

;j ment-is-very protective.· of them .. Place'~ for studen.ts t6cool offwhen 1 
1_· here," Mazur said. · .. • .. ··. . . ·they act ou~. -::: · · · ":,: ·~ .: ~- .j 

i·. · Mazuqirinned ·a·s:he 'env.isioned . ·Those are jiist a few examples of.' 
I~ the pOtential 'of the COpiOUS green : 'hoW the garden CO.nfiectslandscape· 
:! space that surrounds the· Carter · architectilre,withtherapeutic_exet-.' 
.. School, a·n unexpeCted and-remark- . cis~s·. Overthepastdec:i;de, reie~!cli .. 
'.able feature for a s~hool ifi such an· has .shown 0~t -E~<:>~imity ;.;._i~h:.~~; 
.. urban location. Presently, the land. ture hastens. the healing. p~0cess,. 
·in the Southwest Corridor .is un-:· invokes•me.moiy·, iro;gi.na'ti.oQ.a,.,d· 
even. W(tht~e newg;rden, p~tches . lea,niing and lifts 'the sp(~ifMazur 

. of open space which had been il)-· ant\ Kopaczyqs~i. cred.it' Mariha 
accessible. to man:( of the stUdents . . TY,SOn, i ~en!o.r as~ociate wi\liJ:)p~-.. 

: who .use caries or wheelchairs will. glas Hills ASsoCiates Iilc.: ~·hind-' 
·be transformed and bring . a · scape .architect fi.rm. tha(sp~d~l: 

' newfou~d free don:' to the stUdents .. · iz;es in ~esigning ~eal(ng 'ga,r~'ns, 
They wdl be able t~ wheel up·to a for makmg the proJe~t_suGh an ~n- · 
raised flov;Fr bed and press a button ticipated su~.c-ess. ; . .' . · : . : ·. · ... :· 
that will release a mistofwaterover · · "Her philosophy is 'in th'e ~pro/ 
the plants, a feature intended ta. cess," said Mazur. 'Tysori .. activ~ly. 
exercise motor skills. . -: sough~ input fro!Tl.e.yeiy eml'lqyee, 

. The newplan also inClude~ cipen · at the school_(froin tea~ her~ to ii!ni~: ' 
trellises_ which will protrude from tors totherapists).toJ:ijartheir.ne~ds 
thehuili:lingand overhangporches. and what they believe to- be:•tlie 





and" wovid~ input to their_ ~_hild's 
-~--:-------.,.---,.,_,_,----,---..,.-,---:-..,---::---- ~ goals. The staff, including certified 

intensive special needs teachers, 

., 

· experienced paraprofessionals and 
. trained therapists·;· implement the 

plan in\vell-equipped classrooms: 
·And everyone is looking forward· 

to_the garden. being incorporated 
.. into:each child'sprpgrain: · _ 
·. __ .,The garperi had its_hmnble;liope; 
. ful beginnings w~en_'thes.chool re
~eived .a.$500 gr~nt.in '1980,:..T&ey 

.. c~ea\ed a. raised garde_n >Vhich'r~ow 
-sits as im ·emblein of what's to come . 

. , .. The Garden'P~oj~d w~~-an ~X~·., 
·. ·. P.er~~iv9rbpo~ltioQ,' s~id._Mazur', · 

· • -rais!l)g his eyebro~s a'nd f9rdng .a ··: 
··· . ·congenial :Smile:.Kopacz.ynski nod:·. 
: · de'9 h-er he~d testifYin-g to his words · 
··-as he sp?ke, Though ~eschoolgo~ :<~ 
·.; a :reduced •rate frc;im _the- architect ·: 
·: -'and dev~lqped,: they.'~;ot~- m'any :; 
: · gra.nts', which·; Mazur saiq;: were · :, 
. 't!!<Je_ cor:isu~i~g-tq d~yeloP.. !-{ow .J 

\-~~~~~~~~~!~!~~~~~;r:F5?[ ·_\hey 'hav~_ a ·pack'et: They -have. a _ , : •. .-, -.-~ .. · .;_: .. :pl?n-_.f'hey're l?oking.fo.r.funding. ; -~--
. , . . ._,_ · •. :.· · · ;:!,cJea)ltM?_Z!;!r-v,()uldlo~e tpfiqd. _ , 

:k.' "'. :;2_ .:i __ ,;:_:i::_:i_.c".-~-. :...:_ "'. _:..:; __ :.....:;_~; ::.:::.,:·:.::.:::,...:.;:,_,.:;_ :-:=-. ..;:_c.: ___ :.....:._,.'-...... __ :::_...!...._.::. __ .::.:_.:.._~_,."'_,_.,..._-_,..: .... ,,'-.~----.--: a:corporation'to underwrit<i' them, : .- i 

; riee.dsiBf;the:c~iidfen: She_ also, en'' ·_ ni~y~ :s~!Ils,:; P.~i;t:.?f-!J:l~jch~'~!'s : .btit t~et_re ~~r~ t~a,~ :.yplin~.~o-do_ 1 
1 gagedthe_staffm group b~amstorr:n- , . m1s~1on 1s~ ·:~W~[~ng]1 for, a,cht~V~· · . th~_project._an s!ages: J~e>:,:alre_a.cly ·• 

ing- session~' to' arrive at:thdin~l . .' Tl)ent .. by p_(esent!{lg_.our.s!i!d~.nts have_ the;support·_o_f.~~ve'ral'local. 
'bh.leprir¥ofthe g~rden': .· \•<' _.• . - : ,Yitli.~?rtuilit!~s)vhii:h .f.iU: ~11~ : b':sin~,s~es,, i~cluding P_ru.9ential · -! 
· ·' -"She:really•gets what the ·client':. courag~·self-suffiC\ency at s~hool; .· ~Gibson·· Real. Eo tate.: Kopac~yns'ki i 
'ile~c!s ·~:opposed t~ making iqust .·· .;l{h.o'rrie(i~ the ~6ninil!.n/_ty,Jndln, ·. s~id.the firin_b~s ~eenopartners with . i 

. loofpretty,'~ fy!azur.added. · .. , · ·. ·t!l~;futJ!re~·· ·.:_ ·:: ·.::" J : : . . ·: th.e, Cartel School .for years~-~nd .J 

. -'_:And the{rlien,t'', is -in()r_e -~ha!J .. · · "M~)o.b !s}o.' gel·tn,~lde ·;a~~ ~ -:engage!} iri several_.j~mdr,~ising ef- : ! 
jt;lstthe stud(!rit-bogy. N~ture helps : ch_ilda!!clbe _w\tl-t theTI) where ~~Y. .. _ forts.•, :.- : _: .. . : ... _. · .,: .. : . , .• .-. · · · -: 
· to. h'e~L-not ?nly ·.the s"-!deni, 'but · afe . .<ii)d; ~\ihiT.JY,a~ilitY;:draw,t.~ern ._. · ;~B~t_)h7t:~)s: rw;.q':~stion.'~pti~~ · ! 
· also the-~tafL It h,ell?~ ~o- ,efresh the • forwa~d .to be _mdep_endT-J?t,_-, s~1d . _ ~~n;t!s t},eonly.op~Ion ~ttl;te Carter ·.: • 
t~a~~er~, sai<I ~opaczyn~ki, ~h~n . !(op~c-~ynsk.\ tho,ughtfiillr, r.et_Y(I.tr .· s~.?o.?l !p·!his_ or aqy'~n~_eavor:-... · . 

·. they·r~_.lni.~;~f':' p)~nl:!ng. and. d1g- _· _re~olubJ>n. -.'J'he r.:~g~~§s·1~/1f~e,n :- ,: . ;,_f!s. e~~h·.~ew st,tJdeQt comes 1n,_ 
: gipg; . :

1 
._,: • . :, .. ':· ••.• _-_, .. • . - 11)101JSSUJ~ J~o~ !h,e_JO,YIS great. fpr :theyf~lisen.t,l)e}V ch~)!eriges,:'said 

.. The Gard~n Proj~ct is inw~rtan~ exa,fllp_le,, one_.of .the sfuden.ts'}<'!9..k ,'·.!l{azpr •. ~·~tkeep~ us on tli:efo·refiont. 
, becau-se Eh_e ,i~qool ru11f~ sum!ller - he~ ~r~,t tlue~)_teps in~ ga~~ ~{a(~e~, .• : • -:o(~h~i'$ h~pp~~~~g:i.n ~4i~<;a_ti_.6n .. 
. p.rog~a~- _._Ma~tir I'Xp~ad)~?.J~at!J. __ ···-~ Cr;>l)_h_np~Jlyfind ._fu.at th<;re;~ !flO'~: .':T~i~.~a.rde~ Ji_e~.i~ as :i~?U:\er as-. 
. ,.c?nbnu1ty.o~ mst~.ebon,l,s,.t~por', In,th~re th~t l;cap pulj.q~t.: · · . ·, . _ :pp~:,to,fJery,.c~- th!!t s.av~1lable a~. a ::. 
~-: ta~t for __ ~e _Iragtle_ ~opulabQil of~: · ,_ Each ~\!!dent h~~a co~pro;:h~?: : te:c~I)Iqti.e: to ._use _for ~!d.s .. )'V_e'_~~ : 
r- _ch1ldren . :n~~.work:;1th: They have' -s1ve _edu~a~onal p~~gram d~ve}.gl?,e~:: wilhng to try a.nd d~~ythmg avaik. 
~Ja re~pons1~1hty to -.lrY;,to pr~venf ·· t~ '!Ileet Jus or-liersp,!!S:Ifi~~:~lr.?f~- --~bleior our k1ds.~·-- · . . . ... · : . 
··th.e regreSSlqn of sk1lls, .. a wetghty .v1dual· needs. As !he:e_duca.fu?.nal 
;: one:indee:d, _Many:childrer:i_have · plan is devised, p~rents· have~a_ri 
; limit~Cl lat,lgii~ge; motor, and c9g- opport~iil_ty t~ voice their cQnc~ms 
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Plans to raze school for disabled meet protest 
Dormitory would 
house program 

By Megan Tench 
GLOBE STAFF 

Boston public school parents 
and teachers are protesting plans 
to raze a school that serves the 
city's most severely disabled stu
dents, then house the program on 
the ground floor of a new North
eastern University dormitory that 
would be built on the site. 

Parents and faculty from the 
William E. Carter School on 
Northampton Street fear that the 
children, who often require medi
cal care and who function at the 
level ofl- to 3-year-olds, could not 
handle the constant hubbub of 
college students. The school has 
23 students, whose disabilities in
clude visual and physical impair
ments. 

Theresa Gately of Roslindale 
said the proposal to put her son's 
school in a Northeastern residence 
hall "feels like a slap." 

'~utistic and blind children 

need stability," Gately said. ''My 
son is blind. It took him some 
time, but he knows every crack in 
the wall, and he knows when he is 
in the Carter building he is safe. In 
this case, I don't care about the 
donnitory sitoation at Northeast
em University." 

· Gately and other parents said 
they also worry about where the 
students would be housed during 
construction and what would hap
pen to plans to build a specially 
designed garden for the disabled 
students. 

The proposal is preliminary, 
and school officials are still ad
dressing concerns of patents and 
Carter school leaders, said Mi
chael Contompasis, the system's 
chief operating officer. The School 
Committee has not reviewed the 
plan. 

In exchange for the donnitory 
space, Northeastern would pay for 
tearing down the existing Carter 
school, which abuts part of North
eastern's campus. In its place, the 
university would build a building 
with separate entrances for the 
college students and Carter stu-

dents. The building may also con
tain better space for physical and 
occupational therapy, Contompa
sissaid. 

Contompasls said the proposal, · 
which wouldn't cost the school 
system anything, seems to benefit 
both the school and the university. 
"Northeastern would get their 
dormitory space and we get a 
brimd new building for the 
Carter," he said. 

Officials do not know where 
the students would be educated 
while their school is rebuilt, Con
tompasis said. 

A Northeastern official con
tacted yesterday said everything is 
still in the planning stages. 

According to Carter· school 
staff, the proposed building would 
be seven stories high and the bot
tom floor would house classrooms 
forthe Carter school students. 

The Carter school has raised 
more than $500,000 to build agar
den with special features. If the 
plan to put the school inside a dor
mitory survives, the garden may 
not, said Carter sChool principal 
Marianne Kopacznyski. 

The students learn mostly 
through touch, sound, and smells, 
and the garden is crucial for their 
learning, she said. The Northeast
ern proposal splits the garden in . 
half, which would detract from its 
purpose, the principal said. 

'This is not just a garden, it is 
tailor-made for our students, 
many of whom are in wheelchairs 
and walkers," she said. ''These are 
the most severely damaged young
sters within the public school and 
they cannot access the schoolyard 
because the grassy terrain makes 
it too difficult for them .... We'd 
like this plan to stop now." 

Contompasis said discussions 
with Northeastern are ongoing, 
and some issues can be worked 
out, especially concerns about the 
garden ... We own the land, and 
that can be negotiated," he said. "I 
am of the mindset that we keep all 
the options open." 

Megan Tench can be reached at 
mtench@globe.com. 









Garden dream may get uprooted 
The dream was to transform lease the parcel of land at the dows. "The dream of the gar-· 

their tiny comer of the Boston . end of Northampton Street den was that our kids could· 
Public Schools universe into a where the Carter School now haw one place in the city 
utopia for two dozen students stands, Northeastern would where things were totally 
held captive by the errant de- build a seven-story donnitory accessible to them and by 
signs of biology and fate. · complex and turn the frrst them, without having · to fit 

A small, devoted band of floor over to the Carter School. into someb"ody else's world," 
parents, teachers and staff at Spread out upon the Carter · she said. "A healing garden 
the William E. Carter School School's front desk yesterday shouldn't be forced to share 
in the South End set out to were two sets of architect's space with a dormitory. 
raise $500,000 for dra\vings: The first Where is the. sense of privacy, 
the creation of a showed a garden that place of rest and refuge?" 
'"healing garden," with interlocking This morning, BPS officials 
designed to enfold circles of trees, alonB with the developers 
their profoundly open spaces,- path· looking to fold the Carter 
disabled students in ways and a wading School into a new donn will 

<t:::t a sensory oasis. pool. A seven-story meet with Carter School par-
g Four years of building, roughly in ents and teachers. Ruby Blake, 
N candy bar sales, pot the shape of the let· foster mom to Kassie Mahon, 
N luck suppers and a ter I, dominated the will be there and like every 
~ few generous don· Peter second. Marianne other parent, she .will be anx·· 
~ ors brought the Kopaczynski, the ious and angry. 
>'dream to the thresh- GELZINJS Carter ·school's ''These kids need a place of 
;:§ old of reality. Con· · principal, who's de· their own," Blake said, "a place 
lD struction of the Carter school's voted almost 30 years of her of dignity. Look, I know that 
1§ garden/outdoor classroom professional life to serving Northeastern has been a won· 
"' was. to have begun this spring. what one BPS school official derful neighbor. Their stu· 
3 But then, the modest dream called "the most fragile kids in dents have been wonderful 

of a tiny school got hijacked by the system," kept staring at the volunteers at Carter. But they 
g the bigger needs of a gargan· . patch of green outside the don't need to own ·us. Their 
~ tuan schooL Northeastern Uni· dmm building. plans won't do our kids any 
~ versity, hungry for space to "That's what would happen good, not in the long run. H 
z house its mushrooming stu· to_ our healing garden,"·Kopac· "Northeastern wants to build 
~ dent population, turned to the zynski said, pointing to what their building ne>1 door, or 
~ city with a proposal: . looked like generic landscap- down the street,. that's fme 
m In return for being able to ing underneath all the win· with me. But :-vhy ... whY can't 

they just leave us be?" 
At the moment, Trinity Fi

nancial, Northeastern's deve' 
lopcrs are charged "ith find· 
ing a suitable relocation site to 
house the Carter School for at 
least h'l•o years during any 
construction. 

"Where are they going to 
put us that will ever serve our 
needs the way this building 
does now?" Kopacyznski won
dered Some of her students 
have CO!Ije to this building for 
the past six years. H it's tom 
down, she fears that shuffling 
.students off to a different set· 
ling is certain to work against 
all the triumphs her staff has 
realized. · 

Michael Contompasis, Bos· 
ton Public Schools chief oper· 
ating officer, says plans have 
not proceeded much beyond 
the discussion stage. Last 
night; he said the feelings of 
the Carter School faculty and 
parents ·~vould matter con5id· 
erably" in any future decision. 

H that proves to be so, then 
the Carter School's healing 
garden "Cill be built ... without 
seven floors of college stu
dents filling it with beer bottles 
after every Beanpot or Super 
Bowl. 

STAFF PHOTO BY RENEE OEKONA 

SQUEEZED: Carter SchOol teachers - clockwise from left, 
Dana Romanczyk, Denise O'Donovan, Principal Marianne Ko
paczynski, Abby Marsa and Nicole Davis - stand in front of 
the school that Jt!ight be gobbled up by_ North,eilst\!~n; · 
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SATURDAY, JUNE 5, 2004 

CARTER SCHOOL PARTNERS 

P 
ARENTS AND staffers at the Wil
liam E. Carter School in Roxbury are 

. understandably skeptical about a 
. development plan that calls for 

Northeastern University to build 
dormitories on space now occupied by a 
school for Boston's most severely disabled 
.students. But the Carter families and their 
supporters should not dismiss the idea. Mul
tiple uses work well in land-starved Boston, 
and a university and a public school share 
.common interests. · 

Northeastern is joined with Trinity Finan-
· cia! Inc. in seeking to raze the one-story 
·schoolhouse on Northampton Street andre
build it as the ground floor of a proposed 600-
unit student dormitory complex. Trinity and 
:Northeastern worked together effectively be· 
·fore when developing nearby Davenport 
Commons, which combines student housing 
and homeownership opportunities for work
ing families. Patrick Lee, a Trinity executive, 
:says his company hopes to develop 60 units of 
off-site affordable housing as part of the deal. 

There is no place for hardball negotiations 
in this scenario. Each of the 23 Carter stu
·dents, ages 14to 22, struggles with multiple 
handicaps, including autism and severe retar
dation. Most are in wheelchairs and none is at 
a skills level higher than age 3, according to 
Marianne Kopaczynski; the school's princi- , 
pal. To succeed, any development must result 
in as little disruption as possible while maxi-

mizing therapeutic opportunities. 
Lee has offered to include a heated pool 

with adaptive equipment as part of the new 
construction. He also believes that space will 
be available to build the sensory garden- in
cluding water orbs and a butterfly court
that Carter supporters are planning at the 
current facility. He acknowledges as well that 
the school requires its own architect who is 
expert in special needs populations. The relo
cation of students duringthe construction 
phase remains unresolved. 

Janice Ware, associate director of the Devel
opmental Medicine Center at Children's Hos· 
pi tal, says a good transition plan is key to the 
project's success. She worries about disrup· 
tions but also sees benefits that Northeastern 
might provide, such as behavio~al specialists 
and augmented communication devices. The 
hybrid building, she says, could also provide 
more access to mixed populations, a boon for 
both Carter students and staff. 

To succeed, the development will require 
unprecedented flexibility. The School Depart
ment may need to offer some students com· 
pensatory time at the new facility. Those who 
experience the disruptions should take part in 
the gains. More needs to be known about the 
relocation plans, benefits, and number of 
dorm rooms needed to make the project 
work. But the idea for a union of college and 
special needs students on an underutilized 
parcel deserves every chance to succeed. 
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Big decisions for Carter 
BY ..JENNIFER ELISE CHASE 

EDUCATION WRITER 

Trinity Financial Group successfully 
. partnered with Northeastern University in 
200I to build Davenport Commons, the first 
mixed-used development in the counhy to 
combine student residences and affordable 
housing in one building. Now, the developer 
is proposing another mixed-use collaboration 
with Northeastern. This time, theprojectwould 
displace the Carter School, a Boston Public 
School for students with severe disabilities, for 
the duration of construction. 

Though the Northampton Street school 
could end up with a new facility and a granted 
wish list of amenities BPS likely could never 
afford, Carter1s not sure if the payoff is worth 
it. Trinity is working hard to convince Carter 
it is. 

Past 
Trinity Financial Group is a Boston

based development company that focuses 
primarily on affordable housing. Much of 
its business is "community building": recent 
projects include Orchard Gardens, a privately 
managed affordable housing community in 
Roxbury's Dudley Square, and Northeastern's 
Davenport Commons. 

Davenport garnered Trinity positive 
attention. At the time, it answered Mayor 
Thomas Menino's call for universities to build 

more student housing on campus as a way to 
stabilize rents in Boston neighborhoods. The 75 
units of affordable housing were sold far below 
market rate as condos, and the shldent housing 
allowed Northeastern to market increased 
housing to undergraduates: 125 more units 
meant fewer freshmen would have to search 
for private housing around the metro area. 
· "We not only do affordable housing, 

but we think we do it pretty well," said 
Vince Droser, Trinity's vice president of 
development. "Our feeling is anybody can 
build a big office building," but it's socially 
conscious to bring more to a neighborhood 
than just workspace. 

"The idea [for the new Northeastern 
project] grew out of the same partnership 
[for Davenport,]'1 Droser said. "Our view 
is that ail universities have a great role [in] 
building communities. The efforts are to tap 
into [them] and build resources." 

Trinity's proposed Northeastern plan 
includes a five- to seven-story building on 
Northampton Street, just off of Columbus 
Avenue, where Carter sits today. Carter 
would remain, occupying the first floor of 
the building; the r~st of the space would be a 
Northeastern dorm.Affordable-income units, 
part of the proposal package, would be built on 
a separate site that's yet to be determined. 

If the project proceeds, Northeastern 
would gain a dorm and Carter would 
gain a new facility, built in part to Carter's 
specifications. According to Droser, Trinity 
asked Carter principal Marianne Kopaczynski 
to make a wish list of everything she'd like. 

"Our idea, and I stress idea, is that a new 

,---------------------------------------------------------------------, 

school there couldn'totherwise get built, 11 said 
Droser. "We have proposed to the school 
department that the Carter school is now a 
wonderful home, but it's inadequate. There is 
n"o swimming pool, the gym is an inadequate 
space, and the rest of the space has been sort 
of cobbled together. So the idea is, let's see if 
we can get Northeastern interested." 

Initial ideas were drafted roughly seven 
months ago. Kopaczynski reviewed them and 
made suggestions. And in late May, Trinity 
presented Carter with five new· drawings. To 
Kopaczynski's dismay, the proposal looked a lot 
like it did last fall, only the location of Carter's 
proposed sensory garden - which the school 
has already spent $30,000 to design and begin 
construction - was moved, the gym was too 
small, and the design made Carter look too 
much like just another part of Northeastern. 

Beyond aesthetics, Kopaczynski said 
Carter needed thingslike a first-floor egress, 
a room for changing tables, and handicapped 
bathrooms, fixtures and lighting.Accordingto 
her, the May plan reflected none of it. 

"It was sort of a bust, as far as I'm 
concerned," said Kopaczynski after the May 
meeting. "I don't see any reason to do this. 
Yes, we'd get a pool, but it would mess up the 
garden and we've already spent $30,000 on 
construction design plans. They're 95 percent 
complete. We're ready to go: 11 

Present 
On June 2, Trinity returned to Carter to 

pitch the idea of a mixed-use building- and a 
brand new school, reAectingsuggestionsmade 

in !\1ay - to parents. 
"The design was pretty disheartening 

because it showed that after seven months" few 
changes had been made, Kopaczynski said. 
She did commend Trinity for telling parents 
how much it's \\1lling to work with the school. 
lfTrinity is really lookingtoworkwith the school, 
she said, it'll consider adding to the plans a few 
items on the wish list it asked her to draw up, like 
keeping the garden where it is and differentiating 
the facade from the rest of the building. · 

Kopaczynski and Trinity's Droser agree 
there is still a lot of fear, anxiety and trepidation 
among parents. In spite of visions of a state-of
the-art-school dancing in their heads, parents 
wonder what will happen to their kids during 
the construction phase of the school. For 
Carter sh.Idents, said Kopaczynski, routines 
are necessary: A different bus route or a 
nonhandicapped accessible bathroom could 
severely disrupt their day's learning. 

"[Parent] Teresa Gately was very 
articulate," said Kopaczynski. "She said 
[during Trinity's presentation], 'You're looking 
at us like we're a bunch of softies. I know it's 
taken my son so long to figure out how to getto 
school from home. I'm not the least bit afraid 
to take our kids to Tom Menino's office' and 
explain the situation. 11 

That's what Trinity wants to avoid. "We 
don't want a fight, 11 said Droser. "If it's a fight, 
it's not going to work for everyone. But we think 
it's very much worth exploring because [of) the 
benefit to the community, benefitto Carter. TI1e 

Continued on next page 
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building would ne,·er be built by the 
school deparhnent," he said. "And the 
community would generate another 
60 units of affordable housing." 

Future 
Kopaczynski's main concern 

is Carter's temporary location 
during the proposed 12-18 months 
of construction, and that it's safe 
and accommodates the special 
needs of Carter's students. So 
far, Trinitv has offered no clear 
solution. broser said Trinity first 
wants to figure out if the project 
could work. But Kopaczynski 
needs to know more about that 
temporary locale before agreeing 
to the project. 

Trinity has returned to the 
drawing board to implement 
changes both Kopaczynski and 
parents absolutely require for the 
project to be considered, like the 
garden remaining in the spot for 
which it was originally designed, 
and Carter's maintaining its 
indi\'iduality so it's not lumped 
in with Northeastern. 

Then there are those dreamy, 
starry-eyed ideas Carter would love 
to have happen, like setting aside 
sqme of the affordable housing 
units for Carter students' lower-

income families. 
"If our parents, who have a 

difficult time finding handicapped
accessible housing, arc offered 
these types of apartments, and :t: 
didn'thave to carry their kids down ~ 
several floors, that might sweeten :§ 
the idea for them," Kopaczynski o::. 
said. When she shared the idea 
with Trinity, they were intrigued.· 

11 So we're going a little crazy" 
with ideas, said Kopaczynski. "So, 
good." 

Kopaczynski emphasized 
that Carter's students are fragile 
children who need special 
consideration. Their school is for 
them; they have no other place 
in the city that accommodates 
them. · 

Trinity's pcrspecti\·e is, that as 
the years wane, Carter's building 
will be of no use at all without a 
serious o\'erhaul. And, in the end, 
if insurmountable issues remain, 
the project may not happen. 

"It's never easy to talk about 
these things, especially with this 
population of students," said 
Droser. "\Ve recognize for some 
folks this may be too traumatic. But 
for the next generation of Carter 
School, the facility they ha\·e now 
is going to be more run down. \Ve 
have the opportunity to create 
something state-of-the-art." 

Carter has giYen Trinity six 
more months to revise proposals. 
The next parent meeting is 
scheduled for June 2 I at l 0 a.m. 
at Carter, 396 Northampton St. 

Bugging out 
Hurley Elementary School 
second-graders perform "The 
Bug Club" at the school's annual 
literacy festival last week 

·-~~- --;,..:.-~;_;5: 
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Youth talent 
needed at the 
DNC 

The Democratic National 
Con\'ention is looking to brighten 
up the stage come july. If you're 
5-18 and ha,·e some skills to share, 
you may earn a few minutes at the 
podium. FleetBoston Celebrity 
Series is helping the DNC Com
mittee select young performers to 

take the stage during the July 26-
29 convention. Student Perfor
mances at the DNC is designed 
to celebrate the spirit, diversity 
and culture of Massachusetts. 
All student music, dance and 
theate'r groups are eligible to 
apply. For more information 
or to download applications, 
visit www.celebrityseries.org/ 
dnc.htm. A three- to four-min
ute videotape, audiotape or CD 
required. Applications and tapes 
due by June 17. Tapes will not 
be returned. Selections will be 
announced the week of June 21 . 

' . .... 

All materials ma\· be mailed to: 
FleetBoston Ce"lebrity Series, 
Attn: Student Performance at 
the DNC, 20 Park Plaza, Suite 
1032, Boston, l\!A 02116. 

BFIT adds to 
computer tech 
degree program 

In response to the demands 

Continued on page 14 
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If pas,~ · the bill would 
affect n institutions in 
New Ent:;uiuu, with Northeast
em enduring the largest brunt 
of the cuts and losing $2.2 
million a year in work-study 
funding, the ACE projected. 

Proposed by Ohio Repub
lican John Boehner, chairman 
of the House Committee on 
Education and Workforce, the 
bill would eliminate the base 
guarantee many colleges - NU 
among them - receive from 
the federal government, and 
make future allocations on a 
new formula that distributes 
funds purely on a need basis. 

"At the heart of this is basic 
fairness," said Alexa Marrero, 
a spokesperson for the House 
committee. "The formula 
change wi II ensure that funds 
will be allocated on the basis 
for which they are intended. 
This change is to make college 
more accessible for lower- · 
income students. 11 

While Marrero acknowl
edged the change would affec't 
many schools· in the northeast, 
she warned that ACE's study 
is misleading. ACE assumed 
the base guarantee would be 
eliminated in the 2003-04 
school year, when, in reality, 
the formula change would be 
phased in gradually until 
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t,) u c:c:t, except tbr one service still 
held on Wednesday evenings at 
St. Ann's. However, one of the 
Sunday masses at St. Cecilia's 
will reflect St. Ann's style of 
service, Brum said. 

A mass at St. Ann's includes a 
homily by Father John Unni 

FatheroJohn Unni st~nds among empty pews in the soon-to-be closed SL Ann's University 
· Parish on St. Stephen Street. The church, which serves primarily college students including 

the No~heastem community, is one of 70 churches being closed by the Boston Archdiocese. ST. ANN'S, page 3 

Officials and parents of students at the William E. Carter 
School on Northampton Street are hoping their school for the 
disabled will not house Northeastern's new residence halls. 

Local school upset with 
residence hall proposal 

By Lauren Rouleau 
NEWS STAFF 

Northampton Street, which sits 
south of campus, could be the next 
address of a Northeastern residence 
hall project The site being consid
ered. currently houses a school that 
cate1s to severely disabled students. 

While Northeastern officials say 
the project is still in the planning 
stages, parents and teachers of stu
dents at the William E. Carter 

· School are protesting the project 
because they feel the relationship 
with college students would not be · 
symbiotic, said Princil'al Mariarme 
Kopaczynski. Parents, faculty and 
students met June 2 to discuss the 
proposal. 

"[The parents J are concerned 
about a developer (Trinity 
Financial), who has a financial 
interest, rurming away with a proj
ect that maybe we don't know how 
to control or get our needs met in; 
we're· not real estate people,'' said 
Kopaczynski, who has been a 
teacher for 33 years and principal 
for one year at the Carter School. 
"My main concern is the identity of 
the Carter School if we come under 
the arm of Northeastern. I would 
like to have a separate building so 
that we can maintain our identity, 
and the developer has indicated irs 

not possible, but it's still in the first 
round [of planning]." 

If the project, first conceived in 
September 2003, moves forward, 
Northeastern would lease dormito
ry space from Trinity Financial and 
the Carter School would be like a 
condominium "in the building, 
Kopaczynski said. The Carter 
School project is similar to. the 
Davenport Commons project, said 
an official from Trinity Financial, 
Inc. 

"We did Davenport Conunons. 
Northeastern provided resources to 
build the student residences and the 
condominiums sold with the proj
ect, 

11 

said Vmce Droser, vice presi
dent of Trinity Financial, Inc. 
"With [the Carter School] deal, 
Northeastern would provide the 
resources to build a new school at 
no cost to the city." 

The resources Droser refers to 
are financial resources, he said. 

''Northeastern would also pro
vide 60 units of affordable housing 
off of the site, and Northeastern 
would get access to 125 student 
apartments - similar to the 
Davenport concept," he said. 

Northeastern needs more student 
housing, Droser said, and as part of 
creating that housing Trinity 
Financial would leverage 
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MBTA e •ee out of the 
Massachusetts Avenue Orange Line 
station. The man had assaulted the 
driver of an Orange Line car and 
broken a window. He was turned 
over to MBTA police. 

Monday, May 31 
Sp.m. 
Two staff members in the Curry 

IJ\.\..dle>C u1ey were bemg loud. The 
staff member reported the males 
made threatening comments. The 
staff member shared the description 
with other staff members and asked 
them to notifY NUPD if the stu
dents returned to the building. 

4:30p.m. 
A 23-year-old male student 

reported his bike and lock stolen 

K~ymonci ·Tar N~w Or!~~ 
grab the girl · her arms and 
slam her down on her feet several 
times. After investigation, NUPD . 
learned the girl was Taras' daughter 
and she had allegedly bit her lip. 
Taras, who was attending a confer
ence at Northeastern, was arrested 
for domestic violence and assault. 
His daughter was taken to the hos
pital. 

Northeastern may embark 
new residence hall project 
RESIDENCE HALL, from page 1 

Northeastern's financial resources 
to build a new Carter School. 

on 

"The exact structure of the 
[financial] transaction and the other 
parties hasn't been determined yet," 
Droser said. 

Another area yet to be deter
mined is the future of the garden 
that parents and staff members 
have raised $500,000 to build. 
Kopaczynski said the construction 
plans for the garden are 95 percent 
complete and they have been 
working on that project since 1998. 

The concepts from Trinity 
Financial do not include the full
scale half-million dollar garden 
project, Kopaczynski said. 

"Our healing garden is not being 
given the space or the attention that 
we had already developed it to 
have," she said. "We're also con
cerned about the privacy in the gar
den, that there aren't seven floors of 
students overlooking the garden. 
That would take away the sense of 
serenity." 

Kopaczynski said the benefits of 
the project are all dependent on the 
developer and "so far the design is 
not good.'' 

"We're hoping to negotiate 
something that really would give 
us at least what we have, if not bet-

ter," Kopaczynski said. "I think 
Mayor [Thomas M. Menino] sup
ports that, so it's probably going to 
be a matter of dollars and cents." 

Droser said he recognizes there 
are issues to tackle and said he 
hopes to find "something that 
works for everybody." 

"The idea of building the new 
school for this very fragile student 
population is a great opportunity 
we should take advantage of," 
Droser said. "The school that 
Carter operates now is old and tired 
and not able to provide all the pro
granuning for these students." 

The positive parts of the concept, 
Kopaczynski said, include a thera
peutic pool and the long-term ben
efit of a new building to house the 
school that has been in the current 
building since 1976. Currently, the 
students at the Carter School, aged 
16 to 22 years old but coguitively at 
a I to 3-year-old level, use 
Northeastern's pool in the Cabot 
Gym as part of their program. 

''Northeastern has been a good 
neighbor in that we have been 
allowed to use the swinnning pool 
at no cost to the city for many, 
many years, and our students have 
been going over one morning a 
week to walk the indoor track [in 
the Marino Center]," Kopaczynski 
said. "We have a relationship with 

the sports medicine students; they 
help one to one in the swinnning 
pool." 

Amanda Lamoureux, a middler 
civil engineering major, said it 
could be . a good idea if the 
entrances from the school and the 
residence hall are separate. 

"It's a two-sided story," 
Lamoureux said. She said NU 
needs to '·consider things like the 
noise level of college students and 
the interaction between 'Carter 
School and NU students. 

Middler civil engineering major 
Allison Interrante agreed that she 
could see both sides - the devel
oper and the Carter School. 

"Moving the students [of the 
Carter School] sounds like a bad 
idea, but I don't know much about 
disabilities," Interrante said. 

The Carter School's main con
cern now is the well being of its 
students. 

"[The project] is going to be a set 
back for our students who don't 
learn quickly," Kopaczynski said. 
"We will have to translate to a tem
porary building for two years, then 
come back to a new one - the long 
term would be good, but in the 
short term some of these young
sters who are bearing the brunt of 
the change won't benefit." 

............ """' u1o.; unt::aLS, OUt When ques
tioned separately one of the teens 
said the other had made the threat. 
He said, "I'm not going to jail 
because of him." The 15-year-old, 
who made the threat, was sum
moned to court. Both families were 
contacted and the teens are not wel
come back in the student center. 

,_, ·- --~ ~a...,uu...-2;':J.~ 

wai taken to the l I and arrest-
ed on a larceJ 1arge from 
Revere. 

Monday, June 7 
2:30p.m. 
A 20-year-old male student 

reported his-jacket containing his 
wallet with credit cards missing 
afier he left it unattended in the 
Marino Center. 
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. -WEEKLY WINE-~ASTINGS ::: 
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Located at 301 Huntington (617 536-0164):\ ... 
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'.1\vomes that Boston's stance '~ 
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A
. n outdoor sensory tea.ching: 

J ganlon for clisabled children 
1 I may never take root because 

• ·· ofcityhallb~cracy. , 
/: Since _1998, a group of , I parents, friends, and staff at the William 

. ·. E. Carter Schoorfor 23 profoundly dis· 
, abled youngsters has been raising funds 

1 to tnl.nsform their quarter-acre school
. yard ip.to a handicapped-accessJ.Dle out
door learning center. 

i · But oonstmction has been delayed as 
! , the city considered an offer to privately re

... : 1 'develop the publicschool'sSouthEnt! site. 
· · At the Same time, the city rejected the 

'I . school's request to exempt its mostly pri-
vntely funded garden project from a pub

:\ ·He development process that oould make 
tl;, 

'· 

~-

'. 
'· 

,WIU.IAl'l E.CAIIIBlSCHOOL 
SEN5011r'GMDIN -----, . . If the garden goes throUgh the city's RENDERINCl/DAVIDBERARDUCCtlANDSCAPEARCHITECTURE 

'j ft """"'nlable. ' 

public bid process, the construction cost • . , . . • 
; of.the entire $725,000 redevelopment The William E. Carter School (bottom right) hopes to create- mostly with private funds.:... an outdoor 
I proJect ~uldjump by $100,000, said'• -sensoryteachingga.rden(above)lnits schoolyard(top right). The space is meanttobenefttstudentslike 
! Marl~e Kopal:zynskl, principal of the· Blanca Val~tin-Rulz (middle rJgbt, left)~ whowalkswit:J;l ~ng ossi~tJosefinaRodriguez. 
. Carter School and a member of the · '· 
1

1 

Friends .of the WU1iam E. Carter School rou1d safely maneuver. . -' ' .H publicly bid, the project Could cost 
Garden. "'It will motivate kids loclred in wheel- ·20 percent more, could take longer, and 

, "Wemayhavetocancelthegardennnd. cba1rs to take that palnful enra step or m3y not result In the unique finished 
return. the funds," she said understand that pushing a red button wiD product the Carter students need, devel-

So far, the friends over two yea:shave mlstaredgeranium,•saidKopa.ceyo.Ski. · opmentprofessionals.safd. 
raised $500,000 from holding bake and Martha Tyson, a Wisconsin-based For instance, while public projects 
candy sales and cllpping ooupons for re- landscape architect who specializes in seek the lowest construction bid, the 

' [ bates, and from a $125,000 federal gmnt .. such outdoor treatment center.> in parks builder must pay laborers the prevailing 
tobufidtheleamlngcenter. or hospitals, said thnt If built the Carter wage of $38 an hour rather than the $27 j 'l'h:e.studen!S- sbme bllnd, others garden would be one of only 11 few in US paJdonaprlvatejob, said John Fish, chief 
wh~~bound -learn through sthnu- public schools. executive of Suffolk Construction Co. 

h _lation ofthelr&ensesofsmell. touch, taste, . , 'Whlle.the friends raised most of the -rhe bulldtt bas'lessrontrol of the end 
, • ;1 .nil slghi{8_e!Pd.QD.~j-egulsr-auilcu- ~~,privately, -rhe city has no cb~ce product andtheprojectrould take 50 per
.. • 11 1~-~·~~·leaprlO.g~ buttogothrougba_publlcbid.•saidMer- Centlongerbecauseeverychange-requlres 

~ would add _the lns_plratlon .or coloiful,· fta Hopkins, Mayor Thomas M. Mentno's extensive documentation and review," he 
; 1 perfum!!d flowers, tasty vi&etabies,·~md • rllb~(of staff. "'don't Understand wby it eq~la!ned. ' ~ 

alluring water elements In a setting they would cost more.• Accordine:to Kopaczvnsld, "Fora vear, 

the city and Boston School Department 
have declined to cite the law that requires 
a privately funded project to go through 
public bid." She added: "'With public mon
ey so sc:atte, why !fPelld more than neces
sazy?" • 

The city CODSi~ aooepting an 'offer 
from a private developer who proposed 
razing the Carter School to build 11$63 
million, GOO-bed dorm thnt Northeastern 
University might lease. Tbe developer, 
Patrick Lee, a partner at 'IHntty Financial 

·me.,- said he Would tllen have donated a 
sensory learning center-and the giound 
ftocir of the dorm to the city as a new. Car
ter School. He would have bunt it as a pre
vaillne:·wal!r. pro!ect. be said. 

In October, Menino rejected the p~ 
posa1 as unwt~rkable based on objections 
from the carter School staff and Parents. 
\: Northeastern, which bas invested 
about$400millionslnce 1998tobulld 1.7. 
mfillon square feet of dorms. classrooms, 
labs, and parking, wm nm year devise an 
altemativestudent.housingprilposai, seld 

'ltsvJce president, Daniel Bourque. 
Meanwhlleothe fate of the sensory 

learning center designed_by'IYson·and 
BostOn-baSed David Berarducct Land
SC~pCAJ(:hib:cture Is UIJCerta1n. . "'t would be so disappointing for peO. 
ple to raise so mu'ch private money and 
have politics get In the way of treatment 
th~ kfdll necd:"'l\'ron !tlrld. 
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DNC's cash 
could help Hub 
garden grow 

At the end of .his State of the. City speech last 
-week. Mayor Thomas M. Menino Said he was appro
priating $1 million (out of the $6 million DNC·sur

. plus) for "the beautification of Boston's neighbor-
hoods." . 

If the mayor really wants to·do something beauti
ful, I have a suggestion about where be·could start. · 
At the end of Northampton Street in the South End, 
a nondescript patch of grass and trees borders the 
William E. Carter SchooL About two dozen of the 
,----- · most profoundly disabled chil

dren in thE! public system are 
nurtured at the carter, within 
the embrace of a devoted staff of 

- teachers and therapists. 
Their dream bas been to trans

form the barren yard outside the 
school intO' a state-of-the-art 
"healing garden," a kind of sen
sory oasis that could help loosen 
the shackles that biology and 
fate have imposed upon these . 
children. . . 

For the last five years. a small 
but determined community of Carter School parents 
have sold candy bars and held potluck suppers. The 
fruits of their labor have been bolstered by some 
skilled grant writing and fund-raising. 

On their own, the teachers, parents and friends of. 
the Carter School have raised a little more than 
$525,000. Marianne Kopaczynski hoped that half a 
million dollars would be enough to break ground on 
the garden this spring. ,_ . 

But alas, the city bean counters at the school de
partment have reminded Kopaczynski that the 
Carter's·heallng RWfen project must comply with all 

~prevailing wage 1aws and bidding procedures. 
After coming this far, it appears the Carter School 

now has to come up with another $100,000 o!aY.C:~ 
haps $150 grand to make their dream of a h · 
garden a reality by this spring. 

Wouldn't such a special garden add to the beauti
fication of this city? And wouldn't It be a noble 
gesture indeed for Menino to use a portion of that 
DNC surplus to help pull this unique dream across 
the finish line? · 

Sure it would. But nothing in life'- especially 
public life - is that simple. The mayor should step 
m and close the gap. And here's hopin~ he will But · 
most likely he will ~e that there 1S too much 
~;~ublic space and too little public money to spend 
$150,000 on the Carter School garden. 

So, ifMenino can't bridge the shortfall with public 
cash, why not cover the cost in sheer politiCal in
fluence? Though his relationship with some unions 
has been turbUlent of late, it be would terrific if 

· Me_nino could use-his considerable powers of per-· 
suasion to have the necessary union officials make 
an in-kind contribution to these deserving children. . 

It would be a disgrace if the Carter School had to 
delay its dream any longer, particularly when the 
healing garden already was stymied last year by the 
wacky idea Northeastern University hatched with 
the Boston Public Schools. · 

In -its endless quest for ·more dormitory space, 
Northeastern wanted to claim the current Carter 
School site, build a new seven-story dorm and stick. 
the Carter School on the first floor. Just imagine how 
many beer cans would rain down on the kids in 
wheelchairs. .. 

''No one at the school thought it was a good fit," 
said ·Marianne Kopaczynski. Nevertheless. the Bos
ton school department was game, until·those hordes 
of beer-soaked -hooligans from Northeastern made 
the last Super Bowl Sunday so memorable. The dor-
mitory idea died quickly and quietly.. , . 

Speaking of the Boston school department, they've 
had nothing but good wishes for the Carter School's 
effort to do something extraordinary for their stu~ 
dents. · . 

Aside from holding- th~ school to the prevailing 
wage and open bidding statutes, the school depart
ment proiWSes that once the healing garden gets 
built it will maintain the plumbing and make sure 
the pipes don't :freeze. Isn't that beautiful? · 
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16th non~fatal SE shooting 
BY CHRIS ORCHARD 

STAFF WRITER 

A violent week in the South 
End came to close with more vio
]eilce June 30, when, at the corner 
of Warren Avenue and Pembroke 
Street, police encountered a· 19-

. year-old male who was bleeding 
from the right shoulder: the victim 
of the South End's 16th non-fatal 
shooting this year. 

The June 30shootingtookplace 
at around.9:52 p.m. According to a 
police report, the 19-year-old victim, 
whom police would not identifY, told 
officers the shooter was an unknown 
black male in his early ZOs who wore 
a blackT-shirtand a black backpack. 
According to the victim's account in 
the police report, the assailant stole 
the victim's gold chain, shot the 
victim in the shoulder, and then Red 
on a bicycJcalongColurnbusAvcnue 
toward Massacltusetts Avenue: , 

The victim was treated al the 
scene by EMS for non-life-threat
ening injuries and then taken to 
Boston Medical Center for further 
treatment. Police have made no 
arrests and the investigation is still 
ongoing, according to Boston police 
Ollic;er Michael McCarthy. 

- - . South End :::ihootmgs 

1,"1;.15-year-o!d and 17-year
o!d,Jan. 27. 
3:28-year-o!d,jan. 29. 
4.5.6: 14. 19 and 21-yeac-ol<h. 
Feb.S. 
7: I 8-year-old. Feb. 22 · 
8: 33-)"acold. Macch 2 

9:Woman shot; alleged 
shooter ki!ls self, March 20 
I 0: 23-year-old. Mardl 22 
II: 19-year-old.Mardl 31. 
12: Teenager shot in leg. 
May 14. 
13: 14-year-old. May 26. 

14. IS: 12-year-old and 24-
year-o!d,June 25. 
16: 19-year-o!d,june 30. 

0 Rrst homicide. 19-year
old Abdirauf Abdu!lahi shot 
and ki!Jed,June 25. 

The shooting came just five 
days after the nc;ighborhood's 
first murder victim, 19-year-old 
Abdirauf Abdullahi, was gunned 
down on June 25 ncar the c~rner 

of Shawmut Avenue and Dwight 
Street. Also on June 25, a 24-year
old and a 12-)'ear-old· were .shot 
outside S.tore 24 on Massachusetts 
Avenue. 

The Athletics defeated the Orioles in the final game of the majors 
playoffs'at Peters Park on June 29,2006 

Smart baseball fans 
skip Fenway Park 
South End BasebalL ... .·. ~., . 
offers high quality play, 
and it helps kids. 

more and more tempting. There's 
plenty· of room to watch the. game 
up close; the ice cream truck makes 
regular appearances; children 
and does olav e.lccfullv in the 





at around 9:52p.m. According-to a· 
police report; the 19"year..Old victim, 
whom police would not identifY, told 
officers the shOoter.Was an unknoWn 
black male in his early 20s who wore 
a blackT-shirtanda blackbackpack. 
According to the vicqm's accoUnt in' 

. I defeated the Orioles :police ·report, the assailant stole 
I ,2: 15-year-old and 17-year-. 9:Woman shot alleged 

: victim's gold chain, shot .the .. · el. --L • 
• _14,15:12-year-oldand 24-. 

_year-old, june 25. 
playoffsat Peters Park on June 29,20 

old,Jan.27. shooterWIIss f.M~w20 
victim in the shoulder, and then fled 3: 2S,year-old,Jan. 29. 1 0:23-year-old, Mardl22 16: 19-year-old,june 30.· 
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building the Se;•m"""';"A'·~'·tl;ot.,,;;n 
allow its special needs students to 
experience nature. With a $120,000 
grant recently awarded by 'Lowe's 
Charitable Funds their 
total funds up to 
the school department is requesting, 
bids for the constructio)1 ofthe:·new -~~f;:~~~~~ 
garden in mid-July and if all goeS wen; 
the Carter School. will be seeing a 
groundbreaking in late August · 

.·lii-le; '3 few of them _practice 
swiDgs -against the fence. In all, it 
w"as a· lazy summer eveni"ng, a per

''lt really is a dream coqie true;' 
saidMarianneKopaczynski,principal 
of the Carter School and one of its 
original founding teachers. 'There's 
no place in the city where oui kids 
have a place made just for them to 
access." 

Kopaczynski is not exaggerating. 
The student population of the Carter 
School is very unique indeed, with all 
25 students, ages lOto 22, coping with 

...... •. 

severe and multiple handicaps. Th~ 
pril11!llY di_"@loiis,, said Kopaczynski, · 
is<"Sevei-e __ to .piOfouild I-e~aation or 
cogrutive challenges," compounded 
byotherchallenges;·suchas blindness,. 
deafuess and cerebral palsy. 

"They're really a damaged 
group of youngsters,' kids who would 
normally have been back in the 
oid days be kept in institutions," 

· said Kopaczynski. The school was 

fo~~ded i~, i 971 by Bailon P~blic fectnightfor baseball. The winner 
Schools to deal with a poJmlaition of.l of this game would go on to .play 
stridentswhohad oft~n · justthat; the A's in the South 'End Baseball 
instir;;tionalized. Theprogramstarted "major league" championship. 
offwith only two 'teacherS, -including . ·· As ticketprices at Fenway Park 
Kopaczynski; who, though she had a keep rising (bleacher seats now cost 
Master'sdegreeinSpecialEducation, $23, while seats behind the plate 
had no background with dealing with and along the infield baselines cost 
children with such a degree ofhandi- $95'), and with most games sold 

· Continued on page 4 
out ailyway, an evening watching 
baseball at Peters Park is becoming. 
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Carter where ifs a playground fur thern, a learning area 
for them, a peaceful area for them.". 

Colllinued from page 1 But perhaps the most important feature 
- and what makes .it truly a learning experi

cap, including being unable tl)feed themselves or ence and not simply decorative or fun - is that 
use the toilet unaided. More than 30 years later, students are taught, through perhaps pressing a 
the s~hoots-programming has allowed many · button on a water feature, or rolling through a 
students to lead lives that many in 1971 would . misty arch, that they can change their environ-
have thought impossible for them. ment. 

"Here, we'reseeingthem walkan4 use com- ."Because they have learned or just through 
municationtoolsandbeoutinthecommunity:' people dOing for them, they've developed this 
said Kopaczynski. · learned helplessness kind of attitude," said 

TI1is sensory garden further represents an Kopaczynski. 'We want them to do something 
opportunity to teach and work with thes""dents that they mjghi geta·kick out of to show them, 
in an environment they typically cannot ~ccess: if you stretch that arm out thars so twisted and 
nature. The idea fur the garden first crystallized it might hurt, but you press that button and a 
in. 1998, when a student at the school became sprayofwatershoots out and you laugh -.do it 
frustrated because he could not take his wheel- again. You c'an do things, you can impact your 
chair into the grassy area beyond Ute sChool's environment" . 
existing hard-surface patio. 'We thought that However, Uwugh the id~ fur tl1e garden 
it might be a good idea to provide some sort of and all its features came easily enough - with, 
access to all of the kids so that they could get out esP.ecially, thehelpoflandscapearchitectMartha 
in to the yard ... We thought well, what can we Tyson, and later, the currently hired designer, 
do? ;• she said, explaining that they started with David Berarducci - funding did not. Around 
a paved circuitous path through the yard that ZOOI,onlyafewyearsali:ertheideawasfiistbom, 
would allow wheelchairs and walkers to come Kopaczyoskisaidthattheyfoundthemselveswith 
through. 'Then we thought it might be ki[!d of only $18,000 and were "stuck." · 
boringjusttogoaroundinacircle,let'smakethis But the school, a:nq the incorporated 
is a learning !'Xperience for our youngsters." · Friends oftlw William E. Carter School, began 

What they've ended up witl1 is a series of castihgaboutforgran!s,hookingafewfromarea 
features that will interest tl1e senses of the chi!- charitable trusts such as the Henderson and the 
dren: an area of the garden with talr grasses on Browne Fund, as well as a $100,000 donation 
either side so that children in wJ-117eJchairs and fiomananonymoussource. Fundraisingefforts, 
using walkers can "feel like they're in a. forest"; such as the semiannual arts festival and bazaar, 
an urn that shoots water at the press of a button; continued and money began to come in. 
a misting arch that sprays fine water on children · However, in Sept2003,nearby Nortiteast-
wheeling or walking Uuough; and a spray foun- em University a.sked the Boston Public School 
lain that children can play in with tl1eirparents. system if they could build a five to seven story 
And all ofitis completely safe and accessible for dorrnon top of the exiSting Carter School build
children witlt special needs. ing, prompting. a delay that lasted a year·and a 

'T~is is justfortl1em," sai~ Kopaczynski. "At half while Kopaczynski and the school dealt 
least one place in Ute city of Boston, tl1ey can go with the proposal. Northeastern had offered to 

;"'~'f'"•:"......,l{:":;• •. -'Q'-'''f\.' --c-~, - - -, 
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build a pool for the school, something that is an 
extremely valuable out frequently. unattainable 
teaching tool for the students. But after a year 
of back and forth and realizing that not only 
would a dorm full of college students be built 
above their heads but that they would also be 
displacedfromtheexistingbuildingforalengthy 
period, the Carter School decided to decline the 
offer. In October 2004 Kopaczyoski, concerned 
paren!s,comrnunitygroupsandbusinesspartners 
sat down with Mayor Thomas Menirio and 
persuaded him and the school system to reject 
Northeastern's offer. · · 

. Since then, the project h..; been gaining· 
ground steadily, imd this mostrecentawardfi:om 
Lowe's is evidence Of that Eyenso, Kopaczynski 
is still concerned about the future - while 

. $450,000 is a sizable amount of money, she said, 
it may not be enough. Boston Public Schools 
has pledged. to support the Carter School fur the 
remainder0fth.e mOney, accoidingto Jonathan 
Palumbo, spokesman for BPS, but still, Kopac
zynski is worried. Kopaczynski said that she 
was also concerned about the low-bid public 
process, primarily because she had been hoping 
to be able to hire a private landscape architect 
with experience building special spaces like the 

. ·sensory garden. 
BPS would not waive the low,bid public 

process because the school is public property 
and tl1ey -.yould be contributing to the cost, so 
now she's also hoping to find a contractor who is 
willing to work witl1 the school and the designers 
as the process unfolds, as things on paper may 
not work as well in concrete and stone. 

'We're really hoping for a Contractor who 
has our students' interests at heart, as well as 
getting a bid;' she said. . 

But Utings are moving. 44I'm holding my 
breath, because you never know;• she said. 
"I'm really hoping to see this garden bloom 
this year" 

Two Drop-off Days for
HOUSEHOLD 

- -·- -·-· ... 
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SOUTH· E.ND · .. - ·· ' '_- ::< :~::~:;~·,-;::<,~--·." , .. ·~ ~.; ,';;_:· ~. > ~ ,_·:·.:;.<·,,~--;,;;··:-~;?·. \ '. 
_:_ ea:J:ter·school desi · . · s:t &-den,:· . --. ' ' . -. . - ' . . . . --gn ·- _g, ...... , .. -~-· .. 
. to .spniqlate all_ t~fe' ~en.~~~;~ : ... ~ ·: _· -

• • ~ • '', , ' ' J -• '. •, • , ' ~ • : •, ( e-o/- .' : ;', :. ' ' 

-- " . Th~re li're feW cb~ fur)h~24·se~ly di~iiliiOO,gth-
-· delltsa~~e'~schlioimitu:&#Ji~gttf~.t:iUWnaturC. 

so afl:er watchitlg students tcying to wl1001 onto ~ gra.sSy 
lotoUtside,theschooldecidedba.ckinl998toturnitintoa 
.··s~~,:- .·· -~-; ·~-' ,~ -~ ·-~: --~~-j·:·~ :~·-:P;,::: ;·· ~-- ,~ .. r·_.-. -~. _- . 
• : The' ~i,ltdool'learningen'V)ron~en~ With~! grlisses, 
fragrant flOwers: and a fegetabJe gameD; :Will appealto~an 

-of the senses. The wheelcbllir-ll(:eessible garoen wili in· 
- ·: t "• ' •' • c 

elude aspquting urn, a lllfstlng arch 8.1).qa spray, fountain;. · 
allflowing With water · · · - · · · ·. : .. ' 
on demail<L A_trelllsed 
walkwAY Will contain 

. bins with materla!'s• --
titat sttideilts can run 
their hands' tbJ:ough. 

. --'Tills .• irm be moti
to 

Mil:rlwinieKo~ul.~yn,.-: · .. ~~\'~, - · · .. ,'-r-~·-~.'~ :'· ~~ 
ski. . wn-press.the switch to ttim a' fountain on and. 
trumputtheirhandsinit .••• Atilie'~able~ther 

. Cljnrigettp tO ptittJ!clrlwldll mthe,dirt."~ eip¢eo¢S 

. willmakethem:feel'inde].icltdimt,.shesa!d. · ·• ·· '· \ . 
. : ibe Friendll of me C~l.'~k-'wP.icb Kllpaciynski 
belongs to, struggled to ·rliise money for i.\11 expensiye 
prOject thtlt wm benefit~{~ n!#IDer of stiident.S; s~ 
satd. But with a recent $120,000 giant fronl'the Lowe's 
Charitable and Edueatllina:]: FOIII1dat;lo11, $4.50;000 h)lS 
been raised, and :the clifs School .department Will paY, for 
fl:!l]r costs t:tot C<?Wred by additioiial;fUnd-r~sbig, sa!d 

. ~#l()Olil -spokesman J~ P!U~bi:>.·TIJ.jl proj~ Was 
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·.StUDents' ·Neeil·s· 
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She had a bachelor;~ degreeh/psycholo
gy, no teaching experience other than as a 

, The William :E, .(':arter School .has_:. summer camp counselor and, since this 
. 'weaiher~ cbiUiges' ii both ·it;; 'name 'ruici. "'"'_the flrst school of its kind in the area, .. 
. : lodiiticin,.:,;· liut .. 'i'rllicipill ... ·. Marianne no siriillar model to study or borrow ideas 

Kopaczyiislii:s pre8erice has been a c:On- from. 
stan! for moie than 3o,Ye:irs: ''Nobody · knew what to do," 

Kopaczyi,ski was ·one of tWo teachers · Kopl\Czynski s3id with~ laugh. "This wiis 
hired by Boston Public Schools (BPS) all new." 

· ,when ·the ·city's flrst public special needs Kopaczynski was .a classroom teacJ!er 
· ''schiiol,-· originally- riamed" the ·New until 2003 when she became principaL 

Progress School, was founded in 1971. Continued on'pag~ 16 
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C
n.-4-.nr School .. jn," Kopaczynski saicL. ,.. . . . c:p. ~ . . . .-.. :,·After: qne. 'year'· the· . school 

continued jr(Jm page 7 · · moved to the Q Birilding, a men, 
ta\h!'}llth wing o.f Bostqn State 

The school now. has a staff of-. Hospital;· where-'the-teachers ., 
about ·30, sei-ving 22 students : struggled with a -lack of class- ·, 
between the ages· of 10 and 22, room equipl!'ent.- .. 
who Kopaczynski described ·as· ... "We. started ·with nothing," 
"profoundly·· developmentally- Kopaczynski said.. "There were 
delayed and muiti-handicapped." n:nnels that nin between the has
The students have visual and p1tals. We wouid go down tjlere · 
auditory impairments, cerebral and find aqandoned· tables and 
palsy, other coguitive disabilities chairS, and thafs what we used in 
and cannot speak. · · . . class." . , 
. When the .school open~d- it . The. C.arter School's cuP.e~t 
occupied one room in ·a M_attapan ·. facility -iat .396 •. ~orthainpton 
home that Was next to a eenietery Street _ _-,opened .in. 1975 ... wheli 
and rieai a youth detention center.. anotjl~r s_chool usirig the building 
Before students even airived, the. · closed .due to. a Jack of enroll- . 
Boston Fire Department said the· ment: ··}\fter renovatjons. were . 
school could ·not stay in the house completed, the school had a··new,' ·: 
without' a sufficient exit, so' the: _permanent home: .· . 
teachers packed up and moved to ·. '·_However; whel\ enroJpneni 
a parish hall .. Once Christmas . dwindled from 25 ·to 12 ;D. the 
caine and the church wanted the 'late J980s; the school's ~erma-. 
space for events, th_e school relo- ,llencywasinquestimi._ThrougJ{a 
cated to the third_floor ofBosu;n -pu?Ii6 .!elations •cainp.Ufin 'arid .. 
State Hospital.' : . · ~trong p~ental support, •the p.ojr 

Since sonie of the 'students ulation grew t.o. the ciurent ·22 ' · 
, used wheelchairs arid walkers, .. ~tudents. ;:· : :' . . •>.>~ ·~: "- ~-: 
th~ ouly way to get them to the .. Kopaczjnski'safd ihat l;>oih~the 
classrooms was by a freight ele~ work and the students are what . . . . 

. vator. Kopac~yuski and Roger:. ?~ve kept h~rat the ~ch~o) since . : ·. · 
Mazur, a foriner principal and the· 1t opened!. · ··· ~- . · · /~ _ 
second ·teache_I; hired for the "When you look in !he eyes of 

:school; had to obtain. elevator ·.our hiiudicapped, children, 'ybii. 
operaior JiceriSes to transport the · kuow· the)"re· :._ · in : th~re," _ 
students to class. ' . . KopacZy!lski said. "Jt's a chaic. 

"One of us would bold up the le11ge .to unlock ·!he ·capabilities· 
· grate whife the other ran the kids that are withi!i' each child.'.' ·: · · : · · . 
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An outdoor paradise for special kids - BostonHerald.com 

An outdoor paradise for special kids 
By Peter Gclzinis I Wednesday, October 10, 2007 I http://www.bostonherald.com I Columnists 

On Friday, it will officially be dedicated as the "Carter 
School Sensory Garden and Outdoor Classroom." 

But for a small family of profoundly handicapped students, 
devoted teachers and their unwavering principal, it will 
forever be known simply as "paradise." 

Shortly after noon yesterday, Marianne Kopaczynski 
stepped out of the squat brick confines of the William E. 
Carter School and into a sun-drenched oasis right there in 
a tiny corner of the South End. The principal stood at the 
threshold of a custom-made dream she began fighting for 
nine years ago. 

"Back then," Kopaczynski said, "all we hoped for was to be 
able to mirror, on the outside, everything we were doing 
inside our classrooms.' She gazed out across a circulating 
network of rubberized pathways that gently wound their 
way through 16,450 square feet of misting fountains, a 
"Blue Bell" stream of colored rocks, clusters of sea grass, 
a vegetable garden and fruit patch, a sensory "Rainbow 

Page I of2 

Walk,' and a swing set designed to allow those children imprisoned in a wheelchair the sheer joy of going up in the 
air. 

"What has happened on this spot," she said, "is the result of community giving, and working, at its best. 

"By opening up the world for our kids," Kopaczynski added, "we've doubled our classroom space. Instead of an 
empty yard with a few benches and some bushes, we are now able to provide our children with whole new worlds of 
understanding. Our kids will finally be able to experience many of those things so many other kids take for granted, 
like rolling across a bed of fresh grass, feeling a tomato on the vine, plunging their hands into soil, letting a mist of 
water cool their faces." 

About two dozen of this city's most severely handicapped children are nurtured in this amazing public school. Each 
and every day, the staff and faculty quietly belie all the claptrap about what public school teachers do and don't do. 
Simply put, they work miracles. The dedication of this garden is, indeed, one of those miracles. 

Nothing about this sensory garden is school department issue. Not the misting fountains, where a gentle spray will 
be released with a touch of a child's hand. Not the vegetable and fruit gardens, where students will be encouraged to 
dig their hands into soil and feel the treasures that come forth. Not even the playground that will liberate children who 
have never been able to experience the kind ·of "recess" so many other children take for granted. 

The dream that Marianne Kopaczynski, along with the Carter School's former principal Roger Mazur, dared to dream 
nine years ago was not remotely on any BPS radar screen. Essentially, the folks at 26 Court St. let Mazur and 
Kopaczynski know if they wanted such a fancy-schmancy, architecturally designed "healing garden,' they would 
have to pay for it themselves. 

Well, it took nine years, and a little more than a million dollars raised through raffles, pot luck suppers and some 
dogged soliciting of foundations, corporations and countless individuals whose compassion was matched with a 
check. 

Come Friday, at the spot where Northampton Street dead ends into "paradise," we will be reminded that every now 
and then dreams do come true. Children asked to shoulder unbearable burdens will take possession of their Eden. 

Marianne Kopaczynski looked up at the surrounding towers that house disabled adults. "We will be inviting them to 
use this space, as well as other (handicapped) students from other public schools. This is a gift we would like to 
share." 

http://www. bostonherald.com/news/ opinion/ co!UI1U1ists/view. bg?articleid= 1 03 70 80&for... 1 0/12/2007 
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Bubble play 
Danief Gillis, 5, ofWest End and Sadie Mackin, 9, ofRoslindale play 
in the bubble machine at the new Sensory Garden OutdoorClassroom 
at the William E. Carter School. The garden was dedicated last week 
and will provide an accessible outdoor space for the Carter School 
students as well as help motivate learning achievements. The 16,450-
square-foot garden was developed from 1998 to 2007 . 
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PRESS RELEASE 
20 November 2008 

Carter School Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom 
wins national design award 

American Horticultural Therapy Association recognizes 
innovative outdoor space for students with disabilities 

BOSTON - The William E. Carter School in the South End has won a national award for its 
innovative Sensory Garden Outdoor Classroom. The American Horticultural Therapy 
Association recognized the garden with the Therapeutic Garden Design Award at its national 
conference recently in Lexington, Kentucky. 

Mayor Thomas M. Menino and Boston Public Schools officials joined families and supporters of 
the school to dedicate the 16,450-square-foot garden in October 2007. It was designed to create 
sensory appeal and learning motivation for students who are educationally challenged by severe 
cognitive and developmental disabilities. The garden, funded through private and public 
sources, features wheelchair-accessible pathways through tall grass, plants and flowers, leading 
to interactive installations, swings, and water features. 

To view a video about the garden, hosted by Roger Swain from the PBS program Victory 
Garden, visit http://www.cityofboston.gov/cable/video librarv.asp?id=li93. 

Formed in 1973, the American Horticultural Therapy Association has helped horticultural 
therapy gain acceptance as a unique and dynamic human service program. AHTA 's members 
include more than 800 individuals and organizations located across the U.S. and abroad. For 
more information, visit www.ahta.org 

The Boston Public Schools serves nearly 56,000 pre-kindergarten through grade 12 students in 
143 schools, and in 2006 won the Broad Prize for Urban Education as the top city school district 
in the country. 
For more information, visit www.bostonpublicschools.org. 

Friends of the William E. Carter School is an independent 50 I ( c )(3) non-profit corporation, 
organized in 2002, to benefit the students of the William E. Carter School by addressing needs 
not met through the BPS budget. 




